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Headmaster’s Introduction
I have a friend, a psychologist, who
swears by the jigsaw puzzle as a powerful
instrument for family harmony. Was there
ever a more addictive and bonding shared
enterprise? Over a long lazy summer or
even the confines of Christmas, the edge
of the dining table is cleared and pieces
cascade. It pays not to think too hard
about what you are doing. Take a perfectly
good picture that you wish to gaze upon,
chop it beyond recognition into hundreds
of small pieces, mix them up thoroughly
and then try to reunite them back into the
picture that you wanted to view in the first
place.
Jigsaws work because they appeal to
two primal human instincts; pattern
recognition and the urge to create. The
more logical family members (dare I say
pedantic) will inevitably start with the
edges. They are the systematic grid-search
brigade. The aesthetes prefer to gather
clusters of colour in front of them. They
are intuitive, being guided by The Force.
Some will sit for hours, nibbling away.
Then there are the family members who
drift by every now and then, infuriatingly
slotting in a recalcitrant piece before
drifting off.

The key to a jigsaw is to be able to focus
intently on each individual piece whilst
still visualizing the big picture. So too with
schools. Every child is unique, no other
like them. None is more or less important
than another, each has their own place.
A school is judged as a complete picture,
yet it isn’t truly complete if a single piece is
out of place. The best teachers are those
who can treat every young person
as an individual yet still hold in their mind’s
eye the greater vision of the institution.
Bromsgrove is blessed in this regard.
I have never encountered staff so focused
on personalising learning whilst still
holding loyal to our wider aims.

Likewise, the constituent parts of
the School itself. Our courses are
taught separately but all knowledge is
interconnected. House life only makes
sense if it feeds into sport, the arts
and academia. The dedication of our
teachers is ineffective without the equal
dedication of support staff. Our Pre-Prep
may be offsite but it is never out of mind.
Without it, the Bromsgrove offer would be
incomplete.
In my first year of service in this
remarkable School I have revelled in the
challenge of working out how all the pieces
fit together. Some links have been obvious;
personal tutoring underpins academic
success, improvements in catering lead
to improvements in morale, a highperforming Prep School allows the Senior
School to excel. Other connections are a
pleasant surprise. A Chapel hymn rises
from a rugby sideline. A diverse collection
of pupils coalesce into a professional
electric car race team. Young men and
women from 47 countries share meals,
laughter and friendship, forging bonds that
their nation’s politicians are struggling to
achieve. It has been a joy for me to unravel
the puzzle of what binds the Bromsgrove
community and to add a few pieces
myself.
This issue of the Bromsgrovian is like
the lid of a jigsaw box. It presents the
complete picture of 2014/15, comprised
of thousands of individual pieces; pupils,
teachers, departments, teams, activities
and achievements. I hope you enjoy
seeing how they all interlocked to produce
another triumphant year for the School.
Peter Clague
Headmaster
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Pre-Prep and Prep
Headmistress’ Overview
This academic year has been another
very busy one in both the Preparatory and
Pre-Preparatory Schools; full of exciting
learning opportunities and experiences.
Academically, we have celebrated sixteen
scholarships to the Senior School - a
significant achievement of which we are
proud.
This year we have introduced The Martlet
Award to pupils in Years 1-4. The Martlet
Award is unique to our School, created
by us for our pupils, and celebrates the
breadth of our curriculum and the range
of talents. It seeks to recognise and reward
each of those skills, looking at the whole
child and the contribution they make to
Bromsgrove. This exciting new initiative
will be further developed in the years
ahead.
Every day the Pre-Prep & Nursery
resounds with music, laughter, learning
and fun. Visitors are always deeply
impressed by the children, the atmosphere
and the energy of the School and they
always comment on the happiness of the
children. But who couldn’t be happy to
attend somewhere with so many amazing
things on offer? From WWII evacuees,
jousting tournaments, live book characters,
trips to Warwick Castle and the Wyre
Forest to members of the Home Guard
drilling in the driveway and a hall full of
exotic and large rainforest creatures, as
well as real life pirates ascending the
staircase. These exciting events are but
a few of the many wonderful learning
opportunities that our youngest children
have experienced during this year.
They have also staged exhibitions, opened
a museum, performed in assemblies and
musical recitals as well in the Memorial
Chapel, held elections and participated in
drama productions. The Reception nativity
at Christmas was, as always, a poignant
performance, the Nursery Billy No Buzz
concert a joy and the outstanding Year 2
Leavers Concert of Roald Dahl’s Little Red
Riding Hood was remarkable in every way.

Not content with the richness of our
curriculum onsite, the Prep School pupils
ventured further afield and among their
various off-site activities they have fished
for their supper, skinned rabbits and
camped under the stars Bushcraft style.
Overseas adventures to France, Flanders,
a rugby tour to Wales and a hockey and
netball tour to Jersey, annual skiing,
together with trips aimed at extending the
curriculum, to such places as Belmont
Abbey, the Snow Dome and Birmingham
Art Gallery, the many exhibitions and
assemblies organised for parents by
our youngest pupils; field trips; visiting
authors; theatre trips; symphony concerts;
drama productions. We are a busy School
and endeavour to always add value and
richness to the rigorous academic learning
that takes place within the classrooms.
Music has continued to grow this year
and concerts have provided wonderful
opportunities for the pupils to showcase
their talent. We have had to split the
traditional Prep School concert in to two
separate events because we now have
so many musicians and choristers taking
part. The new Year 3 strings initiative
has been a resounding success and we
look forward to watching these young
musicians develop their musical talents in
the coming years.
The two main Prep drama productions
were enjoyed and appreciated by
large audiences and offered a unique
experience for our pupils to shine in
the spotlight. There were a host of
extraordinary pupil performances in both
the Year 6 production of Around the World
and the Year 8 production of Beauty and
the Beast.
Sport is a large part of Bromsgrove life and
this year, yet again, we have witnessed
some tremendous achievements in all year
groups.

The U13 girls have had a truly amazing
year. They were placed 2nd in the country
at the IAPS Cross Country Championships,
they were also, together with the U12s,
regional netball champions and National
finalists, county netball champions,
county mini hockey champions as well as
the National School Athletics Midlands’
champions, finishing 5th in the National
Finals.
The U11 boys were runners up in
the Midlands and North IAPS Hockey
competition, and were the first Bromsgrove
side to qualify for the National Final. They
won the Millfield rugby 7s and they also
qualified for the National primary schools
swimming relays final. They are also the
Worcestershire County 8-a-side cricket
champions.
Sport in the Prep School also continues
to grow in terms of the number of pupils
representing the School, at all levels.
Throughout the year, over 750 School
fixtures have taken place for boys and
girls.
Page House has continued to thrive and
although we were sad to say goodbye to
Mr and Mrs George earlier this year, it has
been in good hands with Mr Sutherland
taking on its leadership. We warmly
welcome Mr and Mrs Windo who take over
the running of Page House next year.
The Heads of School, Thomas Reynolds
(Head Boy), Georgia Doohan Smith (Head
Girl), Theo Gardner (Deputy Head Boy),
Olivia Corcoran (Deputy Head Girl) and
the Heads of Boarding, William Edwards
and Scarlet Bond have been outstanding
Bromsgrovians this year. Their maturity,
and insight in to the needs of the wider
community and their pride in their roles of
responsibility were examples to all.
So, as another academic year has drawn
to a close, we wish our Year 8 leavers
every success in the Senior School,
confident that the years spent at the PrePrep and Prep Schools will have equipped
them with the right tools for their onward
journey.
J Deval-Reed
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Editorial
There has been a lot of change at
Bromsgrove recently. The newly
refurbished dining hall has just opened,
day and boarding Houses have undergone
a transformation, new pupils have
joined the School and the Upper Sixth
have moved on to pastures new. Maya
Angelou once wrote that “Stepping onto a
brand-new path is difficult, but not more
difficult than remaining in a situation.”
This perfectly sums up the transition our
pupils, staff and even our buildings have
undergone throughout the School year. We
all remember the nerves of starting School
- whether it’s a first day in Nursery or
arriving into the Sixth Form, commencing
a new job or moving to a new town or
even an unfamiliar country – these are all
examples of stepping onto a brand-new
path.
Throughout The Bromsgrovian you
will read countless stories about pupils
choosing new paths – whether it be
learning new things or experiencing
new situations even though they might

have thought these to be difficult
and challenging at times. Even in the
marketing department we have stepped
onto a “brand-new path” with this newlook edition of The Bromsgrovian (we hope
you like it!)
As the Headmaster, during his
Commemoration Day speech, likened our
brains to pathways in a forest, so stepping
onto a brand-new path is akin to the
experiences all of our pupils undertake
during the School year. To all of our
boarders who are away from home for the
first time, to those who have just joined
the School aged 3 and pupils from far and
wide, this edition signifies all of the new
paths that you have taken throughout the
academic year 2014/15 and the positive
contributions you have made to School life.
Enjoy this new look edition.
Megan Griffiths
Editor
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Nursery
The children in Nursery have enjoyed
another fun-filled year, punctuated by
seasonal celebrations and events such as
Chinese New Year, the Nursery Elections
during General Election week, the allimportant Harvest Festival scarecrow for
the vegetable patch, the St George and the
Dragon re-enactment, the Billy No Buzz
Concert and finishing off the Summer term
with Sports Day.
This year has seen the introduction of
our Mud Kitchen. The children have
thoroughly enjoyed this outdoor domestic
corner - mixing soil, water and other
natural materials. This new area is proving
to be a successful space in our outdoor
continuous provision.
During the Spring Term, pupils learnt
about superheroes and how they could
help others with special super powers.

The children enjoyed watching the solar
eclipse live on the interactive white board,
intrigued as to why it became night time
at School! Thus igniting an interest in the
atmosphere around them.
The children have explored the whole
School environment and they have
particularly enjoyed trips to the pond,
library, outdoor classroom, adventure trail
and Forest School.
The staff are committed to helping Nursery
pupils on their learning journey throughout
the year, and we all wish our Rising 4
pupils a very happy and productive time
as they move into their new Reception
classes.
J Townsend and S Symonds
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Reception
Reception pupils started the year with a
topic called All About Me, with everyone
giving a talk about themselves and their
hobbies. Mrs Western’s grandson, Stanley,
visited the class with his mummy and
the pupils found out how to look after a
baby and what babies can do. Mrs Hill
also spoke about being a grandmother.
The Michaelmas term closed with a
wonderful performance of the Nativity
play A Little Bird Told Me. The children
sang beautifully, danced, spoke their lines
clearly and performed with enthusiasm
and they were very proud of their
performance in front of parents and
guests.
During the Lent term, Reception pupils
studied houses from the past and thought
about how they live in their own homes.
Pupils particularly enjoyed learning about
animal homes and finding out about arctic
creatures. When learning about ‘people
who help us’, parents who are firefighters,
dentists, vets, paramedics and police
officers visited the Pre-Prep School and
the children listened intently and asked
thoughtful questions. Later in the term,
the author, Cat Weatherall, visited and told
traditional stories, which pupils helped her
to act out.
In the Summer Term, Reception learnt
about London and its famous landmarks,
even receiving a visit from Lenny the lion
who usually lives in Trafalgar Square.
Many children had visited London with
their families and were able to recognise
the landmarks that they had been
learning about. Royal baby fever hit the
Pre-Prep School in May, and Reception
pupils designed and made cards for the
new baby, Princess Charlotte. This was
especially fitting as they were still studying
their London topic.
Summer is always an exciting time for
pupils as they can learn about and
explore the outdoors. The mini-beasts
topic commenced with an amazing trip
to Bishops Wood Environmental Centre
where Reception pupils spent the day
learning about Katie the caterpillar.
Pupils were able to go bug hunting,
pond dipping, walking in the woods and

many other exciting activities. Back at
School, caterpillars were observed as they
transformed into butterflies whilst studying
the stories of Eric Carle. The children saw
butterflies close up inside the butterfly
bungalow and they were later set free
in our outdoor area to start the lifecycle
all over again. The term ended with the
annual Early Years Sports Day and Piratethemed fun day.
Mrs Cooper has been involved in ‘Forest
Fun’ with all of the classes throughout the
year and the children have found bugs,
made up stories in the Forest School area
and enjoyed problem solving activities. The
camp fire has been roaring and the class
have started to use tools, and I myself
have been assessed for the Forest School
Leader qualification.
C Dunlop
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Year 1
At the start of the year, Year 1 pupils were
very busy working on the theme of Little
Red Riding Hood as part of their Creative
Curriculum topic, Into the Woods. The
children used iPads to re-tell the story
and performed a play with percussion
accompaniment for the other classes.
Photography has become an integral part
of the topic, and this year Ms McWilliams
visited Year 1 with three Lower Sixth
Art students. Ms McWilliams taught the
pupils about composition and discussed
interesting things to photograph in the
woods. Close-ups of shoes walking over
tree roots, over hanging branches and
detailed shots of natural textures created
some lovely abstract photographs.
A number of parents visited Year 1 during
the academic year, including Dr Ruben
who spoke about Shabbat and how it is
celebrated by Jewish families, and Dr
Ratra explained Diwali and the many
aspects of the Festival of Light.
The Great Fire of London always sparks
creativity and excitement in the pupils,
exploring the topic through calligraphy,
music, interviews, building and iPad
recordings. Year 1 even used Skype to
contact their friends in America, teaching
them the song London’s Burning. This
was a fantastic learning opportunity for the
children on both sides of the Atlantic.

On the first day back after the Easter
holidays, local artist Philip Brewer
discussed his work with Year 1. Philip’s
silhouette paintings amazed pupils with
their vibrant background colours. They
were inspired to create their own dinosaur
silhouette paintings.
Dinosaurs became a major theme for the
term when pupils found large eggs in the
Pre-Prep garden. This discovery generated
many questions and the children kept
a close watch on developments. Their
dinosaur museum was something of a
work of art, showcasing fossils, a dinodig, sculptures and artwork. Visitors
were treated to tea in the Dino Café after
examining the wonderful exhibits.
From the Big Bad Wolf in Little Red Riding
Hood to dinosaurs from prehistoric times,
pupils have had a wonderful learning
journey in Year 1 this year.
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Year 2
Year 2 children were evacuated by steam
train to rural Highley as part of their topic,
We’ll Meet Again. Pupils participated in a
variety of activities relating to life on the
home front including taking cover in an
Anderson shelter, visiting a WWII parlour,
making rag rugs and playing wartime
games such as beetle drive and marbles.
To keep their spirits up the children sang
wartime songs on the train home.
Alongside Staff Sergeant Jeff Farnes from
the Senior School, Year 2 joined the Home
Guard and practised their drill exercises.
The children delighted in using a stirrup
pump and hose, dancing to Glen Miller
and becoming part of ‘ENSA’ to entertain
the teachers with some marvellous singing.
For their Turrets and Tiaras topic, Year
2 visited Warwick Castle where they met
the Evil Knight and Princess Arabella.
The children even helped to rescue the
Princess from the tower. The day involved
a walk up to the motte, the oldest part
of the castle, and a workshop where the
children painted their own shields.

During the Summer term, pupils explored
Africa with some close encounters,
including a pygmy hedgehog, an eagle
owl and giant hissing cockroaches. They
also handled African artefacts and enjoyed
dressing up as Masai tribespeople. Year
2 proudly presented their Out of Africa
exhibition, sharing their hard work and
achievements with parents. The children
particularly loved testing their parents’
knowledge of Africa and teaching them
some of the interesting facts that they had
acquired.
Following the same structure as the
General Election, Year 2 pupils held
their own elections for Pupil Voice. The
candidates presented their manifestos,
followed by a democratic vote within each
class. The pupils elected were Katherine
Dwenger, William Davidson, Oliver Dieppe,
Georgiana Howdle, Jessica Fox and Austin
Cooke.
As the pupils now begin their journey
to the Preparatory School, their hard
work and enthusiasm during Year 2 was
celebrated with a day of fun. The day
began with Ten Pin Bowling followed by
pizza making at Frankie and Benny’s. In
the afternoon they completed a leavers’
treasure hunt in the School garden.
Year 2 should be proud of their
achievements this year and we wish them
well in their new classes.
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Year 2 Prizegiving
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Year 3
Year 3 have enjoyed an action-packed year
learning through the Creative Curriculum.
The Michaelmas term began with the
discovery of a mysterious casket filled
with a variety of puzzling objects. It was
only when the children had a surprise
visit from Silky the Fairy later in the term
that their suspicions were confirmed, as
she revealed the casket had fallen from
the Faraway Tree. Inspired by their study
of The Enchanted Wood, the children
enjoyed making home-made lemonade
and toffee fudge, alongside embarking
on trips to Bodenham Arboretum and
Sanders Park to study water vole habitats.
In the Lent term, Year 3 experienced life
in an ice world first hand through a funfilled trip to the Snowdome. They were
fascinated to learn more about some of the
early explorers and were wowed by a visit
from a modern-day Antarctic explorer, as
well as an opportunity to see one of Scott’s
sledges which is housed in our very own
Old Chapel. The pupils visited Dudley Zoo

to learn more about Humboldt penguins
and their environment, and completed
the term with their very own Penguin Café
where they made their own icy-themed
cupcakes to sell.
The Summer term saw Year 3 dressed
as Ancient Grecians to learn the varying
skills of craftsmen in the agora, as well as
performing Ancient Greek plays, poems
and sporting drills to each other in an ‘Off
the Page’ Ancient Greek experience day.
They visited Zorbas restaurant to sample
Greek food and try their hand at traditional
Greek dancing. In a fabulous finish to
the topic, the children then performed a
musical and theatrical assembly to their
parents, detailing all that they had learned.
What an exciting year!
R Laurenson
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Year 4
In the Michaelmas term Year 4’s topic was
Tudor Treasures. Professor McGinty, the
famous time traveller, came to visit, the
pupils went on a trip to Blakesley Hall and
devoured a Tudor banquet with Henry VIII
as their very special guest. They also had
the opportunity to share a Tudor song and
dance with their parents.
In the Lent term, the children took a trip
around the world to learn about China.
They tried Chinese foods, attempted to
use chopsticks and learnt a Chinese song,
playing on keyboards. Pupils dressed up
in traditional outfits on China Day and
performed in an assembly.
In the Summer Term the children put
their survival skills to the test so that they
could apply for a position as one of Robin
Hood’s Merry Men. The pupils spent
time in Forest School building dens and
making cutting tools. They also researched
which foods were edible in the woods and
created a woodland menu. All of their skills
were tested on the three-day Bushcraft trip
along with learning basic first aid. Year 4
finished the topic with a campfire where
they received a certificate from Robin
Hood – they had all gained a place in his
gang!
N Wingfield
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Year 5
In September, Year 5 were visited by a
Roman Solider, Titus Lustus, who spoke
to them about what life was like in the
Roman army, how he lived and some
of the difficulties about being a soldier.
They learnt defensive manoeuvres and
discovered why the Roman army was
the most effective war machine of the
time. Then they pitched a battle on the
playground outside; plenty of learning and
even more fun was had by all.

At Twycross we had the chance to stroke
two beautiful chinchillas called Winston
and Jeff and find out where the animals
lived. We were amazed to see huge
elephants and wonderful giraffes. We also
saw many cheeky monkeys and were
shocked to see how many types the Zoo
had!

Year 5 also visited the Roman Baths and
went on an Aztec adventure. Later in the
term, there was delight at visits to Twycross
Zoo and action-adventure at Blackwell.
Some of the pupils have written about their
experiences:
Year 5 visited the Roman Baths in Aquaius
Sulis where we were each given a set of
headphones to guide us through the tour.
We walked through the museum to a
classroom where we learnt about Roman
clothing and gods and goddesses. After
lunch we went to the actual baths, and I
couldn’t believe I was standing right where
the Romans used to socialize. We had the
opportunity to try purified water from the
baths and I really enjoyed the day, thank
you Miss Purver for organising it!

We both personally loved the snow and
amur leopards because they had beautiful
silky fur. The most popular animals were
the meerkats sleeping in a bundle and
their babies hopping around. We really
enjoyed Twycross Zoo and would definitely
visit again!
Annaliese Rice and Leia Thompson
The Year 5 trip to Blackwell was amazingly
fun and everyone enjoyed it. It was the
best trip of the year.

Ella Kershaw-Crombie

We all got split into groups and went on
the zip wire and giant ladder. We played
games and completed challenges, such as
crate stack and archery.
Jared Spurgeon

During the summer term, an Aztec expert
visited Year 5 and taught us the numbers
1 to 4 in the Aztec language, which we
then made into a chant with drums and
dancing.
We discovered that the foods we eat today
came from Mexico, such as maize (which
is also known as sweetcorn), tomatoes,
cocoa beans and avocado.
The Aztecs also had a very different
calendar, with 20 days in each month.
We learnt that we are in the fifth and last
world of the Aztecs and how the other
worlds were destroyed by flood, fire and
hurricanes.
I really enjoyed this day and thought that it
was a good end to our topic.
Henry Jones
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Year 6
It is difficult to remember the nervous,
young pupils who arrived into Year 6 back
in September, as they have all blossomed
and matured this academic year. As a
team we have been delighted to watch
them grow and we are extremely proud of
their achievements.
The year has been full of academic and
sporting highlights, not to mention the
various trips that we have enjoyed.
As part of the History curriculum, pupils
visited Hartlebury Museum experiencing
the Victorian classroom and period
playground games. They certainly enjoyed
the games, but perhaps weren’t so sure
of an extremely strict school teacher who
subjected them to Victorian teaching
methods.
Our annual pantomime visit to the
Palace Theatre in Redditch was a roaring
success. As always, the dames were
particularly entertaining and managed to
embarrass a few chosen staff, much to the
pupils’ amusement. Later in the term, the
theatre came to us when Loudmouth acted
out scenes about growing up.
Rehearsals started for the Year 6 play
back in September and it seemed like a
long time before we were able to perform
in front of an audience. However, in
true Year 6 fashion, the cast rose to the
occasion and gave a truly commendable
performance. Around the World in
About 83 and a Half Minutes was full
of sometimes doubtful humour, superb
singing and a real team effort by this
talented cast.

To end what has been a thoroughly
enjoyable year, we all set off to Dorset
for three days of coastal Bushcraft.
Here the pupils worked as tribes on
problem solving, braved the sea to fish
for mackerel, tried to stay dry when sea
kayaking and enjoyed a beach barbecue
as they built sandcastles and paddled in
the sea. They were an absolute pleasure to
be with and for the first time in Bushcraft
history, the staff were having to wake the
children up at 7.00am.
Year 6 is a special year, where we watch
the pupils grow into more independent
young people and send them on
their continued journey through the
Prep School. They have been polite,
enthusiastic and true Bromsgrovians. We
wish them the very best of luck in Year
7 and look forward to hearing of their
continued successes.
S Cadwallader
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Year 7
Year 7 pupils have enjoyed a variety
of events and trips this year including
Charities Week, Thinktank and a
Geography Field Trip. Along with the rest of
the School, everyone in Year 7 cheered on
the 1st XV rugby team during the NatWest
Final at Twickenham.
A highlight of the year is always Belmont
Abbey, where pupils can go back to
medieval times and experience life in a
Benedictine monastery. Pupils enjoyed a
tour of the church and grounds and visited
the monks’ refectory, where they learnt
that the monks ate in silence. They also
attended the monks’ midday service and
saw how they prayed and worshipped.
Pupils returned with a much clearer
understanding of what life was like for
medieval monks and the experiences and
beliefs of monks today.
G Clark
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Year 8
As we bid farewell to our Year 8 pupils,
the following pages will give you a flavour
of what they have been up to this year,
all written by the pupils from their own
perspective.
Being a Prefect
It was a wonderful feeling to be appointed
a Monitor and even better to become a
Prefect. I was honoured to be part of the
first round of Prefect appointments, and
we all enjoyed an amazing lunch in the
hospitality suite with the new Headmaster
of Bromsgrove School, Mr Clague. Overall,
it was an amazing experience and I would
encourage all Year 8 pupils, whether they
have been in the School a long time or
whether they are new, to take up the role.
I wish the incoming Year 8 group the very
best. I have personally loved every minute
of it this year.
Haydn Stanney
Being a New Pupil
Year 8 was my first year in a British
Preparatory School. When I arrived, I was
really worried about my English and how I
was going to make new friends. All of the
pupils were really nice and helped me a
lot. I still miss home sometimes, but that
is not a problem anymore because I can
chat with my new friends. Being afraid of
learning a new language and improving
your skills is not a reason to worry about
coming to a School in a different country.
Paulina Geus

Our Highlights and Experiences
In my time at the Prep School, I have had
the opportunity to represent the School in
a number of different sports from rugby to
athletics. In Year 6, I performed in a play
called Olivia – funnily enough about a girl
called Olivia! In Year 7, the highlight of the
year was the hockey tour to Gresham’s in
Norfolk. However, the best year has got
to be Year 8. The new term started with
an emotional trip to Flanders in Belgium.
After this, the boys went on the rugby
tour to Cardiff in Wales. The wonderful
trip to Twickenham to watch our Senior
School 1st team beat Dulwich in the final
of the NatWest Cup was great. I am now
thoroughly looking forward to my time in
the Senior School.
Daniel Ashton
Year 8 has been a brilliant year with
many experiences that I will remember
forever, although the highlight of my time
was when we joined the Senior School
to support the U18 rugby team play in
the NatWest Schools Cup Final. This
was a wonderful event where the whole
School could come together to support
one another. I felt especially privileged to
be there because my older brother, Alex,
was a part of the fantastic team that won
against Dulwich. All of the players played
equally extraordinarily, whilst the crowd
supported brilliantly.
Philippa Nisbet

The rugby tour to Cardiff was one of my
highlights of the season. Unfortunately
I was injured but I still enjoyed the
Millennium tour, the cinema, Cardiff
Blues vs Ospreys but most of all being
the water boy as I watched the team play.
I was awarded ‘outstanding tourist’ and
the experience will stay with me forever.
Overall, I have thoroughly enjoyed my
two years at the Prep School. They have
been filled with memories such as trips
to Twickenham, Cardiff and Davos in the
Alps. Although I am sad to be leaving, I
am also excited that I am moving into Year
9 and becoming a fully-fledged resident of
Elmshurst House.
Edwin Wagstaff
My highlight of the year was when I went
on the ski trip to Fiesch in Switzerland. I
went with many of my good friends. The
ski days were great but at one point there
was an avalanche risk, so we weren’t
allowed on the mountain - a rest day was
fine by me!
We went swimming one evening and we
went out for a meal for my friend’s birthday
as well.
Overall the trip was a great success and
I thoroughly enjoyed it. Thank you Mr
Sutherland for taking us.
Jake Palmer-Reid
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Looking to the Future
As the current academic year closes and
our thoughts turn to the future, who knows
what challenges we will face? Be it moving
to the Senior School or to pastures new, we
should look to build upon the good work
and successes of our time at Prep School.

Year 8 Celebratory Assembly
Reflecting on the Past
Our final year at the Prep School seems
to have been busier than ever. Three full
terms have flown by for all 112 of us.
The world as it stood in September 2009
is in many ways unrecognisable. Roughly
half of us entered Year 3, standing much
shorter than we are today. During our time
at Prep School not only have we grown in
height and knowledge but as a country we
have witnessed many once in a lifetime
events. Mrs Mullan and her team of tutors,
Mrs Keynes, Mrs Leather, Mr Turner, Mrs
Purver, Mr Widdop and Mrs Boardman,
and the many more staff before them,
have guided the Year 8 pupils through to
their final year in the Prep School.
Reflecting on the Present
At the start of the Michaelmas term, pupils
were very nervous but full of energy to see
what life was going to be like as members
of the eldest year group.
Tom Reynolds, Georgia Doohan-Smith,
Theo Gardner and Olivia Corcoran took up
their appointments as Head Girl, Head Boy
and deputies, with William Edwards and
Scarlett Bond as Heads of House.
The trip to Flanders in Belgium in
September was both poignant and moving,
setting the scene for the expectations
of Year 8 - open to new challenges but
respectful of the past. The trip was
especially emotional as it coincided with
the centenary of the beginning of WWI
and we began the visit with a solemn walk
around the world’s largest war cemetery
named Tyne Cot. It was very heartbreaking to see how many people lay in
this place of rest, having died in the name
of their country.
Monitors soon got into the routine of their
roles and responsibilities, which varied
from helping in the form rooms of Year 3
through to Year 6 on a daily basis. Prefects
were soon appointed and spent a very
intellectual working lunch with Mr Clague
in the Hospitality Suite conversing about
the Prep School. It was the talk of the
School for the next couple of days!

Miss Purver organised a visitor, Paul
Harding, to help us in our study of the
impact of the English Civil War. Paul
explained how Worcester and the local
area played a leading part in this struggle.
He brought a variety of artefacts and we
got the opportunity to dress up as Civil
War soldiers and handle weapons from the
period. History came alive once again for
all of us.

We only arrived here a few short years
ago, and now it’s already time to leave.
How did it all go so fast? It seems like only
yesterday that we were trying to figure out
where our next classes were and which
teachers were which, and we probably
looked a little lost to the Year 8 pupils at
the time. Now we are those pupils, the
eldest members of the School who stand
here ready to leave and move forward in
the world. Yet at this moment, we can’t
help looking back.

To end the Michaelmas term, we were
treated to a wonderful traditional Christmas
lunch with a highly entertaining visit from
a theatre company with their interesting
version of a well-known pantomime.
During the Lent term, Monitor and Prefect
training took place to help pupils carry
out their roles to the greatest effect. They
learned how to ensure their peers kept to
the rules just as much as any other pupil
in school.
Many of us also prepared ourselves to take
the various scholarship examinations and
some were suitably rewarded. Those who
did not manage to secure a scholarship
can be very proud of their efforts as
everyone worked hard.
The highlight of the Lent term is always
the Year 8 production. This year it was the
ever-entertaining Beauty and the Beast.
The stage was alive with phenomenal
costumes coupled with much singing and
dancing, making a fabulous two nights of
entertainment for all. There were some
highly acclaimed individual performances,
including that of Mrs Goodall, which made
us realise what a talented bunch Year 8
are.
Meanwhile, some other talented Year
8 girls took LAMDA examinations and
passed. The amount of time, effort and
preparation for this particular examination
is unbelievable.
Easter was a welcome break and rest for
many, but not all, as some of us went on
the ski trip to Davos with Mr Sutherland
and his team of teachers.

One might think, even hope, that the
Summer term might be a little less busy.
However, it started in earnest. Assessment
week arrived just before half term.
That same week we worked with the
Loudmouth Theatre Company, taking part
in workshops with Sixth Formers.
House placements were announced
during this term and we all enjoyed the
two-day induction in the Senior School
with much excitement about our new
setting.
The final week of term was upon us before
we knew it and we spent an exhausting
two days at Bear Creek Adventure Centre
on Edgbaston Reservoir. Everyone had the
chance to take part in canoeing, sailing,
climbing and Bushcraft. We had an
absolutely fabulous time and then decided
to go off the next day to Drayton Manor
Park, which we absolutely would not have
missed for the world!
As we came back down to earth from the
roller coasters, the end of term brought
about another very busy day with Chapel
rehearsals for Prize Giving and various
assemblies
There has never been a dull moment for
us this year. Like many Bromsgrovians
before us, we have seized all the exciting
opportunities that came our way.

How do we measure the time we’ve spent
in Preparatory School? In the beginning,
we probably measured it in lessons,
counting down the lessons to break and
lunchtimes or our favourite subjects and
teachers. As the days and weeks passed,
we measured it in terms, and later in
years.
And now here we stand. Our rule is over,
and it’s up to the Year 7 to step into our
shoes and take over. When many of our
school memories begin to fade as we move
through the Senior School, that’s how we’ll
ultimately measure the time we spent
here, not in classes or terms or years, but
in the friendships that we made and the
times we shared together.
E Mullan
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Page House
Frenetic as always, Page House continues
to be a happy place. It always surprises
the team how quickly students settle in
and what seems strange and obscure
rapidly becomes home. It is amusing
when students say to their mates - I’ll see
you at home. Home, home or our Page
home?

and skateboards, crafting and cricket.
The most popular trips this year included
Drayton Manor, paintballing, an outdoor
activity day with the opportunity to take
part in kayaking, mountain biking and
archery and a very blustery day at the
rugby. The ski trip also had a remarkable
number of boarders attending.

Many boarders have excelled at School
this year, with some achieving outstanding
effort grades and many more obtaining
HMCs for their work. Boarders have
represented the School at every level in
sport, from Year 4 just beginning to play
fixtures to our Year 8 pupils representing
at county, regional and national level.
School drama productions also benefitted
from the extensive commitment and
talents of our boarders. We all enjoyed
very successful productions of Beauty and
the Beast and Around the World in About
Eighty-Five Minutes. All the sets were
designed and made by our boarder crew.

The George family welcomed little Thea to
Page House earlier this year, however we
now sadly say goodbye to them as they
venture overseas to continue their careers.
Mr Burchett is also leaving us after three
years of committed service – he is going
to be sorely missed. Miss Davies’s career
as a Housemother has also come to an
end with her retirement. After 33 years
attending to the students, she will now
enjoy a bit of peace and quiet.

There are many memories to take from
this year: camping, the disco, parties,
carol singing, formal meals, summer
evenings outside, baking, riding scooters

Our home is created by all of the members
of the Page House team, children and
adults alike, and we extended our sincere
thanks to the Housemothers, weekend
staff, cleaning ladies and kitchen staff
who all work tirelessly to keep Page afloat
daily. The Health Centre continues to be
a massive help – caring and constantly
being there for us all.
My heartfelt thanks must go to all the
Tutor Staff - without their support, jokes,
smiles and camaraderie this would be an
impossible task. The support they give to
the pupils could not be any more caring
and supportive. It would be difficult to find
a more dedicated and committed team.
We wish all our leavers and especially the
Year 8 pupils the very best as they move
to the Senior School or pastures new. We
hope that they will always remember Page
House and their time here.
P Sutherland
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Year 8 Prizegiving
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Year 8 Prize Winners
Subject Prizes

Year 8 Valete
School Prizes

Art
Catriona Ranger

Cuckson Cup - Music
Jude Wynter

Walford Cup - Social Awareness
Haydn Stanney

Talbot Cup - Classics
Fleur Parris

Holland Cup - Performing Arts
Katie Burke

Webber Bowl - Endeavour
Lauren Whensley

Cockin Cup - Creative Writing
Lauren Court

Hall-Mancey Cup Most Improved Musician
Emma Dolan

Laura Jones Cup Best All-Round Contribution
Scarlet Bond

Hutchings Cup - Outstanding Progress
Rorie Dodworth

James Cup - Best All-Round
Contribution
Billy Dunlop

Lee-Smith Cup - Science
Sarah Pickering

Donovan Plate - Boys’ Boarding
William Edwards

Spanish
Max Campbell

The Edwards Cup Most Considerate Boarder
Matthew Goodwin

Haslam Cup - Design Technology
William Edwards
Showell Cup - Drama
Olivia Dalby
English
Georgia Doohan-Smith
English as an Additional Language
Eva Briskin
Llanwrtyd Wells Cup English, Humanities and Languages
Hannah Pover
French
Joshua Osborn-Patel
Geography
Pearce Childs
German
Thomas Chapman
History
Ash Kandola
Information and Communications
Technology
Arun Bahra
Latin
Anya Sharma-James
Religious Education
Abigail Hughes
Mathematics
Judy Wu
Lynch Cup Mathematics, Science and Technology
Thomas Reynolds

Sumner Cup - Educational Achievement
Ethan McLean
Textiles – Warne Cup
Polina Krotova

Sport Prizes
Bentley Cup Greatest contribution to Boys’ Sports
throughout the year
Nicolas Jakobsen
Staff Cup Greatest contribution to Girls’ Sports
throughout the year
Kitty Luscombe
Pritchard Plate Commitment to Boys’ Sport
Shams Ali-Baig
Pritchard Plate Commitment to Girls’ Sport
Olivia Corcoran

Donovan Plate - Girls’ Boarding
Scarlet Bond
The Bond Salver Most Considerate Boarder
Siqi Wang
Deputy Head Boy Prize
Theo Gardner
Deputy Head Girl Prize
Olivia Corcoran
Head Boy Prize
Thomas Reynolds
Head Girl Prize
Georgia Doohan-Smith
Headmistress’ Prizes
Siena Horton
Jude Wynter
Phoebe Fletcher

Ali Baig, Shams 8CL, School, Prefect, Form
Monitor, A teams for sport, credits, academic
scholarship, half-colour for hockey, IAPS,
badminton. I have enjoyed playing in sports
teams, the Year 8 play and the academic
rigour.
Ashton, Dan 8RW, Lyttelton, Monitor, Year 6
Form Monitor, 1st place at sports day, halfcolours in rugby and hockey. I have enjoyed
athletics the most, especially in Year 8.
Aston, Edward 8AP, Walters, Prefect, IT
Monitor, Atrium Monitor, best A team forward
on the rugby tour, half-colour for rugby. I have
loved my time in the Prep School right from
Year 3 to Year 8. I enjoyed the rugby tour to
Wales the most.
Bahra, Arun 8AP, Walters, Atrium Monitor,
HMC for English. I have enjoyed my time at
the Preparatory School with many memories,
but I cannot wait to join the Senior School.
Beattie, James 8SK, Walters, Art Monitor,
performing in the play, I exceeded the target in
maths, half-colour in drama, colour in music.
I have enjoyed the play the most because I
love acting.
Bell, Theodore 8RB, Wendron-Gordon, Music
Monitor, Music Scholar, Rugby 1st, 1st place
Jazz Soloist in the Worcester Music Festival
2015. The end of year activities at Bear Creek
and Drayton Manor Park and spending time
with my friends who will be leaving next year.
Bernthal, Rodena 8SK, Oakley, Prefect,
Form Monitor, House Monitor, House Captain,
Form Captain, music colour, collecting prizes
in front of the whole school for my House,
HMCs, Year 8 play, aquathon team, athletics,
obtaining 93% in my Spanish test, performing
at the Worcestershire Music Arts Competition.
I have enjoyed being part of all the teams
and the experience has been unforgettable.
The Prep School has helped me to grow as a
person and it has boosted my confidence. I
will miss it a lot.

Berrow, Alexander 8CL, School, Monitor,
credits, HMCs, sports teams. I have enjoyed
learning and making new friends. My proudest
moment was holding the plank for 3 minutes.
Bond, Scarlett 8AP, Mary Windsor, Head of
House, Prefect, Charities Committee, Form
Monitor. I have really enjoyed having lots of
opportunities given to me. I have also really
enjoyed being Head of House.
Bradley, James 8CL, Lyttelton, Monitor, Form
Captain, performing in the Winter Concert,
being chosen as Captain for the B rugby
team, pastoral commendation for performing
in Chapel, best tourist award on the rugby
tour. I have enjoyed the support and care
the teachers have shown to me and others. I
believe I am now ready to move to the Senior
School.
Briskin, Eva 8RB, Mary Windsor, Cloakroom
Monitor, my proudest moment has been
moving up a set in humanities and science
and moving up two sets in maths and art.
I have enjoyed science because it was a
complete new subject for me when I came to
the Prep School but I have achieved a good
result.
Brown, Gabrielle 8MT, Hazeldene, Year 4
Monitor, Choir, most improved and excellent
effort grades, HMCs. I have enjoyed the Prep
School because I’ve shared lots of memories
with friends and I have had some amazing
experiences.
Burke, Jonathan 8CL, Wendron-Gordon,
Form Captain, athletics team, most improved
effort grades, aquathon certificate. I have
enjoyed playing a variety of sports and Page
House was great fun.
Burke, Katie 8RW, Thomas Cookes, Prefect,
Form Monitor, winning IAPS regional rounds,
competing in the IAPS National Final for
netball, music colour, drama colour, choir
competition. I have had a great time and loved
the music and all the sports.

Campbell, Max 8SR, Walters, Form Monitor.
Winning the golf competition and going to
IAPS, House music winner for percussion
section. I have enjoyed the hockey season
because this is one of my favourite sports
along with golf.
Carter, Catrin 8MT, Hazeldene, Form Monitor,
U13 swimming relays at IAPS and coming 3rd
place, ESSA swimming relays in the Olympic
pool. I have enjoyed taking part in matches
and being with my friends.
Chapman, Thomas 8CL, School, Form
Monitor, Prefect, Monitor, music scholarship,
academic exhibition, House music
(woodwind). I have enjoyed Prep School
because I’ve been able to develop my music
skills.
Chen, Bobby 8RB, Elmshurst, Form
Captain, Four HMCs, semi-final of the piano
competition, involvement in the Senior
School physics learning, House 1500m, long
jump, high jump, competing twice in the
1500m competition at the Ryland Centre.
The classroom makes me feel good, and the
teachers are very patient. I have enjoyed the
sports lessons each week.
Childs, Pearce 8RB, Elmshurst, Cloakroom
Monitor, playing in every sport last year, runner
up in the Schools’ National cricket cup, IAPS
swimming. I have enjoyed learning new things
in lessons and playing lots of sport with my
friends.
Cockayne, Ethan 8AP, School, choir, hockey
A team, rugby tour. I have enjoyed the
experience of making new friends and all of
the amazing opportunities which I hope will be
in the Senior School too.
Colebrook, Joe 8RB, Elmshurst, Year 3
Reading Helper, 1st team for all sports,
runners up in three rugby tournaments,
playing the drums. I have enjoyed the time
with my friends and going on trips as well as
the sport.
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Year 8 Valete
Corcoran, Olivia 8AP, Mary Windsor, Deputy
Head Girl, Lost Property and Year 3 Reading
Helper, winner of Years 5 and 6 sports day for
athletics, hockey colour, sports scholarship,
HMCs, ESAA athletics. I have enjoyed the fun
lessons and being with my friends.
Court, Lauren 8RW, Hazeldene, Prefect,
Credit Counter, ICT Monitor, Year 5 Mentor,
performing as Cogsworth in Beauty and the
Beast, music colour, half-colour for drama,
chapel choir, winner of choir competition.
I have really enjoyed the arts, for example
music, drama and art as well as singing.
Cox, James 8AP, Lupton, Mrs Mullan’s helper.
My proudest moment was getting a high
percentage in my Spanish text.
Dalby, Olivia 8RW, Hazeldene, Prefect, Credit
Counter, ICT Monitor, Year 5 Mentor, Head
Chorister, Charities Committee, Winner of the
House Music Competition category for singing
in Year 6, ‘Belle’ in Beauty and the Beast,
Drama Colour, Music Colour, The Davies Cup,
The Egremont Cup. I have enjoyed all aspects
of Prep School life, in particular Music, Drama
and English. I have made many good friends
and have many happy memories that I will
never forget.
Davis, Francesca 8CL, Oakley, Form Monitor,
ESSA team. I have enjoyed spending time with
my friends.
Dodworth, Harry 8AP, Lupton, Prefect, Form
Monitor. In my time at the Prep School I
have enjoyed monitoring the form during the
mornings.
Dodworth, Rorie 8RW, Lupton, Prefect,
silver in the Maths Challenge, pastoral
commendation. I have enjoyed being in Year 8
and being a Form Monitor for 3GB.
Dolan, Emma 8CL, Thomas Cookes, Music
Monitor, winner of the House piano section,
music competition finals. I have enjoyed
making new friends and getting involved in all
of the opportunities.

Doohan-Smith, Georgia 8RB, Thomas
Cookes, Head Girl, Year 3 Reading Helper,
Changing Rooms Monitor, two academic
scholarships, attainment award, drama colour,
House music finalist in Year 6, presenting
an assembly to Pre-Prep. I have enjoyed
spending time with my friends the most and
also taking part in the steel pans.

Fildes-Smith 8CL, Elmshurst, hockey A team,
most improved in hockey. At the Prep School I
have enjoyed the commitment to sport and the
support that the teachers have given me.

Duan, Hsien Teng 8SK, Elmshurst, rugby 7s,
U14 and U15 basketball teams, winning the
county basketball tournament, HMC for art. I
have enjoyed the rugby season and rugby 7s
season and my time in the basketball team. I
have also enjoyed the athletics seasons.

Fletcher, Phoebe 8L1, Oakley, Monitor, Choir,
Chapel Choir, Form Captain, art scholarship,
performing in the School play, House song.
I have loved making new friends and the
exciting challenges that Bromsgrove offers
every day.

Dunlop, Billy 8CL, Walters, Form Monitor,
Prefect, winner of the House Singing
Competition. I have enjoyed the sporting
opportunities given to me and getting to know
all of the people at the Prep School.

Gallagher, Fleur 8AP, Hazeldene, Monitor,
House Captain, Charities Committee, IAPS
regional winners, IAPS National finalists,
hockey, netball and rounders’ A team, House
music competition. I have enjoyed my time at
the Prep School – everyone has been so kind
and thoughtful.

Edge, Martha 8SK, Hazeldene, Llanwrtyd
Centre Monitor, U14A hockey, hockey colour.
I have enjoyed the sport and all of the events I
have participated in.
Edwards, Emily 8MT, Thomas Cookes, Form
Monitor, Buddy, Form Captain, top in English
with 6A, art colour, 2 alpha prizes, HMCs. I
have enjoyed many things in the Prep School.
The memories I have created, the friends I
have made, the things I have learnt and the
responsibilities I have held will stay with me
forever.
Edwards, William, 8RB, Elmshurst, Year
3 Monitor, Head of House, Prefect, art
scholarship. My proudest moment was baking
over 100 pancakes for the Boarding House
and receiving a pastoral commendation. Being
in the Year 8 production and Head of House
in Page has been the most enjoyable part of
Year 8.
Farnsworth, Louie 8AP, School, Monitor,
rugby tour, winner of the best B team back
and best B team tackler. I have had so much
fun at the Prep School, I have loved every
minute of it. I have enjoyed the rugby tour and
the Flanders trip the most.

Firminger, Jessica 8MT, Oakley, Years 3 and
4 Helper, netball tournament. I have enjoyed
being with my friends.

Gardner, Theo 8RB, Lupton, Deputy Head
Boy, drama colour, IAPS hockey, playing
in the Year 9 team for the regional hockey
tournament. I have thoroughly enjoyed my
responsibility and making many new friends.
Geus, Paulina 8CL, Thomas Cookes, Form
Captain, Art Monitor, swimming A team. I have
enjoyed all of the interesting trips that we went
on.
Giles, Tilly 8AP, Hazeldene, A team for sports,
athletics, IAPS netball regionals, IAPS netball
Nationals, ESAA athletics, IAPS hockey. My
time at the Prep School has been interesting. I
have enjoyed sport the most.
Goncharov, Arseniy 8AP, Wendron-Gordon,
Form Captain, rugby B team. I have enjoyed
making lots of good friends and getting to
know the teachers who are so happy and kind.
Goodwin, Matthew 8RB, Elmshurst, Prefect,
Buddy, Page House Monitor, choir solo,
HMCs. I have enjoyed the amount of activities
I have been involved in at School.
Groves, Georgia 8AP, Hazeldene, Buddy,
House rounders. I enjoyed the play, it was
amazing.

Harker, Grace 8RW, Hazeldene, Prefect,
Library Monitor, House Captain, Form Captain,
giving tours to parents around the School,
finalists in the poetry competition in Year 7,
sports day shuttle relay winners 2015. I have
enjoyed Year 8 the most. It has been a very
memorable time.
Harmer, Chalotte 8MT, Miss Ison’s helper, 1st
in 100m, winning midlands’ hockey, 2nd in
high jump. I have enjoyed moving through the
Prep School and meeting different people.
Harper, Freya 8MT, Thomas Cookes, Form
Monitor, IAPS National netball, being in the
netball team during the regional round two
years running, most improved cross-country
runner, swimming colours. The thing I have
enjoyed the most about Prep School is
the great friends I have made and the fun
memories I will treasure forever.
Hawkeswood, Joe 8RW, Lyttelton, Year 3
Reading Helper, A team rugby, A team hockey,
rugby tour. I have enjoyed the sports and I
always like playing in the matches.
Horton, Siena 8RW, Hazeldene, Monitor,
House Captain, Form Captain, Hockey
Captain, ESAA National finals for crosscountry, JRPC regional hockey, playing in the
Year 9 hockey team, GB ski team, winner of
the British National Skiing Championships,
2nd at the English National Championships, A
team rounders, A team hockey, A team tennis.
Being able to represent the School in and out
of School has been the most enjoyable.
Hucker, Maisie 8CL, Thomas Cookes,
Monitor, breaking the School javelin record,
U18 hockey development. I have enjoyed
making new friends throughout my years at
the Prep School.
Hughes, Abigail 8CL, Thomas Cookes,
Monitor, Library Monitor, one junior and two
senior music colours, finalists in House music,
Worcestershire Competitive Arts Festival Jazz
group winners. I have most enjoyed being with
a great group of friends and being able to do
so many different things with music.

Hunt, Liam 8AP, Lyttelton, Monitor, Library
Monitor, Vice House Captain, choir, Year 8
play. I have most enjoyed the excitement of
the play.
Ivanov, Andrey 8MT, A team rugby. I have
enjoyed the sport such as rugby and athletics,
as well as activities such as football and
softball. My favourite lessons have been
History, English and Geography.
Jakobsen, Nicolas 8RB, Lupton, Sports
Monitor, rugby 7s tournament final, rugby
colour, ESAA first round in discus. I enjoyed
going to the rugby match at Twickenham and
going on the rugby tour.

Kuvaeva, Maria 8SK, Form Monitor, district
and county athletics. I have enjoyed being
with my friends and getting to know them
each day. Competitions have been enjoyable
such as IAPS and ESAA.
Lee, Callum 8MT, Wendron-Gordon, Atrium
Monitor, cricket. The moment I have enjoyed
the most was getting into the 1st team for
cricket.
Levashov, Artur 8RW, Wendron-Gordon,
House Monitor, Monitor, winner of the Turner
Cup, rugby colour. I enjoyed the rugby season
the most.
Lou, Shizhan, 8RW

Johnson, Eleanor 8SK, Oakley, Art Room
Monitor, House Vice-Captain, drama colour,
music colour, playing Lumiere in the Year
8 play, Chapel choir, Worcester Festival. I
really enjoyed the play, being Lumiere was so
much fun. The teachers and pupils were very
tolerant when I could not dance!
Kandola, Ash 8SK, Lyttelton, Prefect, Form
Monitor. I have enjoyed making friends and
trying new things. I feel that I have been put in
a good place to succeed in life.
Karicheva, Maria 8RW, Oakley, improved
effort grades, choir, art colour, athletics. I have
really enjoyed athletics and I have improved
my academic results.
Kenarskikh, Arina 8MT, Form Captain,
improviing effort grades. I enjoyed doing
projects, learning new things in subjects and
meeting new friends.
Kitchen, Ellen 8CL, Oakley, Art Monitor,
Buddy, 2 HMCs in a row, Worcestershire
Competitive Arts Festival Jazz group winners. I
have enjoyed everything at the Prep School.
Kordan, Joel 8RB
Krotova, Polina 8AP, Oakley, Prefect, Form
Monitor, art colour, most improved netball
player. I have enjoyed getting to know a lot
of new people and we’ve all had lots of fun.
It was also good to have a big responsibility
being a prefect.

Lowe, Jake 8AP, Walters, Prefect, Form
Monitor, HMCs, most outstanding crosscountry runner. During my time in the Prep
School I have enjoyed looking after 3SD and
being a prefect. I will miss the Prep School but
I am also looking forward to the Senior School,
where I will carry on aiming high.
Luscombe, Kitty 8MT, Hazeldene, Prefect,
Vice House Captain, Form Captain, Netball
Captain, 2nd in the National final individual
and relay races, IAPS netball, IAPS swimming,
ESAA running, play. I have enjoyed the sport
the most as I have had so many opportunities.
Madzingo, Ruvarashe 8SK, Thomas Cookes,
MFL Monitor, most improved swimmer and
hockey player in Year 6, grade 1 piano, 5
HMCs, helping to create props for the Year 8
play. I have enjoyed creating new experiences
and making new friends. The Prep School has
helped me to grow in character.
Man, Figo 8RW, Elmshurst, Cloakroom Duty,
athletics, bronze maths challenge award.
My best achievement has been beating my
personal best in the shot put and getting a
pastoral commendation.
Markov, Georgy 8MT, Wendron-Gordon,
highest score in the science end of year test.
I have enjoyed my time at the Prep School
because it’s a nice school.
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Year 8 Valete
Mason, Elliot 8SK, Lupton, Lost Property
Monitor, Bunbury Cup cricket final, HMC for
R.E. I enjoyed the rugby tour and mini cricket
tour.

Oliver, Alice 8RW, Thomas Cookes, P.E.
Monitor, 2nd in ESSA and 1st in IAPS
swimming, netball. I have enjoyed Year 8 the
best.

McLean, Ethan 8RW, School, Monitor, drama
half-colour. I have enjoyed going on School
trips and providing technical support for
productions.

Osborn-Patel, Josh 8RB, Lupton, Prefect,
Form Monitor, Head Chorister, playing the
horn and cello since Year 3 and now getting
to grade 7 horn and grade 5 cello, member
of the National Children’s Orchestra and
the Worcestershire Youth main and wind
orchestras, brass winner in Years 6 and 8,
string winner in Year 7, overall winner of the
Year 3 poetry competition, Year 7 year group
winner of the poetry competition, 3rd place at
the Years 5 and 6 sports day, music colours,
drama colours. I have enjoyed participating in
so many music groups and then being able to
stand up on stage in the mystery act to thank
Miss Hyland in my last ever summer concert
after 5 years performing in the Prep School.

Mehjoo, Sebastian 8MT, Lupton, Cloakroom
Monitor, Birthday Helper, Hockey Captain,
player of the day for the A team gala, shooting
commendation. I enjoyed the Prep School
Bushcraft trip. I thought it was an amazing
experience.
Meredith, Daniel 8AP, School, Monitor. I
only came to the School this year but I have
enjoyed the sports in general.
Messore, Iain 8CL, Lupton, Chapel Monitor,
House Music final, Three HMCs, most
improved effort grades, 2nd most credit
awards, pastoral commendation. I have
enjoyed the music concerts and the trips.
Middleton, Niamh 8SK, Oakley, Year 3
Reading Helper, HMCs, IAPS 200m and relay
in Years 6 and 7. I have enjoyed spending
time with my friends and being part of teams.
The experiences will stay with me forever.
Mitchell, Abigail 8AP, Hazeldene, Prefect,
Librarian, Year 8 play, winning House Song.
I enjoyed performing in the play as I loved
playing the part of a silly girl.
Morrice, Kate 8AP, Thomas Cookes, Head of
House, netball, rounders, hockey, swimming,
winner of the regional round for netball, sports
scholarship. I have enjoyed making new
friends.
Newbon, Joe 8MT, Walters, Buddy, Form
Captain, Prefect, rugby 1st team. I have
enjoyed going on trips and representing the
School.
Nisbet, Pippa 8CL, Oakley, Form Helper,
district and county athletics, ESSA, IAPS
athletics, LAMDA grade 5 with distinction, two
drama colours. The Prep School has opened
up many opportunities to me.

Palmer, Charles 8SK, School, Atrium Monitor,
rugby A team, aquathon team winners. I
enjoyed going to Twickenham and supporting
the 1st team, as well as going on the rugby
tour to Wales.
Palmer-Reid, Jake 8MT, House Captain,
Llanwrtyd Centre Monitor, rugby A team,
National swimming. I have enjoyed getting into
the 1st rugby team and also the 1st team for
swimming.
Parris, Fleur 8RB, Thomas Cookes,
Lunchtime Monitor, Athletics, qualifying
for IAPS and ESAA Finals, Most Improved
Senior Athlete, Athletics Colours, Classics
Cup. Having only joined in Year 8, I received
a lovely welcome from everyone and I have
enjoyed making wonderful friends.
Peel, Alfie 8CL, Llanwrtyd Centre Monitor,
getting the first try on the rugby tour in Wales,
Foremarke Hall tournament winners. My best
time has been meeting new friends.
Pickering, Sarah 8RW, Thomas Cookes,
Library Monitor, Charities Committee, HMC for
ICT, music colour. I have made some amazing
friends and I have learnt valuable educational
skills.

Pover, Hannah 8CL, Oakley, Monitor, winners
of the IAPS netball regionals two years in a
row, art colour, netball half-colour, hockey
tournaments, netball tournaments, IAPS
hockey, IAPS netball, IAPS athletics, LAMDA
with merit, best shooter on the jersey netball
tour. I have enjoyed playing sport at A team
level and all of the opportunities I have been
given academically and in sport.
Prakaisriroj, Marky Pattarapol 8RB,
Elmshurst, Cloakroom Monitor, rugby A team,
athletics. I have really enjoyed playing rugby
with my friends and I just loved spending time
with them.
Ranger, Catriona 8RB, Oakley, Prefect,
Buddy, IAPS regional netball, most valued
tennis player in Year 6, House music semifinalist, music colour, tennis colour, hockey
colour. I have made many memories here and
it has been fun and interesting.
Reynolds, Tom 8SK, Walters, Head Boy,
Pupil Council, Vice House Captain, Cloakroom
Monitor, Chapel Helper, Year 3 Reading
Helper, rugby 7s, academic scholarship.
Throughout the Prep School I have enjoyed
the sport and all it has had to offer including
the Year 8 rugby tour and the Year 7 hockey
tour. I have tried hard in academics and I look
forward to the Senior School.
Ritchie, Cameron 8SK, Lyttelton, rugby 7s.
The things I liked about the Prep School are
being made welcome from the start and the
range of subjects and sports you could take.
Sampla, Suman 8RW
Scott, Jack 8RB, Lyttelton, ICT Monitor, Lost
Property Monitor, Mrs Allan’s Helper, HMCs,
IAPS swimming in Year 6. I have enjoyed
meeting new friends.
Sevenyuk, Alexander 8RW, Activity Helper,
getting 22 out of 24 points at the Years 7 and
8 sports day, tennis ‘road to Wimbledon’,
two tennis trophies, Page House karting 2nd
place. I have enjoyed playing rugby and doing
athletics.

Sharma-James, Anya 8SK, Hazeldene, Form
Captain, music scholarship, music colour,
Worcestershire Music Arts Competition, House
music competition, tennis. I have loved being
part of the sports teams and music ensembles,
which has helped me to form some fantastic
new friendships.
Stanney, Haydn 8MT, Wendron-Gordon,
Monitor, Prefect, Buddy, House Monitor,
Academic Scholarship. I have enjoyed learning
new languages such as French, Spanish, Latin
and Greek.
Starikov, Dmitry 8RB
Shizhan, James Lou 8RW, Lupton, Cloakroom
Monitor, rugby. I have enjoyed being part of Mr
Widdop’s tutor group.
Tiktinskii, Dan 8CL, Elmshurst, rugby A team,
1st place hurdles at sports day. The most
enjoyable thing in the Prep School were all of
the new sports that I played.
Tyrrell, Conor 8MT, Lyttelton, 2nd in Year 3
sports day. I have enjoyed meeting new people
and making friends. It has been good going all
the way up to Year 8.
Upton, William 8MT, Walters, Form Monitor,
Form Captain, rugby A team, North Midlands’
rugby tournament, Rosslyn Park rugby 7s,
Bromsgrove rugby 7s, Millfield rugby 7s. I have
enjoyed the sport and the trips.
Vashkevich, Andrei 8SK, Wendron-Gordon,
most improved effort grades, aquathon. I
have enjoyed playing rugby, the activities and
experimenting in science.
Vaughan-Hawkins, Euan 8SK, School,
Monitor, House Captain, 2nd in IAPS National
swimming, IAPS National athletics, winner of
regional biathlon. I have enjoyed the sport.
My favourite moment was the hockey and
rugby tours as they were fun and enjoyable
experiences. The Prep School has been good
and I look forward to the Senior School.

Wagstaff, Edwin 8MT, Elmshurst, Buddy,
rugby A team, county rugby trials. I have
enjoyed being in the U12As for cricket and
rugby, and also the 1st team this year for
rugby and cricket. I also enjoyed being in Page
House.
Walker, Orla 8RB, Oakley, Monitor, Prefect,
Form Monitor, Charities Committee, Team
Captain for cross country, Vice-Captain for
athletics, athletics colours, cross-country
colours, drama colours, winner of the
National army cadet force cross-country U15
championship, ESAA and IAPS nationals,
holding joint school record for the 800m,
winner of the House music. I have enjoyed
making many new friends and attending some
wonderful trips. I have especially enjoyed
representing Darby House.
Wang, Siqi 8RB, Mary Windsor, Lost Property
Monitor, art badge, HMC for English and Art. I
have enjoyed the trips.
Whensley, Lauren 8SK, Hazeldene, Changing
Room Monitor, HMC’s, IAPS 100m, 100m
regionals winner, ESSA nationals. I have
enjoyed the sport and the amount of sport that
we have been able to do.
Wu, Judy Haohao 8RB, Oakley, Cloakroom
Monitor, my proudest moment was moving
up a set in both science and art, as well as
being in set 1 for maths, straight 1s in effort
grades, gold junior maths challenge, reaching
the maths Olympiad (being the only one in the
group). I have enjoyed meeting new friends
and taking part in the main activities. I also
enjoyed maths, especially when I got good
results.
Wynter, Jude 8CL, Walters, Prefect, music
scholarship, winner of House music twice. I
have enjoyed the musical concerts the most
during my time in the Prep School. It has been
great to play with so many talented musicians.
Zulu, Dean 8RW, Wendon Gordon, Maple
Helper, 1st Rugby. The things I have enjoyed
most about Prep School are the memories I
have shared with my friends.
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Year 8 Leavers

Elmshurst
As I reflect on the year just gone, I am amazed at how quickly the time has passed.
Memories have been made to last a lifetime. Elmshurst continues to flourish and
grow and as Houseparent it is a pleasure and a privilege to live and learn alongside
the 100 ‘Men of Elmshurst’. Together we celebrate and together we learn.
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Elmshurst Leavers

for what is expected in the continuing
years. We also say goodbye to our faithful
and hardworking tutors Mr Clinton who is
taking up post of Houseparent in School
House, and Mrs Windo who will become
Houseparent in Page. Miss McCanlis also
leaves us for day house tutoring and Miss
Roye who is leaving for another post in a
School in Birmingham.

I cannot write this report and omit the
boys who represented Bromsgrove in
the National Final of the NatWest Cup at
Twickenham. It was a truly magnificent
achievement for everyone, but nothing
made me prouder than to welcome back
the nine Elmshurst boys who were in the
winning squad.
House Honours board awards for 2014/15
go to the following:
House Endeavour - Sergey Dergachev
House Best Newcomer - Julius Weingarten
House Spirit - Ben Schmermund
House Contribution - Ben Walker

Another successful year in the Inter-House competitions means
that our trophy cabinets are gleaming with silverware. Alas the
longed for win in the House Song competition went to a rival,
even with the musical wizardry of Felix Chan! Perhaps next year
will be ours.

A large number of boys have received their
junior and senior House Colours.
It is with a heavy heart we must wish our
Upper Sixth a fond farewell - this year
group have travelled their journey together
as good friends and they have always
been there to support each other. Chase
Edwards (Head of House) and Ben Walker
(Deputy) have served the House, along
with the House Monitors, to a very high
standard and they have set a benchmark

As we welcome the new School year, we
have Blake Edwards and Henry Walker
chosen as School Monitors and I am sure
they will both be excellent ambassadors
and servants of Bromsgrove. Within
Elmshurst itself, Henry Walker will take up
the position of Head of House with Oscar
Gurung being his deputy. I am sure that
we will continue to grow from strength to
strength.
Thanks also must go to our very strong
and eager House Parents’ Association,
without these ladies and gents all of the
events would not be possible. From the
Hallowe’en party, bangers and mash
night, the huge celebration at Ardencote
Manor in December, karaoke night (one
to remember), the hog roast to the fun
and games leading up to the grand finale
of Commemoration Day which again was
a huge success. It was a delight to see so
many parents flying in from around the
world to celebrate this special day with us.
My heartfelt thanks to all concerned.
My deepest thanks should go to a number
of people who have contributed heavily to
the success of Elmshurst House: Mr Noble
and his wife Heather for all of their help
and support, and the House tutors again
for all their hard work and encouragement,
along with the most important ladies in
Elmshurst Mrs Pugh and Mrs Fallows
for keeping me on task and for all their
devotion to Elmhurst. My final thank you
is for the ‘Men of Elmshurst’ for just being
you.
D J Fallows

CHAN, F., Elmshurst, 2011, House Monitor,
1st Squash, 1st Cross-Country, U15B and
U16B Football, Music academic award,
Maths Challenge, CCF, Bromsgrove Service,
School Orchestra, School Big Band. Surrey
– Music
DERGACHEV, S.V., Elmshurst, 2010, House
Monitor. De Montfort – Architecture
EDWARDS, C.J., Elmshurst, 2010, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Head of House, 1st
XI Cricket, 1st XV Rugby, Golf, U14A, U15A,
U16A Hockey, Squash 2nd, Natwest Cup
winners for Rugby, winners of the Chesterton
Cup for Cricket, U17 semi-finalist in the
Nationals for Cricket, PE academic award
(last two years), CCF (Upper Fourth and
Fifth). Leeds – PPE
GORBUNOV, A., Elmshurst, 2009, School
Monitor, House Monitor, CCF, Lower Fourth
Camp Helper. Loughborough – Product
Design Engineering
GURUNG, A.G., Elmshurst, 2008, 1st
Basketball (since Fifth form) (regional finals),
1st Athletics, U16A Football, DofE. Exeter Sport and Exercise Science
KLITZ, C.A., Elmshurst, 2013, 1st Hockey,
School Cap for Hockey, Sports Leadership.
Gap Year
PUN, A., Elmshurst, 2008. De Montfort –
Architectural Technology

QU, G.Q., Elmshurst, 2011, House Monitor,
1st Football, Bromsgrove Service, DofE, IFS
Student Investor Challenge. UCL - Statistics,
Economics and Finance
SCHMERMUND. B.N.S., Elmshurst, 2012,
House Monitor, Rugby 1st XV, U18 NatWest
Cup winners, Rugby VII, Bromsgrove Service
Community Projects, Lower Fourth Camp
Helper. Germany – Medicine
SEMKIN, M., Elmshurst, 2010. Bristol –
Economics and Finance
SEYRANYAN, A., Elmshurst, 2012.
Manchester – Business Management and
Russian
TIBBETTS. B., Elmshurst, 2010, Sports
Scholarship, House Monitor, 1st Rugby,
2nd Cricket, Natwest Cup winners, DofE.
Nottingham Trent – Business Management
and Marketing
WALKER. B.C., Elmshurst, 2010, House
Monitor, Deputy Head of House, Victor
Ludorum, CCF, DofE. Gap Year
YU, K.C., Elmshurst, 2010, House Monitor,
Lower Fourth Progress and Endeavour Award,
Upper Fourth Progress and Endeavour
Award, RADA Bronze, Bromsgrove Service,
CCF, Choir, Prep School Mentor, Student
Listener, Young Enterprise. Birmingham Law

Hazeldene
I had heard rumours of Hazeldene House claiming to be the friendliest house,
the one with the most House Spirit and the House where everybody worked above
expectations and always achieved the best effort grades. You can imagine my
delight when I learned in September that these rumours were true.
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recognised with The Humanitas Vase and
Emma Lloyd Jones achieved no less than
four awards: The Paul Sawtrell Trophy
for her all-round positive contribution
to Bromsgrove School life, the Swatkins
Trophy for her commitment to School
sport, the Best Army Cadet plaque and
the Upper Sixth Shield for Commitment
to Hazeldene and House Spirit. Lucy
Sapwell’s musical talent was commended
having achieved the Turner Memorial
Prize for Music and the Hazeldene Arts
Award. Phoebe Schofield was awarded
with The Quaich, a Hazeldene award that
recognises progress and dedication from
Lower Fourth right through to Upper Sixth
Form.

Hazeldene is very much a family environment, welcoming people
with such warmth and willingness, such trust and friendliness.
Simply put, the girls are all lovely, showing respect to everyone
they meet and they are proud to introduce others to their House.

The girls’ enthusiasm for the House is
unshakable and they enjoy representing
Hazeldene in any way they can. Our new
Lower Fourths settled into this mindset
wonderfully and have been perhaps our
most enthusiastic year group yet. House
Spirit has strengthened throughout the
year, with Hazeldenians cheering from the
edges of the swimming pool to the side
lines of the rounders pitches. The girls
have enjoyed numerous trips and events
throughout the year, including bowling,
the Christmas market and Laser Quest –
offering an opportunity for the girls to bond
outside of their House study.
I have lost count of the number of cake
days we have had, and Sophie Greensmith
initiated a very successful Cake Sale in
aid of RSPCA, raising over £300. Our
Halloween face painting competition was

a particular highlight of mine, where the
Common Room was transformed into a
beauty parlour, with a further highlight
being our ‘getting to know you’ quiz and
pizza night at the beginning of the year. I
would like to thank the Hazeldene Parents’
Association for their contributions this year
and I am very grateful to them for their
continued support.
This year’s Hazeldene leavers are amongst
the very best and they have all had a
tremendously successful year. Not only
are they each inspirational individuals,
with their own separate achievements, but
they are the most fabulous team together.
For their friendship towards one another
and their unity, they are role models to
other studies in the House. They are
all destined to do great things and they
leave with our warmest wishes for their
future endeavours. As an illustration
of the girls’ outstanding attitudes and
dedication to School life, they achieved
numerous awards at the end of the year.
Eleanor Ball was awarded with the Wattell
Prize for French and the John Hedley
Memorial Prize (CCF), whilst Lois Brown
was awarded for her sporting prowess
achieving The Sportswoman of the Year
trophy and Hazeldene Sports Award.
Emily Collie was congratulated and
commended for her excellent service as
Head Girl and I awarded Millie Doherty
with The Glaze Trophy for her exceptional
leadership of Hazeldene House.
Chloe Hannafin’s caring nature was

I would like to thank my Hazeldene
Monitor Team for their continued support
and commitment to Hazeldene throughout
the year, with particular thanks to Head of
House, Millie Doherty and Deputy Head
of House, Phoebe Schofield who were
esteemed leaders. I am sure next year’s
Monitor Team will be equally as strong.
Leading the team is new Head of House,
Nathalie Plummer and Deputy Head of
House, Jemma Salmon, with six further
House Monitors including Laurel Butler,
Alice Elt, Sophie Greensmith, Taome
Jennings, Amy Mason-Towers and Imogen
Sapstead. Brittany Collie will be Deputy
Head Girl from September, accompanied
by Imogen Sapstead and Alice Vaughan
who have been selected as School
Monitors.
I would like to thank our House Staff and
the Hazeldene Tutors who show continued
care for their tutees. We wish Mrs James
well in School House next year and we also
say a fond farewell to Mr Phennah, who is
looking forward to a restful retirement and
has been a dedicated Upper Sixth tutor
this year.
It has been a whirlwind year, full of fun
and achievements. Our Hazeldene ladies
are as united as ever and I could not
be prouder of their unfailingly positive
attitudes and determination to excel in all
that they do. It has been a privilege to be
their Houseparent.
L Rogers

Hazeldene Leavers
BALL, E., Hazeldene, 2000, Scholarship,
Art Scholarship, Pre-Prep Survivor, School
Monitor, 1st Cross-Country, 1st Athletics, 2nd
Hockey, 13+ Academic Scholarship, 13+
Art Scholarship, 16+ Academic Scholarship,
CCF CSM, Gold DofE. University of British
Columbia – French and Chinese
BRADY. L.E., Hazeldene, 2013, House
Swimming, Badmington, Debating,
Bromsgrove Service, Aerobics, Body Balance,
Gym. Aston – Accounting for Management
BROWN, L.M., Hazeldene, 2013, Sports
Scholarship, House Monitor, 1st Netball, 1st
Athletics, Netball Cap, Netball player of the
year, Girls Athletics Captain. Bath - Sport and
Social Science
COLLIE, E.G., Hazeldene, 2010,
Scholarship, Art Scholarship, Music
Scholarship, School Monitor, Head of School,
1st Netball, 1st Athletics, 2nd Hockey,
English Lit GCSE, RS GCSE, Grade 8 cello
(dist), grade 8 singing (dist), grade 8 piano
(dist), Head of Orchestra, Sports Leaders
Level 2, Junior Staff Reading Prize, Housman
Reading Competition, Netball Major/Minor
Colours, House Colours, European Youth
Parliament National Finalist, Music Prize
Lower Fourth and Upper Fourth, GCSE
Prizes for RS and English Literature, Head
of Orchestra, Choir, Big Band, Tango Band,
Chamber Choir, String Group, European
Youth Parliament. Exeter - Liberal Arts with
year abroad
DOHERTY. M.R, Hazeldene, 2010, School
Monitor, Head of House, 1st Tennis, 2nd
Hockey, Silver DofE. Nottingham – Geography
with Chinese Studies
DUNKLEY, J., Hazeldene, 2005, House
Monitor, 3rd Hockey, 3rd Netball, Malvern
Hills Decorative and Fine Arts Biennial Three
Counties VIth Form Competition, Bronze,
Silver and Gold DofE. Oxford Brookes - Art
Foundation
HANNAFIN, C.A., Hazeldene, 2005,
House Monitor, Maths Challenge Bronze,
Bromsgrove Service. Leeds - Accounting and
Finance

JEFFRIES, K.J., Hazeldene, 2010, House
Monitor, 1st Hockey, Bronze DofE. Oxford
Brookes - Sports Coaching, Physical
Education and Business Management
KERR. E.K., Hazeldene, 2008, 1st
Swimming Captain, 3rd Hockey, Bronze Crest
Award, Bronze, Silver and Gold DofE, Fourth
Form Drama Productions, Pre-Prep Science.
University of East Anglia - American and
English Literature
LLOYD JONES, E., Hazeldene, 2000,
Pre-Prep Survivor, School Monitor, House
Monitor, Minor and Major Hockey and Netball
Colours, 1st Hockey, National Hockey finalists
in 2014, Regional Hockey finalists in 2015,
2nd Netball, Athletics, CCF, Bronze, Silver
and Gold DofE, School Drama (School For
Scandal). Liverpool – Geography
RUBEN, A.R., Hazeldene, 2006,
Scholarship, Woolf Essay Competition,
Taylor Trophy Debating Competition, Drama
Productions: My Fair Lady, The Threepenny
Opera, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Cats,
Fifth and Sixth Form Play 2013, A School
for Scandal, The Winter’s Tale, Taylor Trophy
Debating Competition, Marmite Gifted and
Talented. Bristol - Liberal Arts
SAPWELL, L., Hazeldene, 2006,
Scholarship, Music Scholarship, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Grade 8 Singing
Distinction, Grade 7 Violin, Institute of
Leadership and Management Level 3 Award,
Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award, Head of
Chamber Choir, Chapel Choir, Orchestra,
String Group, Choral Society, CCF Colour
Sergeant, Lower Fourth Camp Helper, School
Guide, Pop and Jazz, House Song Conductor.
Gap Year
SCHOFIELD, P.A., Hazeldene, 2000, PrePrep Survivor, House Monitor, Deputy Head
of House, 1st Hockey, 2nd Tennis, Midlands’
Hockey Finals, DofE, Sports Leaders, Student
Listeners, Bromsgrove Service. Loughborough
– Business and Management

Housman Hall
The magnitude of Commemoration Day is always a fitting tribute to the year that
has gone by. For Housman Hall as a Sixth Form House it always holds a special
significance as we say goodbye to half of the House as they end their time with us
and head for pastures new.
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The final word on sport has to go to the
abiding memory from the year. It was one
of the proudest moments for the School
and the House and it was a real personal
pleasure to see our pupils perform so
superbly in the NatWest Cup Final at
Twickenham. Their triumph was something
that built upon the hard work of all the 1st
team players this season including Luke
White, Paolo Parisi, Tomas Roberts and
Joseph Zaric but Luke’s Man of the Match
performance will live long in the memory.

This year there were more goodbyes than usual as we bade a fond farewell to many members of
staff. Miss Chinn has completed an excellent year in the House and we wish her all the best on her
future career. Mr Dal’s two years in Housman Hall have been a wonderful success. His enthusiasm
for economics and his boundless energy whilst on duty have made him an ever popular tutor.
He will be a fantastic success as Head of Economics at Kent College next year. Miss Law leaves
Bromsgrove School for far flung places, taking up a post in Singapore. Her wonderful contribution
to House life has been much appreciated. Mr Tamplin moves from Housman Hall to WendronGordon where he takes up a post as Resident tutor. After six years with Housman Hall, he will be
an excellent addition to the team at Wendron-Gordon and the boys of that House are lucky to have
such an excellent member of the team.

Miss McCutcheon is the longest serving
of our leavers. She has been in residence
at Housman Hall for eight years where
her impact on House life has been
immeasurable. Latterly as Assistant
Houseparent, she has been the wisest of
councils and one of the most important
influences on so many Housman Hallians.
She will be sorely missed by Housman
Hall staff and pupils alike; our loss will be
King’s Chester’s gain.
With staff and pupils leaving the House,
it gives us the opportunity to reflect upon
what has been an excellent year. Housman
Hall has emerged from the building
works like a phoenix from the ashes. The
magnificent new facilities have allowed
the House to expand both in terms of the
number of pupils and the amount of space
our pupils can enjoy.

The summer weather gave the pupils the
chance for outdoor BBQs and games of
volleyball. This was the opportunity that
the pupils needed to relax during their
hard work and examinations. We look
forward to results day with anticipation
but Housman Hallians have already been
rewarded for their academic prowess
this summer with Emily Kinder, Ellie
Saker, Kat Walton, Teresa Heidland, Luke
White, Peter Asghar-Sandys, Maximillian
Mittermair and Valerie Pui all winning
subject prizes at the end of the year.
From the classroom to the sports field,
Housman Hallians have continued to
excel and push themselves. During
House events our pupils represented
their community with pride and although
we were not able to come away with
any silverware, the efforts that the
pupils put in were reward enough, and
this was symbolised perfectly by Jade
Cao’s efforts in the House badminton
competition where she could barely
contain the emotion of representing the
House after losing in the final match of the
competition.
In School fixtures Housman Hallians
represented Bromsgrove across a wide
variety of sports. Millie Chapman and
Katrina Walton continued in their second
seasons for the 1st netball and hockey
teams respectively. The very successful
boys’ and girls’ badminton teams had
a large number of Housman Hallians
including Jade Cao, Tiffany Ha, Howard
Li and Kirk Tian. Similarly our basketball
players, Jordan Lee and Robin Li,
represented the School team throughout
the season. In football Matt Bentley had an
excellent season in goal for the 1st Team
with Ferdinand Agu providing firepower
at the other end. Ben Allotey and Arseniy
Nekhochin had excellent seasons with the
2nds.

Sport is just one of the myriad of
opportunities that our pupils involve
themselves with so fully at Bromsgrove
School. Young Enterprise teams,
Flourishing Fiver groups, student investor
challenges and Target 2.0 teams were all
full of Housman Hall pupils. Similarly Emily
Kinder’s efforts over the past two years
have helped raise the profile of debating at
School, bringing it to new heights.
Charity and community work is something
that the House prides itself on and
countless Housman Hallians visited
residential homes, worked at charity
shops or local animal sanctuaries as part
of School programmes and the House
continued their excellent charity efforts
with a bag packing event at two local
supermarkets. We also held our own
charity Krispy Kreme doughnut sale raising
over £2400 in the first term alone, with aid
efforts to combat the Ebola crisis in Africa.
This year has been another triumph in
the life of the House. We look forward to
another generation of Housman Hallians
joining our home and community. To see
them grow and develop as this year’s
leavers have done will be something to
look forward to and I am sure that the
House values of pride, respect, integrity,
charity and endeavour will shine through
in all that they do. I know that I for one am
excited about what is in store.
J Jones
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Housman Hall Leavers
BABAEVA, S., Housman Hall, 2013. KCL –
German and Management

E, D., Housman Hall, 2013, School Monitor,
House Monitor, School Orchestra, Strings
Ensemble, Debating, Model United Nations,
Marmite Gifted and Talented. Northeastern
University USA – International Affairs

LI, R.L., Housman Hall, 2013, 1st Basketball,
Target 2.0 Monetary Policy Competition,
RES Essay Competition, Young Enterprise,
Bromsgrove Service, Student Investor. UBC –
International Economics

TOMONI, A., Housman Hall, 2013, Scholarship,
Bronze Medal in the British Biology Olympiad
2014, House Photography Award 2013 and
2014, Bromsgrove Service, Boarders’ Forum.
Oxford Brookes – Medicine

BALINA, P., Housman Hall, 2013. Imperial –
Biomedical Science

GANEVA, T., Housman Hall, 2013. Edinburgh
– Architecture

LIU, D.P.Y., Housman Hall, 2013. Queen
Mary – Medicine

TSANG, J.Y.M., Housman Hall, 2013. Imperial
– Chemical Engineering

BENTLEY, M.B., Housman Hall, 2013.
Loughborough – Banking, Finance and
Management

GAZAZUTDINOVA, L., Housman Hall, 2013.
KCL – International Development

LUONG, T.Q., Housman Hall, 2013. Warwick
– PPE

WALTON, K.W., Housman Hall, 2013, Music
Exhibition, Head of House, 1st Hockey, School
Cap for Hockey. Cardiff – Biology

GLAZYRIN, E., Housman Hall, 2013. KCL –
German and Management

LUSAMILT, R., Housman Hall, 2013.
Westminster – Marketing

GREDLER, N., Housman Hall, 2013, Squash,
Young Enterprise. Gap Year

MELIKSETYAN, E., Housman Hall, 2012.
UCL – International Management

GUNTON, J., Housman Hall, 2013. Bath –
Aerospace Engineering

MITTERMAIR, M.W., Housman Hall, 2013,
Target 2.0 team, Young Enterprise. UCL –
Economics

ASHGHAR-SANDYS, P., Housman Hall,
2013. Lincoln – Mathematics

BERESHCHANSKAYA, J., Housman Hall,
2013, House Monitor, Bromsgrove’s Got
Talent, Bromsgrove Service, Pop and Jazz.
KCL – International Relations
BLINOV, L.B., Housman Hall, 2013, House
Monitor, 1st Basketball, 2nd Tennis. Oxford
– PPE
BLOKHINA, M., Housman Hall, 2013.
Edinburgh – Architecture
BORS, C., Housman Hall, 2013. Kent –
Physics

HEIDLAND, T.F., Housman Hall, 2013, House
Monitor, 1st Athletics, Choir, Bromsgrove
Service. Gap Year
HO, A.H., Housman Hall, 2013, Athletics,
Model United Nations. SFU Canada –
Bachelor of Arts

PARISI, P., Housman Hall, 2013. Manchester
– Modern Languages and Business
Management
PUI, V.P., Housman Hall, 2013, Model United
Nations. LSE – Law

WATANABE, M., Housman Hall, 2013. KVC –
Veterinary Medicine
WEN, K.C., Housman Hall, 2013, 1st
Badminton, BASE competition, IFS student
investor challenge, Young Enterprise Best
Company Report, Modern United Nations,
Tennis, Badminton, IFS Student Investor
Challenge. Queen Mary - Business Management
WHITE, L.K., Housman Hall, 2013, Sports
Scholarship, House Monitor, 1st Rugby Captain,
1st Rugby Sevens, Athletics, Colstons 7s Plate
Winners, NatWest Cup Final winners. Bath Business Administration

CAO, J.Y., Housman Hall, 2013. Gap Year
CHAN, H.C., Housman Hall, 2013, ABRSM
Grade 6 Singing Merit, Piano, First Aid,
Informal Concert, School Music Competition,
Chinese Concert. Royal Holloway – Business
and Management

KARADOTCHEVA, E.D., Housman Hall, 2013.
Imperial – Aeronautical Engineering
KINDER, E.J., Housman Hall, 2013, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Woolf Essay Prize,
Debating. Bristol - English Literature

CHAPMAN, E.I., Housman Hall, 2013, 1st
Netball, Sports Leadership Award, Bromsgrove
Service. Cardiff – Geography

KONG, J.Y.K., Housman Hall, 2013, Maths
Challenge Silver, Orchestra, Flourishing Fiver,
Young Enterprise. Bath – Mathematics

CHEN, S.H., Housman Hall, 2013. LSE –
Management

KRETOVA, E., Housman Hall, 2013. KCL –
Mathematics with Management

CHENG, C.P.Y., Housman Hall, 2013, Maths
Challenge Bronze Award 2013, Maths
Challenge Bronze Award 2014, Bromsgrove
Service, Operation Christmas Child, British
Red Cross Emergency Life Support, Chinese
Concert, Badminton (recreational), Gym. UCL
– Psychology

LARIN, A.L., Housman Hall, 2008, 1st
Football, B Rugby, Best EAL student of the
year, CCF, Community Action. Brunel –
Product Design Engineering

COURT, E.M., Housman Hall, 2013, House
Monitor, Model United Nations, European
Youth Parliament. University of Leiden International Studies

LEE, H.L., Housman Hall, 2013, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Gardening. Bath Chemical Engineering
LI, C.H.L., Housman Hall, 2011, House
Monitor, Head of House, 1st Badminton,
Maths Challenge Bronze, Photography, Model
United Nations, Fencing, First Aid, CCF,
DofE, Cardistry Club, Martial Arts, Clay Pigeon
Shooting, Student Investor, Bromsgrove
Service. Manchester – Architecture

ROBERTS, T.R., Housman Hall, 2013, House
Monitor, 1st Rugby, 2nd Rugby. BUWE –
Journalism
SAKER, E.R., Housman Hall, 2013,
Foundation Scholar, School Monitor, House
Monitor, 2nd Tennis, 3rd Netball, Debating
Matters Regional final (individual speaker
commendation), GCSE German, Biology,
Chemistry, Physics prizes, Physics Olympiad,
UKMT, Rube Goldberg project, Ancient Greek,
Debating, Physics/Engineering, DofE. Oxford
– Physics
SHELKOVA, E., Housman Hall, 2013, 2nd
Tennis. UCL - Business and Economics with
East European Studies
SONG, Y.Y., Housman Hall, 2012. KCL –
Geography
TANG, N.S.Y., Housman Hall, 2013.
HKU – International Business and Global
Management
TIAN, K.Z., Housman Hall, 2011. LSE –
Economics and Statistics

WONG, Y.K., Housman Hall, 2013. UCL –
Psychology
WONG, M.Y.S., Housman Hall, 2013, House
Monitor. HKU – Business Management
WU, S.Y., Housman Hall, 2011. Washington –
International Development
YAKAVITSKI, S., Housman Hall, 2013, 3rd
Rugby, Chemistry Olympiad Silver, Math
Competition Silver and Gold, Biodiesel Project.
Bristol - Mechanical Engineering
YEH, T.T-H., Housman Hall, 2013. Art
Foundation AUB
YEREMEYEV, O., Housman Hall, 2013. Toronto
– Arts and Sciences
YEUNG, C.L.Y., Housman Hall, 2013, Biology
Olympiad, Student Investor Challenge,
Bromsgrove Service, Chinese Concert, MUN,
Gym, recreational Badminton, recreational
Tennis, Aerobics, Guitar. KCL – Psychology
ZARIC, J., Housman Hall, 2013. BUWE –
Business Management with Marketing
ZHANG, C.B., Housman Hall, 2013. City –
Actuarial Science

Lupton
Time travels in divers paces with divers persons.
I’ll tell you who Time ambles withal,
who Time trots withal, who Time gallops withal,
and who he stands still withal.
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Quite literally, the icing on the cake for all
of these contributions was victory in the
final competition of the year, the House
Bake-Off, in which Bo Hands and his team
rustled up a recreation of the Coliseum.
Rosalind would have been impressed by
the diverse talents witnessed in the pursuit
of this paragraph’s competitions.

Rosalind’s meeting with Orlando in the forest of Shakespeare’s
As You Like It may not seem an obvious link to a year in Lupton,
but her summary of time is apt; as too, I’m pleased to say, is
the notion of ‘divers persons’ within the Lupton Day Room. In
truth, I’m not sure that the Bromsgrove lifestyle enables anyone
to feel they are ambling, but 18 new Lower Fourth formers have
at least enjoyed their year, getting used to the Senior School
and integrating well within the House community. For the Upper
Fourth, the imminent GCSE year may well have made time start
to trot, whilst all of the senior examination years, and particularly
the Upper Sixth, will be wondering how the year has galloped by
so quickly.

One of the highlights of this year must be
the House Song Competition, in which
the introduction of a new award for Best
Creative Performance focused the minds
of our entertaining, if not altogether
harmonic, horde on the Blues Brothers’
Everybody Needs Somebody. Oliver Tanner
rehearsed and conducted magnificently,
including an accomplished House band
of guitar, bass, keyboard, trumpets and
drums, and the senior pupils in the front
row revelled in the opportunity to dress
up and show off to the Arena. It certainly
provided a fun finale to the competition
and Lupton is duly engraved as the first
name on the trophy.
The belief that the Reds will turn up and
participate wholeheartedly, whatever
the cause, is becoming a core value
across the year groups and is a welcome
endorsement of House loyalty. The Upper
Sixth, led by Harrison Frost and Sam
Bellamy (Head and Deputy Head of House
respectively), have certainly embodied
a sense of fun balanced with pride in all
they do and they are sure to be pleased
with all those who have turned out for
junior events competing in the same vein.
Junior victories are a positive benchmark
for the future and this year there has been
silverware in cross-country, cricket and
athletics. The seniors have rather suffered
in finals at the hands of Elmshurst,
being edged into 2nd place in B rugby,
hockey and football. It is not all about the
silverware, and one should not forget other
podium placings in events such as junior
debating, swimming and the 1.2 relay.

Of course, many Luptonians have
contributed just as readily on the School
front over the course of the year. We have
provided three of the School’s sporting
captains in Harrison Frost (football), Alex
Griffiths (tennis) and Sam Bellamy (golf)
who were each awarded their School cap.
Other 1st team representatives in the
major sports have been Jonty Thornton
(rugby), Alex Griffiths, Elliott Hunt, Oliver
Tanner (football), Alex Wilkinson, George
Hatfield and Ben Humphries (cricket).
Individual sporting honours have gone
to Charles Sapwell who won the junior
cross-country race, Nick Papaioannou
who achieved the Intermediate Victor
Ludorum prize at Sports Day, Lawrence
Hill who was joint winner of the School’s
golf championship and Alex Wilkinson who
won the Bowling cup and was awarded his
School cap for cricket.
On the Arts side, a good posse of
Luptonians were involved in the Fourth
Form play, while Clement Harris and
Oliver Nicholas had parts in The Winter’s
Tale. For his service to drama over the
years (aside from all of his contributions
to music and debating), Clement was
awarded his School cap, taking the
Lupton total to five. We have several
instrumentalists and singers, but perhaps
the two most worthy of an individual
mention here are George Stone and
Charles Sapwell who had the responsibility
of playing the Last Post and Reveille at the
Remembrance Service and on Armistice
Day. Many others have shown sterling
commitment to other extra-curricular
activities, whether through CCF, DofE or
Bromsgrove Service, and I am pleased
to report that in the Greenpower racing
enterprise, The Chicken, is developing
something of a Lupton flavour.
My thanks go to the Lupton Parents’
Association who help to engender an
equally loyal following at our calendar of
events: it was standing room only at the

Lupton Leavers
BELLAMY, S., Lupton, 2010, School Monitor,
House Monitor, Deputy Head of House, 1st
Golf Captain, ISGA Golf Regional winners,
ISGA National Golf finals 2015, 2nd Football,
U15A Rugby, U16A Football, Gold DofE.
Nottingham Trent – Real Estate Management
EVANS, H.J.E., Lupton, 2004. Imperial –
Geology and Geophysics
FROST, H.F., Lupton, 2010, School Monitor,
Head of House, 1st Football Captain, 1st
Rugby Union, 1st Golf, 1st Cricket, 1st
Athletics, 1st Hockey, Rugby 7s, Gold DofE,
CCF Cadet, Debating, Volunteering. Bristol –
Geography
GRIFFITHS, A.R.G., Lupton, 2010, House
Monitor, 1st Tennis Captain, 1st Football,
DofE. Aston - Accounting for Management
HARKER, M.J., Lupton, 2006. Liverpool –
Politics
HARRIS, C.P.V.H., Lupton, 2010, Debating,
Drama, School Productions, Chapel Choir,
Chamber Choir. Edinburgh - Arabic and
Politics
HUNT, E.J., Lupton, 2010. Aston – Finance
SAPSTEAD, A.S., Lupton, 1998, Pre-Prep

quiz night, we remain the only House
to run a ball on our own, the open mic
continues to provide a unique platform
for any standard of performer, and our
summer party remains a good ‘warm up’
for Commemoration (the lads XI beat
the dads XI by 1 run on the final ball
this year). The Lupton tutor team add
their own personalities to the special
Lupton mix: we have enjoyed Miss Keys’
company this year, but are sad to bid
farewell to Mrs Spearing and Mrs Hands,
who both leave with our best wishes. And
finally, my thanks to Mr Beet and Angela
Cotterrill, whose steadying input makes
me increasingly wonder if Lupton does
indeed run better without me. We wish
this year’s leavers every success in their
diverse pursuits and trust that, if time does
ever seem to amble, they recall happy
memories of life in The Cottage.
A G McClure

Survivor, 1st Swimming, 2nd Hockey, 3rd
Cricket, Bronze, Silver and Gold DofE Gold,
Bromsgrove Badge Helper, Care Home visits.
Oxford Brookes - Real Estate Management
STONE, G.R., Lupton, 2004. Harper Adams
– Rural Enterprise and Land Management
TANNER, O.T., Lupton, 2008, School
Monitor, House Monitor, 1st Football,
U16A Hockey, U16A Rugby, House Music
winner: guitar, House Music, Sixth Form and
Lunchtime Concerts. Exeter – Physics
WIKLUND, T.W., Lupton, 2013, Scholarship,
2013 Chemistry Olympiad, Marmite Gifted
and Talented, Biodiesel Project, recreational
Squash. University of Kansas USA Mechanical Engineering
WILKINSON, A.R.W., Lupton, 2008, 1st
Cricket, National Cricket semi-finals 2013
and 2014, Chesteron Cup winners, 2nd
Rugby, Bronze DofE. Gap Year followed by
Oxford Brookes - Sport and Exercise Science
WIX. W., Lupton, 2001, Pre-Prep Survivor,
U16B Cricket, U16B Rugby, DofE. Bournville
College – Sport

Lyttelton
Following my tenure as acting Housemaster of Lyttelton House, I thought I would
enlist the assistance of one of the House’s longest serving members to assist with
this year’s review of life in Lyttelton. Niall Hegarty has very kindly provided his
views of the past 12 months.
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Matthew Hegarty and Harry Nichols
stepped up to represent the House in the
junior debating competition. With great
verbal dexterity, quick wit and a great
many pithy retorts, the gentlemen were
crowned joint and worthy winners. While
one of the great scandals of recent history,
William Lockhart and Niall Hegarty did not
achieve admittance to the senior debating
final.
Then came that most coveted of events
– senior House rugby. As defending
champions we knew we had much to
prove, dispatching opposition at every turn
and with full hearts once more, victory was
achieved. We could not mention rugby
this year without making reference to the
outstanding achievement of the 1st XV
winning the NatWest Cup in a tense and
thrilling showdown at Twickenham. Several
boys from Lyttelton represented the team
that day with Justin Clegg, Alexander
Nisbet, Harry Ferguson and Thomas
Ford starting and with William Hands,
William Lockhart and Jack Weston as
substitutions.

Michaelmas term came with great expectation, what wonders
could be achieved this year? Titles to be won and titles to be
held - excitement began in the first hour, of the first day, of the
first term with the words House Song quivering on the lips of all.
Oh, and what a song it was. Mr Blue Sky had brought triumph to
Lyttelton some years ago and with zeal and dedication, history
would be relived. Joe Philips’ outstanding conducting, the pure
voices of the boys and the beautiful, seamless choreography
brought the House Song trophy home.

Whilst the House has been served by
great sporting success this year, it cannot
be said that culture was forgotten with
boys once more taking to the stage in
Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale. Whilst
the play itself in part shows King Leontes’
grief and regret, none will regret the
participation of Elliot James, Matthew
Hegarty and Niall Hegarty in what was
an outstanding production. Elliot proved
unequivocally his position as one of
Bromsgrove’s dramatic stalwarts showing
off his comic skills in a very major role.
Matthew continues to be one to watch in
the coming years, taking what could have
been a role often overlooked, by bringing
gravitas and dignity to the performance.
Whilst Niall had a towering Shakespearian
role and produced a performance to
match.
After Christmas a new Housemaster joined
us, with Mr Windo taking over the mantel
of responsibility, and all would agree that
he has done it well. He will be missed in
September though his rugby boots will be
filled well by Mr Giles! Life flowed on for
the Lyttelton boys and the House was well
represented across all areas of School life
in the post-Christmas period.

Declan McManus must be singled out for
his contributions not just to the House but
the School and is surely one of the greatest
athletes to run rings around Charford.
Declan was recently named the 2015
English National U20 3000m steeplechase
champion, a great accolade for a great
Lytteltonian.
There are too many boys to single out in
House representations and in sporting
teams, but it is clear to all who know them
that Lyttelton has the most dedicated
of team players and whatever level they
play at, they always give everything to
the job at hand. This attitude goes not
just for sporting achievements, but also
in academics where Lytteltonians have
excelled this year, and we wish all those
who sat public examinations good luck for
August.
We must also pay homage to the Parents’
Association who have supported the boys
and offered up a veritable feast of events.
From the casino night and the quiz to
the Burns’ Night ball and transportation
to Gloucester rugby, we thank them. We
thank the tutor team for their dedication to
us, their academic advice, but most of all
their unwavering personal support.
Finally to the leavers, what can I say? I
have sat at this computer for thirty minutes
on this paragraph and words escape me.
I have but two, thank you. Thank you for
your friendship, your support and your
company. Thank you for the last five years,
we have had highs and lows, but never a
dull moment.
So farewell to another year and for Upper
Sixth leavers, it is farewell to Lyttelton
House.
My thanks to Niall for his assistance
with this review, to Will Hands for his
leadership of the House, to the Monitors
who ably assisted Will and to all the boys
of Lyttelton, you have made my time in the
House both memorable and enjoyable. I
wish you all well for the future, whatever it
may hold.
T Windo & Niall Hegarty

Lyttelton Leavers
BULL, N.P.A.B., Lyttelton, 2007, House
Monitor, 2nd Hockey, Debating Minor
Colours, Debating Matters County Rounds,
Golf, Gold DofE, Pre-Prep Science, Prep
School Competitions, Pupil Mentoring, Rube
Goldberg Machine. Manchester - Chemistry
with year in industry
CLEGG, J.A.G., Lyttelton, 2001, Scholarship,
Pre-Prep Survivor, House Monitor, Deputy
Head of School, 1XV Rugby, NatWest Cup
Winners 2015 , 1st /2nd XI Cricket, U16A
Hockey, GCSE Classics Award, EYP National
Finalists 2014, Chapel Choir. Durham –
Geography
FALLON, G., Lyttelton, 2013
FIDOE, W.J.F., Lyttelton, 2010, House
Monitor, 2nd Hockey, U14B Rugby, U15B
Rugby, CCF Sergeant, Gold DofE. Swansea
– History
GRENFELL, A.J., Lyttelton, 2010,
Scholarship. Oxford – Physics
GUEST, F.R., Lyttelton, 2004
HANDS. W.J., Lyttelton, 2010, Foundation
Scholar, School Monitor, House Monitor,
Head of House, 1st Rugby, 1st Hockey, 1st
and 2nd Cricket, NatWest Cup U18 National
Champions, Silver DofE, Pre-Prep Science
Crest award. Warwick – Economics
HEGARTY, N.R.M., Lyttelton, 2010, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Head of School,
U14B Rugby, U15B Rugby, Junior House
Rugby, Senior House Rugby, Junior House
football, Junior House Hockey, Junior Staff
Reading prize, Senior Staff Reading prize,
Junior Debating trophy, Debating Minor
Colours. Debating Senior Colours, Sajid Javid
Debating Competition, BFAME Best Actor,
Junior House Debating, Debating Society,
Cast of Northern Lights, Cast of Shockheaded
Peter, Cast of A MIdsummer Night’s Dream,
Cast of CATS, Cast of The School for Scandal,
Cast of The Winter’s Tale, Directorial team for
The Lottery, Chapel Choir. Gap Year or Leeds
- International Development
KAROV, I.V., Lyttelton, 2007, 1st Football,
National European Youth Parliament Stage.
Bath - Politics and International Relations

MCMANUS, D.P.H., Lyttelton, 2013, Sports
Scholarship, House Monitor, Deputy Head of
House, 1st Cross-Country, Winner of EMISCC
League 2015, 1st Athletics, School Sports
Cap. Belmont University USA - Business
Administration
PATON. R.J.A., Lyttelton, 2008, Prep
Survivor, County Running, Young Enterprise.
Manchester - Business Management and
Marketing
PHILLIPS, J., Lyttelton, 2013, Gauntlet
Award
ROBINSON. C.R., Lyttelton, 2013,
Scholarship, 1st XV Rugby, 2nd XI Cricket.
Gap Year
STOKES. J.D.C., Lyttelton, 2010, 1st
Football, 1st and 2nd Cricket, French prize in
Year 4, Silver DofE, winner of House Music.
Birmingham City – Criminology

Mary Windsor
The girls in Mary Windsor have had another successful year participating in all
aspects of School life. From tennis to badminton, debating and cake making, the
girls always have smiles on their faces as they proudly represent their House and
second home. It has been a triumphant year.
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We welcomed many new girls this year, all
have coped extremely well with being away
from home and loved ones, settling in very
quickly and working very hard to achieve
some great results.

It is a milestone year for me having now completed five years,
joining at the same time as some of our Upper Sixth leavers.
Our Monitor team this year have been exceptional, led by Emma
Reeves and assisted by Hannah Whitaker. We have enjoyed many
highlights including the Hallowe’en party, the Christmas formal
at Grafton manor, the Sixth Form cheese and wine evening
and the year group parties. We rounded it off with a summer
BBQ complete with bungee run, sumo-wrestling and candy
floss, a well-deserved treat after all of the hard work during the
examination period. Special thanks must go to Emma Reeves as
a genuinely superb Head of House, she has gained the respect of
staff and pupils alike and she is the most excellent tea-maker!

The girls have put their all into the House
sports teams and this year we came away
with two trophies for the cabinet. Special
mention to Karen Cheung for leading the
badminton team to victory and to Joanna
Zada for tennis. As runners up in House
Song we celebrated well. In recognition
of participation in so many areas the
following seniors were invited on stage for
the end of year awards: Tiffanie Tseng,
Libby Edwards, Hannah Fastrich, Olivia
Bond, Emma Reeves, Paige Corcoran,
Sarah Chan and Eve Feenan, along with
many Fourth Formers. Sophie Zgraja
was awarded the Victrix Ludorum for
her performance in athletics and Emma
received a prize at Commemoration. It is
no mean feat to put a team together and
the girls this year have put themselves
forward keen to earn their colours
and support the House. Mary Windsor
spirit and support is still the best in the
School; girls will go out in all weathers
and participants have appreciated the
cheers. With the theatrical performance
of The Winter’s Tale, girls were busy with
rehearsals and helping out backstage. We
know Nyree Williams as a fine actress,
so cool, calm and collected on stage and
with a beautiful voice, and the character of
Hermione, played by Paige Corcoran was a
revelation. Brilliant, magnificent and utterly
convincing as a statue. Duke of Edinburgh,
CCF and Lower Fourth camps have all
seen the girls push themselves, many a
blister but always a smile.

The House cups were awarded to Christina
Koenig (sport), Nyree Williams (drama),
Sarah Chan (music), Rianne Ho (art),
Nina Boersch (senior contribution to
House life), Paige Corcoran (Langdale
Cup), Hannah Whitaker (Wallis Bowl for
effort in the House community). The Fazel
Cup for the Upper Sixth who has achieved
academically and contributed to House life
went to Emma Reeves and the Musgrave
Cup for enthusiasm and effort was jointly
awarded to Libby Edwards and Katie
Palmer-Reid.
We are extremely proud to have three
School Monitors; Nyree Williams, Nina
Boersch and Ariel Zhang and I know that
they will be fine role models. So thrilled too
that Nyree is Head Boarder next year.
We welcomed just one new tutor to the
team this year – Sarah Brain who settled
so quickly and is perfect for our House.
I thank her for all her hard work as I do
to the rest of the team. It is a sad year
for us as we say goodbye to four tutors.
Mr Banwell who moves to boys’ day – he
has been a wise council and a help with
maths. Miss Harper who moves to girls’
day, three years have flown by, the girls
too have valued her help, support and
level headedness. Miss Rankin leaves for
promotion to a girl’s school and Miss Peric
after many years at Bromsgrove has been
drawn back to the sea moving to the Kent
coast. Miss Peric has served Mary Windsor
girls well. Her generosity knows no
bounds. We have watched her family grow
with the addition of little Adrian. We will
miss them all very much. Thankfully Miss
Lesniak and Miss Baker are here to stay.
Of course the House would not run
so smoothly without our amazing
housemother Chris (or Fletch as the
girls like to call her). With twenty-eight
years’ experience she remains calm and
collected and is a welcome face in the
morning and between lessons. We could
not manage without her.
I thank everyone for yet another amazing
year, and especially to those whom I have
shared this home for five years. The mix of
all ages, chatting, watching a film, sharing
a joke, cooking a meal, makes our House
a home and wish them a happy holiday.
T Tweddell

Mary Windsor Leavers
CHAN, S.C.O.W., Mary Windsor, 2011,
Scholarship, Music Scholarship, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Music Competition:
winner of Woodwind section (2013-2014),
Biologist of the month, Orchestra, DofE, CCF,
CCF Band, Flute Group, Choral Society. Bath
- Biomedical Sciences
CHEUNG, K.Y.M., Mary Windsor, 2011,
House Monitor, 1st Badminton, CCF, CCF
Band, Chinese Concert committee. Reading –
Quantity Surveying
FEENAN, E.L., Mary Windsor, 2013, House
Monitor, Gold DofE, Bromsgrove Badge.
Manchester
HAN, C.H., Mary Windsor, 2012, House
Monitor, Senior Maths Challenge Gold prize,
Senior Kangaroo progressed to National
Maths Olympiad, Cross-Country, Chinese
Concert committee. LSE - Statistics with
Finance
HO, R.H., Mary Windsor, 2012, Art
Scholarship, House Monitor, U18 Swimming.
UAL – Graphic Design
REEVES, E.C., Mary Windsor, 2010,
School Monitor, Head of House, Drama
colours, House Music competition, Chapel
Choir, Chamber Choir, Choral Society, Gold
DofE, CCF, Bromsgrove Service, Drama
productions, Musical events. Edinburgh Primary Education with Religious Studies

WHITAKER, H.L., Mary Windsor, 2009,
Deputy Head of House, Athletics, CCF,
Bromsgrove Badge, Bronze and Silver
DofE, Sports Leader. Liverpool - Business
Management
ZGRAJA. S.Z., Mary Windsor, 2013, House
Monitor, Athletics, 2nd Netball, European
Youth Parliament. York - Economics

Oakley
2014/15 has once again been an amazing year for Oakley and we have all worked
together to create a House full of life and spirit. The friendliness and kindness that
characterises the House has once again proved to be the most powerful drive in
Oakley’s continued success.
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In music, drama, charity, CCF, Duke of
Edinburgh Awards, Bromsgrove Service,
Young Enterprise, MUN there have been
numerous fantastic personal achievements
which have been recognised in Routh and
House assemblies.
We are proud of Kirsty Beswick, Alexandra
Evans, Helga Ritzl and Helena Solomou
who have been appointed School Monitors
for next year, showing how highly valued
they are within School as well as within the
House.
The girls have enjoyed numerous House
events this year including the ‘getting to
know you’ evenings, breakfast clubs, the
Hallowe’en party, an Easter egg hunt, a
quiz and pizza Night, our Christmas party
and the summer party.

When Mr Bowen came to visit the House
at the beginning of the academic year, he
was impressed by pupils old and new, and
commented that ‘Oakley’s House spirit was
very evident’.

We have been home to 64 boarders from twenty-one different
countries and sixty-three day girls, who together have worked
extremely hard academically, contributed hugely to extracurricular and shown extraordinary compassion and humanity.
Congratulations must go to all of the Oakley girls for their hard
work and their enthusiasm. They have given their all, which has
made this year both enjoyable and successful.

The House made an encouraging start
to the academic year by their fantastic
performance in the Inter-House Song
Competition. The many hours of hard work
prior to the event played a significant role
in bringing the House together at the start
of the year.
This year we have excelled in sport and
have won many Inter-House competitions,
the largest of which was sports day where
we won the junior girls’ competition and
were the overall girls’ House winners.
We also won senior House hockey and
rounders, and although we did not win
senior House tennis we played extremely
well with excellent humour and spirit.
Both the junior and senior House netball
were passionately fought and we won
both cup competitions and performed
well in the plate contests with the junior
girls being runners-up. Together we won
junior House cross-country and also the
1.2km relays. We also came third in senior
House badminton. In the final Routh Hall
assembly, numerous Oakley girls were
awarded their Minor and Major Colours in
all sports.

Academically, Oakley girls have continued
to work hard and achieve highly. We have
had many sets of outstanding effort and
attainment grades and three quarters of
the House have been commended for
excellent averages. This year Headmaster’s
Commendations were awarded to Laura
Gieron, Laura Merritt, Abigail Saker, Daniya
Aynetdinova, Svetlana Karicheva, Diana
Saakyan, Iuliia Gurevych, Kate Ward, Lois
Beswick, Averie So, Echo Wang and Emily
Smith. At the final House assembly, Laura
Gieron was awarded the prize for best
grades with an outstanding average score
of 1.2 and Ellie Chan was congratulated
for being awarded 47 commendations this
year.
Much thought is given to the winners of
the House trophies. Contribution to School
life in general is considered, but the main
emphasis is placed upon the contribution
that the individual has made to the House
and their involvement in it. As always,
there were several strong contenders, but
the following stood out.
The junior House cup was awarded to
Laura Merritt, who is always cheerful,
helpful and an enthusiastic supporter
of every House event. She has worked
exceptionally hard both this year and last
and has contributed hugely to House and
School events, competitions and shown
excellent Oakley spirit.

The senior House cup was awarded
to Chloe Crean and Isabella Richards,
who have made a huge contribution to
School and House life during their time
with us. On top of their extra-curricular
and academic achievements they have
found the time to participate in many
House events and most importantly have
supported and encouraged the rest of the
House.
The Kenward award for House spirit was
awarded to Jessica and Sophie Ward,
who have shown enthusiasm, support
and a real passion for the House this year
and, in particular, all things competitive.
They are cheerful, friendly, always smiling
and laughing and willing to have a go at
anything and everything, setting a good
example to us all and are always the first
ones to volunteer for absolutely any House
sport.
Given the size of our House and the huge
number of achievements in so many
different areas, we have also awarded year
group prizes for the first time this year.
From each year group we have chosen a
prize winner who has stood out for what
they have achieved academically, whether
it be excellent effort, good progress or
absolute dedication as well as what
they have achieved outside lessons. We
congratulate Anya Butler (Lower Fourth),
Madelaine Barber Fray (Upper Fourth),
Megan Thompson (Fifth), Lois Beswick
(Lower Sixth) and Nicola Morris (Upper
Sixth).
Many Oakley girls have earned their House
Colours and we are very proud of all of
them. We hope that in the coming years
many more will strive to achieve House
colours by supporting Oakley in every way
possible.

We are very privileged to have a
Houseparent that supports us all
individually and we thank Mrs Helmore
for encouraging us in everything that we
do. We also thank Mrs Ascough, Miss
Williams, Mrs Smith and Mrs Astill and the
tutor team, for all they do for us and the
House.
On behalf of the house, we wish all the
best to those who are embarking on new
adventures and hope that their time and
friends in Oakley will forever stay in their
memories.
Klara Hunt
(Head of House),
Nadescha Heine and Marie Kriegler
(Deputy Heads of House)
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Oakley Leavers
AYNETDINOVA, D., Oakley, 2013
BAYLISS, D.B., Oakley, 1999, Pre-Prep
Survivor, House Monitor, Gold DofE. University
of Liverpool - Marine Biology
BINGHAM, E.G.V., Oakley, 2008, Scholarship,
Art Scholarship, Biology Olympiad, Prep
School Art prize, grade 5 Viola, grade 5
Music Theory, Bronze, Silver and Gold DofE,
Orchestra, Bromsgrove Service, Lower Fourth
Camp Helper. Imperial College London Biology with German for Science
BRINN, A.L., Oakley, 2001, Pre-Prep
Survivor, Biology Olympiad Gold, Chemistry
Olympiad Bronze, Gold DofE, CCF RAF Flight
Sergeant. Nottingham – Medicine
CARDINALI, E.C., Oakley, 2000, PrePrep Survivor, 2nd Netball, DofE, School
Productions, European Youth Parliament,
Young Enterprise. Open University International Development
CHAN, C.O.K., Oakley, 2012
COULSON, .H.R., Oakley, 2001, Pre-Prep
Survivor, Biology Olympiad Silver, DofE Bronze
Silver and Gold, Bromsgrove Service. Coventry
– Physiotherapy
CREAN, C.C., Oakley, 2013, House Monitor,
1st Netball, Netball Regionals 2014, Netball
Cap, Rounders, Lower Fourth Camp Helper.
Loughborough - Geography and Sport Science
DUFFY, K., Oakley, 2006, School Monitor,
House Monitor, Deputy Head of School, 2nd
Netball, 3rd Hockey, Language Leader Award,
Chapel Choir, Chamber Choir, DofE, Singing
Lessons, Bromsgrove Service. Nottingham Modern Languages with European Studies
GIERON. L.J., Oakley, 1999, Scholarship,
Pre-Prep Survivor, House Monitor, 1st
Netball, B Hockey, A Rounders, Textiles prize,
Academic Scholarship. Birmingham – Zoology

GUBERN GONZÁLEZ, T.G.G., Oakley, 2013,
Scholarship Gauntlet Award, Bromsgrove
Service, Charity Shop, Biodiesel Project,
Knitting, Bromsgrove Service, Aerobics, Web
Design, Ballet, Debating, Design Technology,
Film Club, Lower Fourth Camp, Model United
Nations, Netball, Street Dance, Tennis, Tree
Planting day. Gap Year followed by Leiden Liberal Arts and Sciences

KRIEGLER. M.J., Oakley, 2012, School
Monitor, House Monitor, Deputy Head of
House, GSCE Textile prize 2013, Gauntlet
Award, IB Forum, A Walk Down Memory Lane
event, Oakley Hot Chocolate Sale event. Gap
Year

HALLEY, E.H., Oakley, 2013, House Monitor,
School Productions School For Scandal and
Lear Inc, Pop and Jazz. Nottingham - Modern
Languages with Translation (French and
Russian)

MIDDLETON, H.G., Oakley, 2006, 3rd
Hockey, 3rd Netball, Bronze, Silver Gold DofE
Award, DofE, Ancient Greek Club. Oxford
Brookes – Architecture

HEINE. T.N., Oakley, 2012, School Monitor,
House Monitor, Deputy Head of House, 1st
Athletics, Medals for Hurdles, High Jump
and Triple Jump at County Athletics with
qualification for Regional competition 2013
and 2014, Hurdles Finals and High Jump
Finals 2014 West Midlands Championship,
2014 U17 Schools’ Heptathlon Regional team,
selection for U17 West Midlands’ Heptathlon
team, 2nd Hockey, 2nd Tennis, European
Youth Parliament (Regional winners, National
round and selection for international round
in 2014), Young Enterprise Award for best
company book (2014), ALP Essay competition
winner (2013), Level 3 Leadership and
Management award, CCF Sergeant, Chapel
Choir, Chamber Choir, Choral Society, Young
Enterprise, Debating, DofE Gold Award, IB
Forum. DHBW Stuttgart - Mechatronics
Scholarship
HUNT, K.R., Oakley, 2010, Scholarship,
School Monitor, Head of House, Senior
Boarder, 1st Cross-Country Girls’ Captain ,
Major Colours, England Schools’ Nationals,
2nd as a team in East Midlands Schools’
Cross-Country League, winner of Most
Improved Cross-Country Runner in 2014, 1st
Athletics running 1500m, Grade 4, 5, 6 Piano,
Grade 5, 6, 8 (pending) Flute, Lower Fourth
Geography prize, Upper Fourth History prize,
Biology Olympiad, ILM Level 3 Management
award, Sergeant in CCF, Bronze, Silver and
Gold DofE, Head Chorister in Chapel Choir,
Flute group, Orchestra, Chamber Choir, Choral
Society, Marmite Gifted and Talented. Gap
Year followed by Veterinary Science

LAWLER. E., Oakley, 2013. Liverpool International Business

MORRIS. N.A., Oakley, 2013, House Monitor,
Cross-Country, 2nd team in EMISCC 2015
Athletics, 1st in county for 1500m, Gold DofE,
Holocaust Educational Trust Award. Warwick
– History
PERRAMOND, F.P., Oakley, 2013, House
Monitor, Swimming, Residential Homes,
Knitting, Language Leaders. St Gallen Business Administration
RICHARDS. I.M., Oakley, 2013, House
Monitor, 1st Hockey, 2nd Netball, Sports
Leader. Gap Year followed by Liverpool Anatomy and Human Biology
SAVCHENKO, S., Oakley, 2012, House
Monitor, 2nd Tennis, Mathematics Challenge
(silver), School Photography Competition
winner, Residential Homes, Knitting. UCL Economics and Business with East European
Studies
THOMPSON, R.L., Oakley, 2010. British
Airways
TONG, K.Y., Oakley, 2011, Music Scholarship,
overall champion of House Music Competition,
Orchestra, DofE. Bath – Pharmacy
WONG, C.K.Y., Oakley, 2011, School Monitor,
House Monitor, Housman Verse Prize 2015,
Newham College Woolf Prize Commended,
Junior Drama Colours, Drama Productions The Dream, CATS, School For Scandal, The
Winter’s Tale, Lear Inc, HMC Conference,
Model United Nations, RADA Bronze, Silver
and Gold, Staff Reading, Housman Verse
Prize. University of Hong Kong or Bristol English Literature

School House
In School House our diversity is our strength. Whilst our trophy shelf may not be
bowing under the weight of wins this year, the boys’ talents are represented in every
aspect of School life. Our departing Upper Sixth have led by example and have given
much to their School and House.
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The House Song competition was brilliantly
led by Jack Ireland and the Monitor team.
Jack brought his own style to the event
by being the first conductor that I can
remember to use an umbrella for a baton.
After a switch of song in the early few
weeks, the House soon started to resonate
to the tune of Ruby Ruby, with Sam Makar
and Tom Challand showcasing their
musical skills.

Our academic successes
have been numerous: Harry
Whitfield was awarded the
Shakespeare essay prize and
Harry Liversidge won this
year’s junior staff reading
prize. Our Upper Sixth have
been offered places at some
of the most prestigious
universities in a wide range
of disciplines.

There has been no shortage of enthusiasm
amongst the boys taking part in House
events. Our domination in the swimming
pool continued in both the junior and
senior competitions, with spectacular
performances by Myles Pountain, James
Cuthbert and Sam Osborne.
Senior House hockey was a nail biting
experience to watch and our junior House
hockey A and B teams both worked hard
- the B team were particularly impressive
with goal scorers Freddie Edge and Tristan
Hall. In junior badminton the House
showed determination and there was some
great team work. The tension in the game
against Elmshurst showed Ben Turner and
Chris Osborne fighting until the bitter end.
Sports Day saw some impressive individual
performances and School House came 5th
overall, but with an impressive 2nd place
in the intermediates.

In debating, the junior Inter-House team of
Archie Holder and Harry Fussell won the
motion and showed superb skills. Thomas
Lynch has had a very successful year,
participating in the English Speaking Union
Mace, the Cambridge School’s competition
and of course, representing the House in
the senior debating competition. Thomas
commanded the stage with his lucid
style, wit and intelligence, partnered by
James Whitehead, the School House team
retained the senior Inter-House debating
trophy for the second year in succession.
On the same day Harry Liversidge won the
junior staff reading prize.
Individual sporting achievements have
been numerous. Tom Maidment has been
selected for the Worcestershire County
cricket squad and Ajwad Ilyas will also
be playing for District. Ben Turner has
been part of the Worcestershire Academy
cricket squad this year. Congratulations to
Zachery Jeacock who has been selected
for the England ISFA and to James Hollis
who has continued to be a formidable
part of the GBR National Topper sailing
squad. Our county representation in rugby
continues to grow with Charlie McGarry,
Ben Turner, Chris Osborne and Josh Rust.
Josh Rust and Ben Turner are also part of
the Worcester Warriors Academy. Harry
Lloyd-Jones continued his association with
Gloucester Rugby and enjoyed training
with the England squad over the Christmas
holidays. Our talented swimmers
have continued to dazzle us with their
achievements. Sam Osborne and James
Cuthbert’s selection for the England talent
squad was fantastic.

The Inter-House Bake-Off was fiercely
competitive and we witnessed some
excellent team work from School House as
Sam Makar, Jeremy Turner, Michael Butler
and Henry Brewster worked under time
pressure to create a ‘leaning tower of Pisa’.
Unfortunately for them the subsidence
that is currently occurring with this tower
in Italy was recreated on the School House
lawn and it collapsed before the judges
had chance to mark it.
Musical and dramatic contributions have
been bountiful. From The Winter’s Tale
to the School Choir to Pop and Jazz,
School House have been at the heart of
these events. In The Winter’s Tale, Sam
Ison made his debut on stage playing a
Lord and an enthusiastic member of the
company, some tricky lines well-delivered
and a great display of dancing skills.
Harry Ruben, Grayson Leversha and
Henry Brewster worked hard backstage
setting up the show and working on the
technical aspects of the performance.
With no less than eight of our boys singing
in the choir for the Commemoration Day
Chapel Service and being a part of many
ensembles and concerts over the year,
music remains at the heart of School
House.
Food is a recurring theme in the House
and as such the ‘cake and catch up’ and
the Fairtrade snack shop on a Friday
afternoon have remained highlights of the
week. We have also enjoyed paintballing, a
Christmas party and a bowling trip.
I am extremely grateful to our Parents’
Association who have organised some
superb events this year which have united
the wider School House community.
Commemoration Day was a very special
occasion and we were proud of all our
leavers. I have been privileged to lead this
historic House for the last two years. I feel
honoured to have known the boys and had
the opportunity to be part of their journey
through Bromsgrove. Our House motto “In
the name of Friendship” will be how I will
remember this time and this wonderful
House.
J Holden

School House Leavers
BURKE, M.W.B., School, 2001, Pre-Prep
Survivor, House Monitor, DofE Bronze, Silver
and Gold, D of E, CCF. King’s College London
- History and War Studies

MAY, P.M., School, 2008, Swimming, 3rd
Rugby, BASE award, CCF, Silver DofE. Keele
– Business Management and Economics

CUTLER, J.C., School, 2008, 2nd Hockey,
Bronze, Silver and Gold DofE. Nottingham
Trent – Marketing

MORLAND. O.T.M., School, 2006, House
Monitor, 2nd Hockey, Swimming Nationals,
1.0 in effort grades, Endeavour cup, Bronze,
Silver and Gold DofE. Sheffield – History

ELLINAS. T., School, 2000, Pre-Prep
Survivor. Nottingham Trent – Business
Management

ORMONDE, K.J.O., School, 2001, PrePrep Survivor, Head of House, 2nd Football.
Manchester - Geography

GREEN, A.G., School, 2010, House Monitor.
Queen Mary – Accounting and Management

POUNTAIN, M.P., School, 2000, Pre-Prep
Survivor, 3rd Nationals Swimming 50m
freestyle, 2nd Football Top Assister, broke the
oldest (16 year) Swimming record, B team
rugby captain in the Prep School, Year 7
Academic prize, 40 Commendations during
Lower Fourth, over 95% in all controlled
assessments, Gold, Silver and Bronze DofE,
CCF. Liverpool – Geography

IRELAND, J.I., School, 2006, House Monitor,
3rd Hockey, Grade 1-6 Piano with distinction,
Biology Olympiad Bronze, Choir, DofE, World
Scholars Cup. Gap Year
JONES, M.J., School, 2009, House Monitor,
Deputy Head of House, 3rd Crusaders Rugby
Captain, Grade 3 Flute, 50 commendations,
Endeavour Cup Twice, Two unconditional
offers from universities, Flute Group, Bronze
and Silver DofE, CCF. Lancaster – Geography
LYNCH, M.L., School, 1999, Scholarship,
Pre-Prep Survivor, School Monitor, House
Monitor, 3rd Rugby, South Africa Rugby Tour,
1st Fencing, Fencing Captain, BFA National
Finals, Public Schools’ Fencing Finalist,
Regional Champion, Gold DofE, Debating.
Oxford - Materials Science

ROOSENBOOM, S.R., School, 2013,
3rd Football, Basketball, Endeavour cup,
Model United Nations. Aston – International
Relations and Business
SMITH-MAXWELL, J.M.A., School. Royal
Agricultural – Rural Land Management
WHITEHEAD, J.W., School, 2000, Pre-Prep
Survivor, Junior House Debating Winner,
Senior House Debating Winner, CSM of
School CCF Fifth Form, Gold DofE. Surrey Business Management

Thomas Cookes
There are many changes happening in Thomas Cookes over the next year. We have
now all moved out whilst the builders move in and we are eagerly awaiting the arrival
of the ‘new TC’ in November. This new-look House will be brighter, better resourced
and more adjusted to the 21st Century.
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also been busy. Thomas Cookes members
are Lucy Kennett, Bizza Walters, Kate
Edgington, Olivia Wormald, Eleanor
Fussell and Nandini Bulchandani. They
performed outstandingly all year round but
particularly at Commemoration. In drama,
Olivia Wormald played Cordelia brilliantly
in the quite contemporary production of
King Lear. Nandini Bulchandani and Holly
Heslop made excellent contributions from
Thomas Cookes in the junior play The
Accordion Shop.
One of the main changes will be to
the kitchen in Thomas Cookes. In the
refurbishment it will be downstairs so it
will be far easier for the girls to come in
and get toast or fruit at break. The girls in
Thomas Cookes are very keen on food. We
have had many events this year including
the Macmillan cake sale, the Christmas
party, DVD and pizza nights, Pancake Day
fun, an Easter egg hunt and more recently
a House BBQ.

The House itself though and the girls within it will not have
changed greatly and it is the girls that make Thomas Cookes the
wonderful House that it is.

In sport, we won the junior House
badminton with ease. In the junior House
netball we came second in the A team
tournament by two goals, an exciting
game. Ria Smith and Niamh Donovan
were helping and advising the younger
ones. In the B team competition, we
were the victors, ably led by Lisa Shaw.
In hockey, the House won the junior plate
competition. It just goes to show the depth
of talent we have in Thomas Cookes.
During the summer term, we were
victorious in the intermediate Sports Day,
junior tennis and junior rounders. Lauren
Brown once again won the Victrix Ludorum
and there were many fine performances
at Sports Day from Frederica Robbins,
Ria Smith and Elyssa Jones. Junior tennis
was ably led by Megan Walker and junior
rounders by Elouise Brookes.
In music, drama and debating, we have
also reached new heights. The senior
debating team of Kate Edgington and
Georgina Horsley-Gubbins performed
outstandingly in the Easter term. They
won the preliminary rounds and narrowly
lost in the final against Wendron-Gordon.
Many of the girls have also contributed
in so many ways to the musical life of the
School with Olivia Wormald and Natasha
Durie in the Orchestra. The Choir have

Many of the girls have been involved in
CCF and Duke of Edinburgh expeditions.
There were a number of girls who
completed their Gold Award this year from
Thomas Cookes, including Sophie Collins,
Meggie Mills, Alice Shinner, Amelia Stokes,
Olivia Lyons and Rebecca WoodwardSmith.
The tutors have worked very hard on
behalf of the girls and have made sure that
everything ran as smoothly as possible.
I would like to thank Julie Andrews. She
has been amazing organising the move to
the old police station. She is always ready
to ensure that the girls have what they
need.
I would like to thank Ellis Goodwin who has
been a great Head of House throughout
the year. Sophie Swatkins and Sophie
Collins for ably supporting her and all of
the Thomas Cookes Monitor team.
Finally I would like to congratulate Kate
Edgington on becoming Head Girl next
year. Kate is very able and talented and I
am sure she will complete her tasks with
ease.
K Hannah

Thomas Cookes Leavers
BALL, I.J., Thomas Cookes, 2002, PrePrep Survivor, House Monitor, 3rd Hockey,
Bronze DofE. Nottingham Trent - International
Business
COLLINS, S., Thomas Cookes, 2012.
Manchester – European Studies and German
GOODWIN, E.L., Thomas Cookes, 2007,
Head of House, 3rd Hockey, Young
Enterprise, Bronze and Silver DofE.
Nottingham Trent - Business Management
and Marketing
GRETTON, M.F., Thomas Cookes, 2013,
House Monitor, 2nd Netball, Student Listener,
Sports Leader. Durham – Sociology
KENNETT, L.O., Thomas Cookes, 2013,
School Monitor, Chapel Choir, Chamber
Choir, Choral Society, Bromsgrove Service,
Informal Concerts, Pop and Jazz, Debating
Society, recreational Badminton, House
Cross-Country. Birmingham - Politics and
Social Policy
LYONS, O.L., Thomas Cookes, 2009, House
Monitor, 1st Athletics, 3rd Hockey, GCSE
prizes for Spanish and Art, Gold DofE, DofE,
Language Leaders, Sports Leaders, Young
Enterprise. Manchester - Spanish, Portugese
and Latin American Studies
MARTYN-SMITH, P.B., Thomas Cookes,
2008, House Monitor, 2nd Hockey,
Orienteering - won Nationals 2011, Bronze,
Silver and Gold DofE, Choir. Gap Year
followed by Swansea – Osteopathy

MILLS, M.R.M., Thomas Cookes, 1999, PrePrep Survivor, House Monitor, Bronze, Silver
and Gold DofE, Student Listeners, Young
Enterprise. Leamington Spa College – Art
Foundation
ROBBINS, F.H., Thomas Cookes, 2008,
House Monitor, 1st Hockey Captain, National
Indoor and Outdoor Hockey finals in 2014,
National Outdoor Hockey finals U16, 1st
Athletics, Girls’ Hockey Player of the Season
trophy, Bronze DofE. Loughborough - Sports
Management
SHINNER, A.G., Thomas Cookes, 2010,
Scholarship, School Monitor, 3rd Hockey,
GCSE Geography prize, Sung with the Choir
at St Paul’s Cathedral, York Minster and
Lincoln Cathedral, Bronze, Silver and Gold
DofE. Cambridge - Human, Social and
Political Sciences
STOKES, A.J., Thomas Cookes, 2000,
Art Scholarship, Pre-Prep Survivor, Young
Enterprise, Sports Leaders, Art Scholarship,
DofE, Young Enterprise, Sports Leaders,
Bromsgrove Service. Loughborough International Business
SWATKINS, S.O., Thomas Cookes, 2002,
Pre-Prep Survivor, Deputy Head of House,
2nd Hockey, 2nd Netball, Bronze and Silver
DofE. Working at Swatkins Group Ltd
WOODWARD SMITH, R., Thomas Cookes,
2008, Bronze, Silver and Gold DofE, Fifth
Form History, Graphics, English and Art
awards, Lower Sixth Graphics award, DofE,
Bromsgrove Service. Exeter - Management
with Marketing

Walters
The year started very well, and the twenty new joiners very quickly found their
feet, all making fine contributions to the House and School over the year. It was
an excellent year for House competitions in Walters, particularly for the junior
year groups.
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The 1st XV’s NatWest Cup run was hugely
enjoyed by the House this year. A majority
of the earlier matches were played on Big
Side, with many turning out to watch their
progress. Around half of the House went
to a gripping semi-final versus Oundle
at Allianz Park, the home of Saracens,
before an amazing day in March when
virtually all of the Walters boys went to
Twickenham for an enthralling final against
Cup holders Dulwich College. What a
day! The boys were delighted with Joe
Morrice’s contribution to the game that
saw Bromsgrove emerge as National
champions, applauding him into roll-call
on the following day.

The boys triumphed in the junior inter-House football
competition, with a free-scoring team making it through to the
final against a very good Elmshurst side. After a goalless match,
a nerve-racking penalty shoot-out eventually saw Walters claim
the trophy. Junior House hockey again saw a (semi-final) penalty
shoot-out, with Walters scraping through against Lyttelton,
before an outstanding Harry Thompson goal claimed the win in
the final. Walters also won the junior squash competition, whilst
excellent all-round efforts saw the House win the overall trophy
at Sports Day in the Inter-House athletics. The Walters 1.2km
relay team again defended their title, with Captain Jamie Ross
claiming his fifth win in five years, ably supported by Morgan
Hammond, Nathan Buckley, Kieran Walker, Hugo Beattie and
David Elphinston.

The House Song competition saw a
fine rendition of Elton John’s ‘I Guess
That’s Why They Call it the Blues’ with
excellent accompaniment from Dan
Johnson, Matthew Collins and James
Bruton-Gibney. Jack Alsop, who helped
to organise practices with the rest of
the Upper Sixth, won the award for best
conductor, presented by Old Bromsgrovian
Olivia Safe. The year also saw another
highlight in the Arts, with Archie Parker
and Ben Payne sparkling in their roles as
Camillo and Maximillus in the School’s
wonderful production of The Winter’s Tale.
Best wishes go to the Upper Sixth
leavers who depart for new ventures after
five or more years. Many thanks and
congratulations to Head of House and
School Monitor Harrison Hill, who did a
sterling job in leading the boys this year.
The Paul Sawtell award, presented to the
person who has contributed the most to
the extra-curricular life of the School over
five years, was shared by Jamie Ross and
Daniel Holmes, both of whom have been
ever-willing to support School and House
sport, in particular.
Congratulations to Joe Morrice and Archie
Parker, both of whom were selected as
School Monitors for the coming year. Both
boys will be joined by David Elphinston
and Ben Davis as House Monitors in
2015/16, with Joe leading Walters as Head
of House and Ben supporting as Deputy
Head of House. We wish them all the best
of luck in their roles from September.

The Parents’ Association have continued
to support Walters throughout the year,
putting on welcome events for new parents
and pupils, and hosting hugely enjoyable
social gatherings such as the casino
night, quiz night and summer barbecue.
They continue to sponsor House awards
and provide extras for the boys, as well
as helping to create a genuine family
atmosphere at events – many thanks to all
who have contributed over the year.
Mrs James made a huge contribution to
the House having joined the tutor team
in September. Thanks to her – and to
all of the tutors – for their support and
encouragement of the boys over the past
three terms. Many thanks also to Lesley
Gibbs who has continued to look after the
young men of Walters superbly throughout
the year. As she steps down from tutoring,
we say goodbye to Mrs Shinn, the longestserving member of House staff, who has
looked after the young men of Walters
since 1999. She has been an outstanding
tutor and colleague within the House.
We also bid farewell to Mr Watkins, who
has been a superb tutor over the past
two years, and wish him all the best for
life after Bromsgrove. Finally, the House
would like to thank Mr Bowen for all of his
support over many years. We wish Mr and
Mrs Bowen a long, fulfilling and happy
retirement together.
D G Wilkins

Walters Leavers
ALSOP, J.A., Walters, 2005, Prep Survivor,
House Monitor, 1st Hockey, B Rugby, 5th
Cricket, House Song Conductors Award,
Gold, Silver and Bronze DofE, School Radio
Anchor, House Debater. Loughborough –
Automotive Engineering

MINERS, W.R., Walters, 2006, 2nd Squash
Captain, 1st Tennis, 2nd Hockey, Upper
Fourth Business Prize, Extended Project
Qualification, Bank of England and The Times
Target 2.0 Economics Competition, Silver
DofE. Bath – Economics

BEATTIE, T.B., Walters, 2010, House
Monitor, 3rd Football, U16A Football, U15A
Football, U16A Football, 3rd Football,
4th Rugby, CCF, Bronze and Silver DofE.
Loughborough – History

PUREWAL, J.P., Walters, 2008, 3rd Football,
DofE, CCF, Charity work. King’s College
London - Politics Economy

BHANDAL, A., Walters, 2010. Gap Year
CUTRESS. H.C., Walters, 2008, 3rd Rugby,
Crusaders Rugby, 3rd Football. Reading –
Politics and International Relations
HILL, H.A.J., Walters, 2000, Pre-Prep
Survivor, School Monitor, House Monitor,
Head of House, 1st Tennis, 1st Golf, 1st
Squash, 2nds Football, 3rds Rugby, U16A
Hockey, Rugby, Cricket, OB Golf Trophy,
DofE, CCF. Strathclyde – Marketing
HOLMES, D.T., Walters, 2000, Pre-Prep
Survivor, Deputy Head of House, 1st Football,
1st Hockey, 1st and 2nd team Cricket, 3rd
Rugby, U16A Basketball, Bronze, Silver and
Gold DofE, Young Enterprise, Bromsgrove
Badge helper. Loughborough – CMQS
HUTCHINGS, J.H., Walters, 2010, 3rd
Football, DofE. Gap Year

ROSS, J., Walters, 2004, Prep Survivor,
House Monitor, 1st Hockey with Cap, 1st
Athletics, Gold D of E, Staff Sergeant in CCF.
Manchester – Medicine

Wendron-Gordon
Wendron-Gordon House has always been about spirit and pride. It is more than just
an ordinary House, it turns into a home for all the boys who join it, forming a strong
and reliable community. We pay tribute to the great team of House Monitors and
tutors who are always there to help the boys with anything, no matter what.
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Sports Day our athletics team was given
incredible support as usual by more than
80 boys cheering from the sidelines.
Last year the 4x400 meters relay was Mr
Edwards’ last sporting event at Bromsgrove
and this year it was the last for Mr Bowen.
Wendron-Gordon won the relay back-toback with Pok Hong Tang securing the
win with the help of upcoming star runner
Georgy Muradov.

The first thing that came to my mind when I started to write this
report, is our incredible attempt at House Song with Boulevard
of Broken Dreams by Green Day, conducted ably and uniquely
by Ben Hesketh. I will never forget when Mr Bowen visited
Wendron-Gordon for a second time this year, just to listen to the
boys rehearsing. On the stage the boys truly gave it their all, in
fact I only ever heard positive feedback around School saying
that it was the best Wendron-Gordon performance in years.

The House has great diversity from
academics to sports. This year we
participated in all events showing our
strength as a House, even if the opposition
is much stronger than us. House rugby
always attracts attention as one of the
main sports and thanks to Mr Windo’s
encouragement, who unfortunately was
only with us for the first term, got the
boys onto the field so that they could
enjoy themselves. Elsewhere we were
victorious in House basketball, squash
and badminton, though that was inevitable
since we have half of the 1st team for
these sports. Captains Kevin Tai and
Milton Lau led their teams effectively to
inspiring wins. Swimming was equally
well organised and executed with the help
of Matt Horner, who gave an impressive
performance in his individual race.
Later in the year the hockey and football
season kicked in and we are lucky to
have many good players. Unfortunately,
in both cases we lost to our old rivals,
Elmshurst. However, Ko Sakuma played
impressively for the House. It is also
worth mentioning the 1.2 race in which
Nick Sasalaksananon gave his all and
volunteered for this event for the second
time running. It was nice to see more
than half of Wendron-Gordon going to
Twickenham stadium to support the
rugby team. It was even more impressive
to witness Wendron-Gordon pupil Beck
Cutting score a try in the first half. On

This year marked the end of their time in
the House for two of the tutors: Dr Chatwin
and Mr Phillips, which added to the loss
of Mr Windo and Dr Davies earlier in the
year. Whilst these tutors will be missed, I
am sure that their replacements, especially
Mr Tamplin who takes over from Mr
Phillips, will be more than up to the job of
filling their shoes. We wish those teachers
leaving us all the best for the future.
Thanks also go to the support team in
Wendron-Gordon: Ash, the gardener,
who always makes the House look
magnificent on the outside and our
incredible cleaning ladies Sylvia, Pauline,
Nicky, Janette, Louise, Jane and Karen
who ensure the House looks spotless
on the inside. A special mention should
go to Mrs Batchelor and Mrs Hibell, our
Housemothers who keep the House and
the boys in it rolling through any and all of
the challenges that School life can present
on a daily basis.
And finally, to Mr Bell. When I came
to Wendron-Gordon four years ago he
seemed a bit strict. Looking back through
the years which have passed so fast I
realise that he is a person to look up to
and an example of fair judgement. As
our year group progressed into the Upper
Sixth, Mr Bell allowed us more freedom
and responsibility, and this made for a
more trusting and positive relationship
between the oldest boys and “the
Captain”.
Thank you to all of the pupils who have
made many memorable moments together
and to Wendron-Gordon for being a great
home for us all.
Nikita Stepanov (Head of House)

Wendron-Gordon Leavers
ALLISON, A., Wendron-Gordon, 2013,
House Monitor, 1st Rugby, 1st Athletics,
NatWest Cup winners. Liverpool – Business
Management
BRIDGMAN. J.B., Wendron-Gordon, 2008,
2nd Hockey, Maths Challenge Gold, CCF,
DofE. Newcastle - Computer Science
CHAN, C.Y.C., Wendron-Gordon, 2013,
3rd Rugby, Sports Leadership Lv1 award,
Bromsgrove Service. Royal Holloway –
Business and Management
CHUNG, J.T.Y., Wendron-Gordon, 2013,
House Monitor, 1st Basketball, Bromsgrove
Service, School Forum. Warwick – Law
FEATHERSTONE, B.J., Wendron-Gordon,
2006, School Monitor, House Monitor, Senior
Boarder, Fifth Form Drama prize, UIVth
Form Drama prize, Minor Colour for Drama,
DofE Gold, CCF Sergeant, ILM Leadership
award, Senior Staff Reading finalist, Junior
Staff Reading runner-up, published as part
of the Vortex short story competition, Drama
Productions including going to the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival, Biodiesel project, two History
of the School presentations. Coventry –
Automotive Engineering
HESKETH, B.T.A., Wendron-Gordon, 2007,
House Monitor, Grade 6 Trumpet, Gold
DofE, CCF Flight Sergeant, Brass Band, 4th
Rugby, Fencing, Trumpet grade 6. Liverpool Mechanical Engineering
LAU, M.L., Wendron-Gordon, 2013, 1st
Badminton Captain, Inter-House Badminton
champion. Bath – Engineering
LLOYD, T.J., Wendron-Gordon, 2010, 3rd
Football, 4th Rugby, Silver DofE. Nottingham
Trent – International Business

POLOSKIN, P., Wendron-Gordon, 2011,
House Monitor, Drama Productions - CATS,
School for Scandal , The Winter’s Tale,
Shockheaded Peter, Reduced Expectations,
Lear Inc., CCF, Bronze DofE, Bromsgrove’s
Got Talent, Senior House Debating, Junior
House swimming, Poetry by Heart recitation
competition, RADA. King’s College London English and German Law
PUGH, A., Wendron-Gordon, 2007.
Birmingham – Metallurgy and Materials
Engineering
SAVOSTYANOV, A., Wendron-Gordon, 2011,
House Monitor, 1st Squash Captain, Maths
Challenge, Staff Reading, Model United
Nations, CCF, DofE, Hall Green Charity,
Debating. Newcastle - Accounting and
Finance
STEPANOV, N., Wendron-Gordon, 2011,
Head of House, 2nd Rugby, 1st Athletics,
The Martin Sykes award for Design
Technology, CCF Staff Sergeant, Biodiesel
project, Robotics Club, Silver DofE, Schools’
Formula 1. City – Mechanical Engineering
TAI, C.T.K., Wendron-Gordon, 2013, Deputy
Head of House, 1st Basketball Captain, 1st
Athletics (Javelin), 3rd Rugby, guitarist for
the Chinese Concert, Senior House Football,
School Guide, Student Endeavour Award,
Sports Leadership, Bromsgrove Service,
Senior House Football, Senior House
Basketball, Senior House Rugby. HKU –
Business Admin and Finance
YANGURAZOV, M.R., Wendron-Gordon,
2013, House Monitor, Maths Challenge Gold,
Biodiesel Project, Swimming. Cambridge –
Engineering
YUM, S. K.H., Wendron-Gordon, 2010.
Middlesex – Information Technology
ZHANG, D.J., Wendron-Gordon, 2010.
Richmond, USA
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Commemoration
Day

Thomas Cookes
Sermon

Saturday, 27th June 2015 marked Mr
Clague’s first Commemoration Day as
Headmaster of Bromsgrove School. The
Headmaster opened proceedings by
recounting a story about one of his many
treks in the New Zealand forest, where
he cut trails and pathways through the
thick undergrowth. He likened this to our
brains – minds are like forests with our
thoughts making pathways through the
brain. Speaking directly to the Upper Sixth
leavers, the Headmaster assured them
that they had already mapped out many
mental highways in their minds, because
as Bromsgrovians they have followed the
pathways of respectful and responsible
conduct throughout their schooling.

This year it was a delight and privilege
to have our retiring Deputy Headmaster,
Mr Philip StJ. Bowen as Preacher of the
Thomas Cookes Sermon; it was a fitting
tribute to Mr Bowen’s commitment to the
School and in particular the School Chapel
that he should deliver the address.

Mr Clague stated, “If you can remember
things, you’ve done well. If you can think
about things, we’ve done well. If you can
think about how you think about things,
then that is profound.”
There are many intellectual, social and
emotional pathways that Bromsgrove
has instilled in its pupils, and these will
determine the routes that they will follow in
life. In all of our lives, it’s the daily habits
of respect that sustain the traditions and
this is nowhere more evident than at
Bromsgrove.
M Griffiths

It was a memorable and thought-provoking
sermon in which we were all encouraged
to go out into the world and be the people
God made us to be. In the sermon Mr
Bowen reminded us that a school is a
place of education which also teaches
us about life and the world and how we
take our place in it. He reflected on three
key elements of that educational journey:
character, service and the spiritual.
Typically of this widely read and inspiring
academic, Mr Bowen’s range of reference
was extensive: from Sir Francis Drake to
Neil Armstrong, from the Renaissance
writer Mirandola to Yale Professor Stephen
Carter, from King David to Rabbi Jonathan
Sachs; each reference deepened our
understanding and focussed the relevance
of this exceptional sermon.
It was a skilfully planned, highly coherent
address with complete empathy for the
occasion, total awareness of our history
and sensitivity for our leavers heading onto
the next stage of their lives. The essence of
his message was caught in the words of Sir
Francis Drake, “Help us dare more boldly
to venture on wilder seas so that losing
sight of land, we shall find the horizon of
our hopes and the stars.”
C Maund
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Senior Prize Winners 2015
Wattell Prizes

Other Academic
Prizes

Special Prizes

English
Emily Kinder

IB German (First Language)
Marie Kriegler

Senior Boarders
Ben Featherstone, Klara Hunt

History
Emily Kinder

William Ledbrook Prize for Biology
Aisling Brinn

Religious Studies
Emma Reeves

Amphlett Prize for Chemistry
Daniya Aynetdinova

Deputy Head Boy and
Deputy Head Girl
Justin Clegg, Kate Duffy

French
Eleanor Ball

Philip Denham Cookes Prize for Drama
Niall Hegarty

Spanish
Olivia Lyons

John Hedley Memorial Prize (CCF)
Eleanor Ball

Business Studies
Amelia Stokes

Turner Memorial Prize for MusicLucy
Sapwell

Politics
Dayina E (Connie)

Chaytor Pepper Prize for Classics
(Classical Civilisation)
Emily Kinder

Geography
Valerie Pui
Latin
Ellie Saker
Physics
Ellie Saker
Economics
Maximilian Mittermair
Mathematics
Daniya Aynetdinova
Art
Katrina Walton
Art (Textiles)
Amelia Stokes

Alison Bramley Memorial Prize for
Mathematics
Teresa Heidland
Jeffery Lewins Prize for Technology
Nikita Stepanov
Housman Verse Prize
Carren Wong
Staff Reading Prize
Olivia Wormald

Lower Fourth
Subject Prizes

Upper Fourth
Subject Prizes

English
Alia Derriey

English
Madelaine Barber Fray

Mathematics
Mark Cheng

Mathematics
Shun Xie

French
Alia Derriey
German
Nandini Bulchandani

Head Boy and Head Girl
Niall Hegarty, Emily Collie

Spanish
Amy Nolan

Tony Limbert Trophy
Chase Edwards

Chemistry
Cara Houlcroft

Paul Sawtell Trophy
Emma Lloyd-Jones
Ben Showell Memorial Rose Bowl
Niall Hegarty
Kelly Bicknell Award
Klara Hunt
Cookes Prize
Justin Clegg

Biology
Mark Cheng
Physics
Harry Whitfield

French
Abigail Saker
German
Anna Zarankina
Spanish
Rachel Weller

Lower Fourth
Prizes for
Endeavour
and Progress
Madeleine Bache
Benjamin Fitzmaurice
Tristan Hall
Archie Holder
Emily Lou

Chemistry
James Allely

Katherine Willetts

Biology
James Allely

Lower Fourth
Prize for the
Best Year’s Work

Physics
Matthew Coulson
History
Harry Liversidge

History
Charis Kwan

Geography
Abigail Saker

Nandini Bulchandani

Geography
Benjamin Turner

Business Studies
Laura Merritt

Design and Technology
Graphics
Anya Butler

Design and Technology
Graphics
Sunny Prakaisriroj

Upper Fourth
Prizes for
Endeavour
and Progress

Design and Technology
Resistant Materials
Ben Payne
Art
June Lec
Classical Civilisation
Christiana Lloyd
Latin
Nandini Bulchandani
Drama
Hannah Jones

Design and Technology
Resistant Materials
Toby Lam
Textiles
Holly Peplow
Art
Lily Zhang
Classical Civilisation
Harry Nichols
Latin
Rachel Weller
Drama
Anastasia Ovchinnokova

Physical Education
Luke White

Music
Christiana Lloyd

Graphics DT
Milton Lau

Religious Studies
Zachary Jeacock

Religious Studies
Joseph Ryan

German
Pavel Poloskin

English as an Additional Language
June Lec

English as an Additional Language
Sunny Prakaisriroj

Music
George Bingham

Physical Education
Nathan Buckley

Nathan Boothroyd
Meghan McIntosh
Edward Mooney
Sam Morrice
Nine Sasalaksanon
Michaelia Yeung

Upper Fourth
Prize for the
Best Year’s Work
James Allely
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Mark Reading 2014

Salvete

English Language
Joseph Morrice

Geography
Charles Kendrick

English Literature
Niall Simmons

History
Niall Simmons

Religious Studies
Alice Vaughan

Music
Anna Rogers

Mathematics
Lewis Sirimongkolkasem

Physical Education
Jack Weston

French
Alice Vaughan

English as a Second Language
Anna Ho

Elmshurst
Atkinson
Brede
Chan
Chernega
Holz
Kochetkov
Müller
Pongpaew
Shearrer
Sillmann
Vollbrecht
Wong
Wu

Sebastien
Niclas
Adrian
Timofei
Adrian
Platon
Ricardo
Vajiravidh
Julian
Lennart
Luis
Adrian Chi Hang
Chenghao

Hazeldene
Hambling
Hill
Jenkins
Kiely
Williams

Elizabeth
Hannah
Jade
Lauren
Taylor

Housman Hall
Abbah
Akinsanya
Bläsi
Cai
Chen
Cheung
Chong
Clabbon
Clarke
Cui
Cuza
Dhillon
Fostier
Gay
Gbadeyan
Gollety
Guillamon
Guo
Herridge
Heung
Hui
Hui
Hunt
Kim
Kovalevskaia
Lai
Lai
Lam
Leithner

Abbah
Oluwafunbi
Hendrik
Yang
Zefeng
Shun Wai
Pheik Yee
Joey
Ayana
Haotian
Anamaria
Arrjan
Christophe
Julie
Ayobami
Antoine
Liberty
Jianfeng
Benjamin
Man Yu
Brian
Chun Wai
Joseph
Angelina
Anna
Hon Man
Ka Ching
Hiu Ying
Cosima

German
Helga Ritzl
Extended Project Qualification
Laurel Butler
Spanish
Alice Vaughan
Art
Alice Vaughan
Textiles
Polina Goncharenko
Biology
Niall Simmons
Chemistry
Emily Smith
Physics
Joseph Morrice
Latin
Karen Gour
Business Studies
Lois Beswick
Classical Civilisation
Nyree Williams
Design & Technology
Graphic Products
Henry Brewster
Design & Technology
Resistant Materials
Alexandra Evans
Drama
Olivia Wormald

Leung
Leung
Li
Man
McClenaghan
Moll-von der Wettern
Mpigi
Mufutau-Gbadamosi
Olugbenga
Ose
Polunina
Riazanova
Riddle
Romagnoli
Savchina
Schieck
Sethi
Small
Songthumjitti
Spenner-Hernandez
Tam
Tsui
Tsui
Tsvetanova
von Lenthe
Wu
Yu

Chin Wai
Chin Wei
Wing Tung
Charles
Duncan
Felix
Leka Sorbari
Rasheedat
Oluwademiladeayo
Ana-Maria
Anastasia
Tiffany
Anne
Ludmilla
Sofiya
Hannah
Alisha
Chelsey
Sirinda
Anna
Sonia
Pui Fung
Pui Yu
Magdalena
Cecile
Zixuan
Feiyang

Lupton
Bellamy
Hallows
Harvey-Gilson
Hollingworth
Mohammed
Morgan
Russell

William
William
Freddie
Benjamin
Awais
Finley
Benjamin

Lyttelton
Davidson
Gill
Holloway
Johal
Marshall
Martin
Meredith
Weston

Jasper
Matthew
Jack
Jujhar
Henry
Tom
Frederick
Lawrence

Mary Windsor
Heine
Hillegaart
Ip
Ngan
Sergeeva
Tan
Wedekind
Zaragoza Schmidt
Zieschang

Sophia
Lilly
Yan Lam
Yuet Yee
Yana
Liaotengteng
Caroline
Lorena
Gloria

Oakley
Agafonova
Antpöhler
Ayo-Yusuf
Booth
Carrington-Windo
Chan
Chou
Danilina
Djingova
Dong
Gardner
Köse
Lau
Lavrenko
Lloyd
Mok
Neuhaus
Robinson
Yeung
Zheng

Angelina
Caroline
Robomi
Kalea Li-Ying
Ellie
Yuen Man
Hou Cheng
Maria
Niya
Xinyi
Amelia
Miray
Chun Wai
Alisa
Bethany
Kwan Yee
Elisa
Eleanor
Tsz Hay
Shi

School
Cox
Redden
Simmons

Alexander
Jacob
Iain

Thomas Cookes
Cameron
Khan
Lawley
Malagon

Josephine
Bethany
Charlotte
Valentina

Walters
Fitzmaurice
Peplow
Shaylor
Stokes
Valley

Samuel
Jack
Cameron
Jack
Kieran

Wendron-Gordon
Aletsee
Au
Bentley
Brauer
Chan
Chen
Cheung
Chou
Freigassner
Freigassner
Gibson
Hinder
Hinkley
Iermolaiev
König
Kramarenko
Liu
Moskalevskyi
Schütte
Scott
Shraibman
Wittek
Wong
Zhao

Moritz
Tsz Hei
Daniel
Sören
Ho Chung
Menghong
Victor Ho Leung
Hou In
Vinzenz
Xaver
Jack
Julius
Alexander
Andrii
Julius
Ivan
Kwun Him
Oleksii
Justus
James
Daniel
Vincent
Yik Ming
Youyang
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Destination of Leavers 2015
Numbers of students achieving First Choice place including Adjustment
69.20%
Numbers of students achieving Insurance Choice place
13.30%
Numbers of students achieving Clearing place
7.50%
Number of students taking a Gap year, Art Foundation, Employment or Further Education
10%
Number of students achieving QS World University Ranking places
33%
(Please note: The data in this list reflects information available on 07/09/2015. We apologise for any inaccuracies).
Surname

First Name

University

Subject

Allison
Alsop
Asghar-Sandys
Aynetdinova
Babaeva
Balina
Ball
Ball
Bayliss
Beattie
Bellamy
Bentley
Bereshchanskaya
Bhandal
Bingham
Blinov
Blokhina
Bors
Brady
Bridgman
Brinn
Brown
Bull
Burke
Cao
Cardinali
Chan
Chan
Chan
Chan
Chan
Chapman
Chen
Cheng
Cheung
Chung
Clegg
Collie
Collins
Coulson
Court
Crean
Cutler
Cutress
Dergachev

Austin
Jack
Peter
Daniya
Sabina
Polina
India
Eleanor
Daniella
Thomas
Samuel
Matthew
Yulia
Amardeep
Eleanor
Lev
Maria
Claudiu
Lucy
Joseph
Aisling
Lois
Nicholas
Miles
Jade Yushan
Ella
Sarah On Wing
Henry Chi Yin
Felix Sai Hong
Cherry Oi Kiu
Heather Tik Lam
Emilia
Steven Hao
Benita Pui Yin
Karen Yan Man
Justin Ting Yin
Justin
Emily
Sophie
Hannah
Elsa
Chloe
Jonah
Harry
Sergey

Liverpool RG
Loughborough
Lincoln
Oxford RG
KCL RG
Imperial RG
Nottingham Trent
UBC
Liverpool RG
Loughborough
Nottingham Trent
Loughborough
KCL RG
Gap Year
Imperial RG
Oxford RG
Edinburgh RG
Kent
Aston
Newcastle RG
Nottingham RG
Bath
Manchester RG
KCL RG
UCL RG
Gap Year
Bath
Royal Holloway
Surrey
UCL RG
UCL RG
BUWE
LSE RG
UCL RG
Reading
Warwick RG
Durham RG
Exeter RG
Manchester RG
Coventry
Leiden, Netherlands
Loughborough
Nottingham Trent
Reading
De Montfort

Business Management
Automotive Engineering
Mathematics
Chemistry
German & Management
Biomedical Science
International Business
French and Chinese
Marine Biology
History
Real Estate Management
Banking, Finance & Mgmnt
International Relations
Biology w. German for Science
PPE
Architecture
Physics
Accounting for Management
Computer Science (Game Eng.)
Medicine
Sport & Social Sciences
Chemistry
War Studies & History
Statistics, Economics & Finance
Biomedical Sciences
Business & Management
Music
Biomedical Sciences
Pharmacy
Geography
Management
Psychology
Quantity Surveying
Law
Geography
Liberal Arts
European Studies & German
Physiotherapy
International Studies
Geography & Sports Science
Marketing
Politics & International Relations
Architecture

Surname

First Name

University

Subject

Doherty
Duffy
Dunkley
Dunn
E
Edwards
Ellinas
Evans
Fallon
Featherstone
Feenan
Fidoe
Frost
Ganeva
Gayazutdinova
Gieron
Glazyrin
Goodwin
Gorbunov
Gredler
Green
Grenfell
Gretton
Griffiths
Gubern-Gonzalez
Guest
Gunton
Gurung
Halley
Hands
Hannafin
Harker
Harris
Hegarty
Heidland
Heine
Hesketh
Hill
Ho
Ho
Holmes
Hunt
Hunt
Hutchings
Ireland
Jeffries
Jones
Karadotcheva
Karov
Kennett
Kerr
Kinder

Milicent
Kate
Jess
Emily
Connie Dayina
Chase
Theoharry
Hugo
George
Benjamin
Eve
Will
Harrison
Teodora
Leysan
Laura
Evgeniy
Ellis
Anton
Nicholas
Arthur
Adam
Molly
Alexander
Teresa
Frank
John
Asim
Erica
William
Chloe
Matthew
Clement
Niall
Teresa
Nadescha
Benjamin
Harrison
Rianne
Alison Wing
Daniel
Elliot
Klara
Joseph
Jack
Katharine
Matthew
Elitza
Ivaylo
Lucy
Eleanor
Emily

Nottingham RG
Nottingham RG
Oxford Brookes
Gap Year
Northeastern, US
Leeds RG
Nottingham Trent
Imperial RG
Manchester Met
Coventry
Manchester RG
Swansea
Bristol RG
Edinburgh RG
KCL RG
Birmingham RG
KCL RG
Nottingham Trent
Loughborough
Gap Year
Queen Mary RG
Oxford RG
Durham RG
Aston

Geography w. Chinese Studies
Modern European Studies
Art Foundation

Nottingham Trent
Bath
Exeter RG
Nottingham RG
Nottingham RG
Leeds RG
Liverpool RG
Edinburgh RG
York RG
Gap Year
Strasbourg
Liverpool RG
Strathclyde
UAL
SFU, Canada
Loughborough
Aston
Gap Year
Gap Year
Gap Year
Oxford Brookes
Lancaster
Imperial RG
Bath
Birmingham RG
East Anglia
Bristol RG

Business
Aerospace Engineering
Exercise & Sport Sciences
Mod Langs w. Translation
Economics
Accounting & Finance
Politics
Arabic & Politics
Politics

Internatioanl Affairs
PPE
Business Management
Geology & Geophysics
Biology
Automotive Engineering
Law with Politics
History
Geography
Architecture
International Development
Biological Sciences (Zoology)
German & Management
Business Mgt. & Marketing
Product Design Engineering
Accounting & Management
Physics
Sociology
Accounting for Management

Bosch/Strasbourg Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Marketing
Graphic Design
Bachelor of Arts
Commercial Mgt & Quantity Surveying
Finance

Sport Coaching & PE/Business Mgt.
Geography
Aeronautical Engineering
Politics & International Relations
Political Science & Social Policy
American & English Literature
English
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Destination of Leavers 2015
Surname

First Name

University

Klitz
Kong
Kretova
Kriegler
Larin
Lau
Lawler
Lee
Li
Li
Liu
Lloyd
Lloyd Jones
Luong
Lusamlit
Lynch
Lyons
Martyn-Smith
May
McManus
Meliksetyan
Middleton
Mikailov
Mills
Miners
Mittermair
Morland
Morris
Novikova
Ormonde
Parisi
Paton
Perramond
Phillips
Poloskin
Pountain
Pugh
Pui
Pun
Purewal
Qu
Reeves
Richards
Robbins
Roberts
Robinson
Roosenboom
Ross
Ruben
Saker
Sapstead
Sapwell

Constantin
Tina Jing Yu
Elizaveta
Marie
Anton
Milton
Eleanor
Henry
Howard Chun
Robin
Donna Pui Ying
Thomas
Emma
Truc Quynh
Rawisara
Matthew
Olivia
Phoebe
Philip
Declan
Emil
Hannah
Aleksei
Meggie
William
Maximilian
Oliver
Nicola
Polina
Killian
Paolo
Rory
Florence
Joseph
Pavel
Myles
Alexander
Valerie Long Yee
Anurag
Jivan
Gary Fang
Emma
Isabella
Frederica
Tomas
Charles
Sjors
James
Alice
Eleanor
Alexander
Lucy

Gap Year
Bath
KCL RG
Gap Year
Brunel
Bath
Manchester Met
Bath
Manchester RG
UBC
Queen Mary RG
Nottingham Trent
Liverpool RG
Warwick RG
Westminster
Oxford RG
Manchester RG
Swansea
Keele
Belmont, US
UCL RG
Oxford Brookes
Southampton RG
Leamington Spa Coll
Bath
UCL RG
Sheffield RG
Warwick RG
KCL RG
Manchester RG
Manchester RG
Nottingham Trent
Gallen, Switzerland
Exeter RG
KCL RG
Liverpool RG
Birmingham RG
LSE RG
De Montfort
KCL RG
UCL RG
Edinburgh RG
Liverpool RG
Loughborough
BUWE
Oxford Brookes
Aston
Manchester RG
Bristol RG
Oxford RG
Oxford Brookes
Gap Year

Subject
Mathematics
Mathematics w. Management & Finance
Product Design Engineering
Mechanical Eng w. Advanced Design
International Business
Chemical Engineering
Architecture
International Economics
Medicine
International Business
Geography
PPE
Marketing & Management
Materials Science
Spanish, Portuguese & Latin American
Osteopathy
Business Management & Economics
Business Administration
Information Mgt. for Business
Architecture
Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Art Foundation
Economics
Economics
History
History
International Development
Geography
Modern Language & Business Mgt.
Business Mgmnt & HR
Business Administration
Conservation Biology & Ecology
English Law with German Law
Geography
Metallurgy & Materials Engineering
Law
Architectural Technology
Political Economy
Statistics, Economics & Finance
Primary Education w. Religious Studies
Anatomy & Human Biology
Sport Management
Journalism
Sport, Coaching & Physical Education
Int Relations and Business
Medicine
Liberal Arts
Physics
Real Estate Management

Surname

First Name

University

Subject

Sasalaksananon
Savchenko
Savostyanov
Schmermund
Schofield
Semkin
Seyranyan
Shelkova
Shinner
Smith-Maxwell
Song
Stepanov
Stokes
Stokes
Stone
Swatkins
Tai
Tang
Tanner
Thompson
Tian
Tibbetts
Tomoni
Tong
Tsang
Walker
Walton
Wanfu Han
Watanabe
Wen
Whitaker
White
Whitehead
Wiklund
Wilkinson
Wix
Wong
Wong
Wong
Woodward-Smith
Wu
Yakavitski
Yangurazov
Yeh
Yeremeyev
Yeung
Yu
Yum
Zaric
Zgraja
Zhang
Zhang

Nick
Sofya
Artemiy
Ben
Phoebe
Mikhail
Ararat
Elizaveta
Alice
John
Yolanda Yuyang
Nikita
Amelia
Joseph
George
Sophie
Kevin Chung Tat
Nicky Sheung Yin
Oliver
Rosie
Kirk Zixiang
Benjamin
Andrada
Cammy Kam Yan
Johnny Yin Mo
Benjamin
Katrina
Catherine Wanfu
Momoko
Charkes Ka Chun
Hannah
Luke
James
Theodore
Alex
William
Carren Ki Yan
Minnie Ying Suan
Katie Yan Kei
Rebecca
Serinda Yu
Stanislav
Marat
Timothy Te-Han
Olexandr
Florence Chi Ling
Kwok Cheung
Stanley Ka Ho
Joseph
Sophie
Cynthia
David

Bath
KCL RG
Newcastle RG
Gap Year
Loughborough
Bristol RG
Manchester RG
UCL RG
Cambridge RG
Royal Agricultural
KCL RG
City
Loughborough
Plymouth
Harper Adams

Management
German & Management
Accounting & Finance

HKU, Hong Kong
HKU, Hong Kong
Exeter RG
LSE RG
Nottingham Trent
Oxford Brookes
Medway
Imperial RG
Gap Year
Cardiff RG
LSE RG
RVC
Queen Mary RG
Liverpool RG
Gap Year
Surrey
Kansas, US
Oxford Brookes
Bournville College
Chinese Uni of HK
HKU
UCL RG
Exeter RG
Washington, US
Bristol RG
Cambridge RG
Toronto, Canada
KCL RG
Birmingham RG
Middlesex
BUWE
York RG
City
Richmond, US

Business & Management
Economics & Finance
Business Mgmnt & Russian
Econ & Bus w. East European Studies
Human, Social & Political Sciences
Rural Land Management
Geography
Mechanical Engineering
International Business
Criminology & Criminal Justice Studies
Rural Enterprise & Land Management
Family Business
Business Admin & Finance
Intl. Business & Global Management
Physics
Training with British Airways
Economics & Statistics
Business Management & Marketing
Biomedical Science
Pharmacy
Chemical Engineering
Biology
Statistics with Finance
Veterinary Medicine
Business Management
Business Management
Business Management
Mechanical Eng & Chem
Sport & Exercise Science
Sport
English
Business Management
Psychology
Management with Marketing
International Development
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering
Art Foundation AUB
Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Law with Business Studies
Information Technology
Business Management w. Marketing
Economics
Actuarial Science
Undisclosed
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Head of Year
The first few weeks of Lower Fourth
involved pupils being introduced to the
Senior School with talks on musical
opportunities by the Director of Music,
ICT at Bromsgrove and the Health Centre
and counselling services. Pupils were
also introduced to senior members of the
Common Room - All year groups received
visits from Mr Bowen presenting on the
School during WWI, Mrs Maund speaking
about bullying and Mr Ruben on politics.
The Headmaster lectured on the
psychology of first impressions to the
Lower Sixth and at the end of the
Michaelmas term, Stephen Venables
(Everest without oxygen) recounted a
terrific tale of challenge and adventure.
Throughout the year, PSHCE has been
delivered on the issues of bullying,
relationships and e-safety, homophobia
and gender stereotyping, healthy eating,
study skills and medical ethics. External
speakers have included an Education
Officer from Bletchley Park, university

lecturers from Warwick, Cambridge, Exeter
and Imperial and representatives from
Amnesty International, Brave the Rage,
Kid Life, Stroke Association and Teenage
Cancer Trust. The Lower Fourths also
enjoyed a visit by the Falconry Centre. Old
Bromsgrovian and Public Speaker Simon
Bucknall returned to speak to the Fifth
Form, and Henry Maybury, one of our
youngest ever speakers, did a very moving
presentation on losing his brother at a
young age to alcohol.
Inter-House competitions are an integral
part of Bromsgrove life. In debating,
members of the year group put forward
excellent questions to the opposition and
proposition teams. On the sporting side,
pupils participated in the Cross Country
event and pupils cheered their Houses in
the Inter-House 1.2km relay. A preview
of the Pop and Jazz concert provided
alternative stimulation.
For the Sixth Form, the future after
Bromsgrove remains a key focus and

the summer term brought about serious
preparation for university applications
and interviews, including the very first
international applications fair and a UCAS
application day which were both a great
success.
Our sincere thanks are offered to Miss
McCutcheon (Lower Fourth), Ms Johnston
(Upper Fourth), Mrs Cronin (Fifth),
Ms Tansley (Lower Sixth) and Miss
Densem (Upper Sixth) for their support
and guidance during the Head of Year
sessions. As well as Miss Leech and Mrs
Ashcroft in the newly formed Bromsgrove
Futures Department for all of their support
of the Sixth Form and to the excellent
Heads of School Team, the Heads of
Houses and Megan Griffiths who produced
a great Leavers’ book and to Jenny
Bossard for all her excellent work on an
outstanding Leavers’ Ball.
We look forward to welcoming our new
year groups to the Head of Year sessions
next academic year.
S Ascough, F Bateman, F Diver, A Johns
and S Shinn
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A Level, BTEC
and IB
Bromsgrove remains a large school.
Our students took over 2000 GCSE
examinations and around 1500
qualifications in the Sixth Form. Our
Biology teachers support students taking
their subject at Higher and Standard
Level within the IB, A Level, as both a
stand-alone IGCSE and as part of a dual
award science qualification, as well as
Environmental Systems within the IB. The
students the Biology Department cater for
have joined the Senior School in the Lower
or Upper Fourth, Fifth or Lower Sixth
and come from one of 48 international
educational systems. This scale and
variety seen within the School requires
us to offer a genuinely personalised and
bespoke education – our students each
have unique needs.
This summer, once again, it was
reassuring to receive confirmation that
what is being taught and learnt are being
undertaken so successfully.
In the Sixth Form, once again, almost
three-fifths of A Level entries scored at
least an A Grade and five-sixths achieved
at least a B grade. With none of the 567
A Level entries achieving anything less
than a D grade, it was notable that in
our most popular subjects, Mathematics
and Economics, the percentage of A* - B
grades was 90%. Our cohort of IB Diploma
students averaged an outstanding 38.7
points, equivalent to more than 4 A*s at A
Level and equivalent to an A*/A rate at A
level of 86%. IB results were consistently
strong across all subject areas as well as
the important core areas of the Theory of
Knowledge Course and within students’
areas of personalised research, their
Extended Essay. Students’ results in the
BTEC Sport qualification also remain
exceptionally strong with 39 of the 41
entries achieving a Distinction* equivalent
to an A* at A Level.

The Lower Sixth matched the School’s
best ever set of AS results seeing 69%
of entries achieving an A or B grade.
Meanwhile our Fifth Formers averaged
61% A*/A, breaking the three-fifths hurdle
for only our third time in our history.
The University of Durham allow schools to
measure students’ ability at various entry
levels so that their later achievements and
rate of progress can be judged against
those studying in other schools. Their
analysis suggests, as is invariably the case,
Bromsgrovians last year outperformed the
vast majority of students in other schools
at all age levels whether it be in GCSEs, A
Levels or the IB Diploma.
To an extent, the headline results hide
the significant achievements of many
of our students. Our pupils continue to
gravitate towards what many consider to
be the most challenging of subjects. There
are also increasing numbers taking on
significant pieces of extended research
for either the IB’s Extended Essay or the

Extended Project Qualification. Research
topics chosen on issues such as the
flaws in monopoly theory, byzantine art or
conservation, whilst being an eclectic mix,
are highly personalised and often become
very close indeed to students’ hearts.
Students who learnt Chinese or opted into
self-taught literature courses in Ukrainian
or French have excelled.
In short, last year Bromsgrovians did
not merely in a utilitarian sense get
their heads around the requirements of
specific examination mark schemes, they
worked with style, panache and flair. They
almost all had an exceptionally studious
year, working with vigour and purpose.
The results they achieved did not occur
distinctly from the graft that went on
before. Virtually all had shown not merely
ambition and discipline over the last twelve
months, but also the self-awareness and
maturity to be constructively self-critical
so that they could make significant
progress in developing their depth of
understanding. The results achieved by

those representing a wide range of School
teams were often of the very highest order,
as were the qualities of performance
put in by our debaters, musicians and
thespians – but what is all the more
remarkable is that these challenges were
undertaken whilst also working hard day
in and day out on their academic studies.
Bromsgrovians remain, first and foremost,
serious students who deserve to be taken
seriously.
Examinations are not the end point or
even the goal of an education, but serve
only as a marker, helping to articulate
and clarify what knowledge and skills
have been mastered up to that point. The
last academic year was a good one that
saw the School successfully nurture our
students’ intellectual lives for the adult
world that awaits them.
P Ruben
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Prep School Activities
‘Great timing! Fancy a toasted
marshmallow?’ Come rain or shine,
snow or hail, our youngest children are
thrown into Forest School adventure.
Not far away at the School’s extremity,
fondly known as the Piggery, football
is fiercely contested. Competition is
also rife in outdoor activities; whoever
suggested swingball might be relaxing?
The recently introduced Competitive
Gaming, in the form of Track Mania, is
great fun. On the serious side, National
competitions have been entered in the
Computer Programming and Making
History activities. Groovy Greek Club and
Chess are ideal ways in which to scale new
heights of academia within an informal
setting whilst Cookery is the all-time
favourite activity…. not surprisingly with
the glut of magnificent recipes inspired to
tickle the taste buds.
Artistic activities are popular thanks to
our remarkable staff who never cease to
amaze with their plethora of new ideas.
Working with Wood has seen an interesting
change in demographic; once boys only
but now popular with everybody, products
ranging from exquisite treasure boxes to

useful bird boxes have been made. This
year we have gone out to the community
and planned, created and placed sensory
tiles, wind chimes and other inspired
paraphernalia into a Forest School enjoyed
by partially sighted children. Our efforts
were gratefully received and a wonderful
link set up across the schools.
Strawberries and cream, fish and chips,
black and white, sport and Bromsgrove.
They just fit together. Alternative sports
such as Karate and Fencing are thriving
as are Table Tennis and Badminton. A
‘Run in the Park’ and Bikeability are cool
summer activities.
Centre Stage and LAMDA perfectly
compliment the magnificent dramatic
productions at the Prep School. With the
promise of new Performing Arts facilities
our thespians are going to be in their
element.
Proud of our Activities Programme? Most
definitely.
C Leather
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Charities
Over the course of the year, Prep
School pupils, parents and staff have
donated toys, books and puzzles to the
Birmingham City Mission, participated in
the Easter Bake-Off competition and have
taken part in Operation Teddy Bear for
Finlay’s Journey, helping to break a world
record with the longest line of teddy bears.
The whole School was moved and
devastated by the destruction caused by
the earthquake in Nepal earlier this year,
and Mr Widdop organised a charity cycle
ride for the Nepal Disaster Fund, raising
over £900. The funds were gratefully
collected on behalf of the appeal by Mr
Gumbo Tharang.

Young Citizen
Challenge
Year 6 took part in the Young Citizen
Challenge 2015 at the Ryland Centre,
where they worked hard, listened for clues
and answered the questions put to them.
Katie and Lucy who both took part in the
activity, tell us about it.
My first activity during the Young Citizen
Challenge was Road Safety and I found
out that it takes 23 metres for a car to
stop if they have suddenly put their brakes
on. At the start of each activity we were
given something to put in our new red
backpacks. Another activity was to take
part in a prize draw – we all put our emails
down on the clipboard; unfortunately that
was the wrong thing to do as we did not
know who she was and we all felt very
silly not to have thought about what we
were doing. The smoke house was really
interesting but scary as it replicated a
real fire. One thing that we all took from
the day is STAR – STOP! THINK! ACT!
REFLECT! Easy to remember and easy
to carry out. We had a great afternoon,
collecting ‘presents’ whilst at the same
time being given a clear message about
how to stay safe.

Maths Challenge
Success
Outstanding results were achieved by a
group of Year 8 students who took part
in the United Kingdom Mathematics
Trust (UKMT) Junior Maths Challenge in
April 2015. This is a prestigious National
competition run by the University of
Leeds aimed at top notch Mathematicians
throughout the country. Solving some of
the most highly challenging problems
requires extensive mathematical
knowledge and extremely good logical
thinking skills. All of our students
performed admirably attaining between
them, six gold awards, thirteen silver and
six bronze.
Best in School was awarded to Judy Wu
who also qualified for the prestigious
Olympiad final. Georgia Doohan-Smith
was another star performer who qualified
for the Junior Kangaroo challenge. These
results are pending.

Katie Rolph and Lucy Arnold
Very well done and many congratulations
to all who participated.
C Roskell

The Prep School had an extremely busy
Charities Week this year. There were many
exciting activities going on each day, with
pupils from every year group running their
sponsored activities and sales. Over £3000
was raised and shared equally between
The Primrose Hospice and The Brain
Tumour Charity.
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Senior School Activities
Bromsgrove Badge
The Bromsgrove Badge Award introduces
Lower Fourth participants to a wide range
of extra-curricular activities, tailored
to provide an introduction to outdoor
education, a taster of what the Duke
of Edinburgh Award has to offer and to
develop students’ citizenship and key
transferable life skills.
September began with preparations for
the annual Malvern Field Day. Navigation,
teamwork skills and compass techniques
were honed, prior to a rather wet and
challenging 17km walk over the Malvern
Ridge. Mr Bowen was on hand as
usual to give out chocolate bars to keep
spirits up and energy levels high, and
the Headmaster joined us for his first
visit to the beautiful hills. All 155 pupils
demonstrated enthusiasm, relentless
energy and great determination to fulfil the
objectives set for them.
November began with a six-week internet
and online safety course and after
Christmas participants began a rota of
eight activities. Photography, Bromsgrove
history, money and finance, healthy eating
and nutrition, camp-craft, web design and
public speaking, all alongside two off-site
visits to Aztec Adventure for an activity
programme. The final part of the year
included thorough preparations for the
grand-finale, the historic and memorable
Lower Fourth Camp.
S James
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CAS
CAS is one of the core elements of the
International Baccalaureate. It is an
extra-curricular programme that takes
the importance of life outside the world
of scholarship seriously, providing a
refreshing counterbalance to academic
studies. CAS broadens the mind, promotes
teamwork and enables students at
Bromsgrove to become actively involved in
matters of international importance as well
as considering issues at within the local
community. CAS is broken down into three
parts: Creativity, Action and Service.

There is a high-level of personal choice
involved in the CAS programme and it
often enables students to find an activity
or cause that they are really passionate
about. They can use the School’s extracurricular programme to support their CAS
portfolio but they can also seek activities
and experiences outside of Bromsgrove.
This academic year IB students have
become involved in many community
projects which are fantastic opportunities
for students to work in a team and get
involved in their local area.
L Hunter

Blue Cross
As part of Bromsgrove Service, a group
of pupils have been attending the local
Blue Cross centre every Saturday morning
since September. Personally speaking, we
have thoroughly enjoyed every part of it,
and hope to continue of our own accord
next year. Our work included walking
dogs, socialising cats and handling kittens.
During our last week of volunteering, we
were given the opportunity to meet and
play with some new-born puppies which
made braving the weather elements all
year worthwhile! This experience has been
invaluable to both of us, as we aspire
to have careers involving animals. The
knowledge about animal behaviour and
animal medical information that we have
obtained has been extremely useful as well
as the ‘hands on’ experience of a variety of
breeds. We would like to thank Mrs Shinn
and the staff at the Blue Cross for giving us
such an amazing opportunity.
Ellie Day and Sophie Greensmith
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National Tree
Planting Week

Olympic
Swimmers

Over fifty pupils from across the School
took part in a National tree planting week
activity. Together they planted close to a
thousand hedgerow plants, replacing what
had been a leylandii border with native
hedgerow plants. The new mix of plants
will create a wildlife corridor promoting
biodiversity in Sanders Park as well as
creating an attractive feature bordering
Hayward House. The pupils worked with
real enthusiasm and it was particularly
heart-warming to watch the interaction of
the younger and older Bromsgrovians. The
event was organised in conjunction with
Bromsgrove Council and we are grateful to
them for the opportunity to contribute to
Sanders Park in this way.

Our swimming squads were privileged
to receive expertise help and coaching
from two Olympic swimmers – Jo Jackson
(Athens, Beijing bronze medal and
London) and Grant Turner (London 4 x100
Freestyle Relay).

J Holden

Jo brought along her Olympic bronze
and World Championship silver medals
to the excitement of our pupils. In 2009
an incredible swim in the fastest women’s
400m race of all time brought her a
silver medal, beating Olympic Champion
Rebecca Adlington.
Jo and Grant worked in the pool with
swimmers, undertook land-based training
and finished with a fascinating talk about
their careers, nutrition and a Q&A session
to close.
It was a memorable afternoon and our
pupils learnt so much from world class
swimmers.

Firewalk Theatre
CREST
Science Awards
As part of the Science Competition Club,
senior pupils have been working towards
their CREST Silver awards. One team
made lip balms and tested them for their
hydrophobic and light blocking properties.
The other team programmed flashing
fairy lights. Prep School pupils have also
been involved in the bronze award. This
has been a fantastic opportunity for pupils
to explore science outside of classroom
learning.
T Ebrahim

It is maintained by Rupert, director of
Firewalk, that Robinson Crusoe was
Spanish. The real person on whom Daniel
Defoe based his famous character was
in reality Pedro Serrano, the captain of
a Spanish ship which was sailing from
Habana to the Indias in 1526 which
later sank. Serrano managed to swim
ashore and survive until he was rescued
eight years later. In 1719, the English
author depicted this tale as Robinson
Crusoe, the novel with which we are all
familiar. Firewalk Theatre presented their
adaptation of the original story to pupils.
Actor Rubén Castro gave his hispanic take
on the meeting of Crusoe and Man Friday,
and played Friday (and also Robinsons’
dog!). The comic book style approach and
minimalist staging resulted in a hilarious
account of the clashes of two cultures in
Spanglish with a vibrant, contemporary
soundtrack enjoyed by all.
M Smith
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Model United Nations
A group of twenty-five Sixth Form students
took part in Model United Nations
forum which focuses on current issues
of today. There were three conferences
this year and most of the delegates from
Bromsgrove had little experience of what
was to come. However, everyone put ideas
forward and got involved with all of the
debates across the sessions.
MUN has given everyone the ability to be
able to stand up and debate important
issues in front of many people but has
enabled the group to meet people from
many different backgrounds and cultures.
I myself still keep in touch with girls I met
from Greece and Spain.

A highlight of the Haileybury Conference
was when Maddie Macadrai had her
resolution passed by a majority after being
debated and scrutinised in front of a large
crowd of 60 fellow delegates - a great
achievement for her and for Bromsgrove
School.
MUN has been an exciting, stimulating
and interesting experience and all
delegates have developed new skills from
this experience to take on to later life. I
would recommend Model United Nations
for all enthusiastic and aspiring students
as it was an experience you will never
forget.
Georgina Horsley-Gubbins

MUN Delegates’ Diary at the Lady
Eleanor School Conference
Ira Li, Ariel Zhang, Ararat Seyranyan,
Andrei Badea, Maddy Macadrai, Anastasia
Broder, Adrian Siu, Youssef Arafat,
Quynh Luong, Sjors Roosenboom, Polina
Goncherenko and Teresa Gubern Gonzalez
represented 3 different countries at
Model United Nations Conference in Lady
Eleanor Holles School.
The first day was dedicated to committee
work and discussion of committee-based
issues such as completing decolonization,
right to online privacy, and battling Islamic
extremism in Nigeria. Ira’s resolution on
combating police brutality was chosen
to be discussed, and she successfully
defended her points.
On Sunday, the delegates participated in
the General Assembly, debating issues of
women’s reproductive rights and Rwandan
genocide. Note passing was probably
the most memorable part of the General
Assembly, dominated by puns like “Kenya
get any funnier? I Can-ada” and “Are you
being Syrias? India-d I am”.
The crisis discussion on the topic of
Argentina reclaiming Antarctica took an
interesting turn; the delegates began
discussing the most effective way to save
penguins - Youssef made an amendment
to have them moved to Siberia instead of
China, and it passed!

Overall, the conference was a great
success. The participants said “it
was amazing learning so much about
contemporary issues, as well as engaging
with other students from all over England.”
Even though Model United Nations
requires a considerable amount of
research beforehand, it is very worthwhile.
At times, however, it’s creativity and
humour that are highly appraised; for
instance, the question of police brutality
was suggested to be resolved using
reverse psychology and baguettes as
batons, and to handle the tsunami crisis in
Taiwan the idea to summon superman was
introduced.
Many thanks to Miss Hardy and Miss
Simmons for coordinating such an
enjoyable event.
Anastasia Broder and Ira Li
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The Chicken:
Poultry in Motion
Greenpower is an organisation that has
been promoting the use of electric power
in cars for the last decade and as an
attempt at getting the message across
to schools, they hold a series of races
each season. There are many teams from
around the world who enter in either the
F24 or F24+ race series. Bromsgrove
School are currently in the F24 series with
a Greenpower Kitcar which has slowly
improved results every year by 100%
allowing us to attend our first world finals
at Goodwood Raceway at the end of last
year. Currently sitting 58th in the series
out of approximately 250 teams, the pupils
have helped to build, maintain and modify
a race car that has an electric motor
powering the rear wheels. More recently,
the team won the kit car category race at
Merryfield, along with awards for runner
up kit car for the second highest mileage
of the day and an extra trophy for best
presented.
With more ideas on getting a faster and
more efficient car as well as starting the
development for the new scratch built
car (to be called ‘The Egg’), the racing
team are well on their way to establishing
themselves as a force to be reckoned with.
S Broadbent

Flourishing Fiver
Enterprising students have this year
undertaken the Flourishing Fiver challenge
set by local charity, Primrose Hospice. The
students were each given £5 at the start of
the year and a mission to use it to generate
as much money as possible to donate to
the hospice. The students decided that
they wanted to combine forces and work
as a team.

Solar Eclipse
Pupils and staff came out in force to
witness the partial solar eclipse over the
Midlands. GCSE Astronomy students
gained a rare opportunity to undertake a
piece of observational coursework, logging
the progress of the eclipse. At maximum
coverage, there was a noticeable drop
in light and temperature; a reminder of
the immense power of the sun. Using a
special solar scope, the students were able
to safely view the eclipse, which occurred
in Bromsgrove just after 9.30am. Many
pupils donned their solar glasses, taking
remarkable photographs from behind the
lenses.
R Green

Throughout the year, the students have
attended a trade fair in Worcester where
they had a raffle and hosted film nights
for boarders where they have sold snacks.
Their biggest success has been the
sale of seasonally-themed teddy bears,
producing new designs for Mother’s Day
and Easter. The bears completely sold out,
showing the boys involved that learning
to sew really had been worthwhile. In
total, the team managed to raise £710, a
fantastic achievement from such low initial
funding. The staff members at Primrose
Hospice were extremely grateful when the
boys toured the facilities to see how their
donations would be spent.
J Williams
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Chapel Matters
I asked our Monitors why Chapel mattered
to them and this is what some of them
said:
“Attending Chapel and listening to deep
talks about God, life and our moral
behaviour is an important part of life
especially as, with the busy day, you do
not have much time to think about others
or to reflect upon your life.”
“As a Catholic joining the School in the
Lower Fourth I felt somewhat uneasy
about taking part in Church of England
ceremonies. However, it quickly became
apparent that Chapel was not about
church doctrine, but rather about
spirituality and reflection. Chapel offers a
sense of calm and a breath of air in what
is otherwise a busy, fully-packed working
week.”
This has been an especially poignant year
as Chapel goes. We have remembered the
outbreak of WWI and, with both sadness
and thankfulness, the Old Bromsgrovians
killed in that conflict for many of whom
chapel really mattered during their time
at School. We have also come to the
end of an era as Mr Bowen, our Deputy
Headmaster, has retired after 34 years’
service to Bromsgrove where he has
keenly supported all the Chaplains he has
worked with, and the Chapel worship that
mattered a great deal to him. Thank you to
a good and faithful servant of Bromsgrove
School and of God.
Chapel matters and the work of the
Chaplain with present students from
Nursery through to the Upper Sixth, with
their families, Old Bromsgrovians and
in the wider community has been ever

Commemorative
Wall

vibrant during the 2014/15 academic
year. There have been a number of
baptisms, the Confirmation Service for five
students and two weddings involving Old
Bromsgrovians, including one of a present
member of staff. The CCF has also had
their annual visit from their ‘padre’ to give
them Holy Communion ‘in the field’.
So Chapel matters! It has in the past; it still
matters today and we believe it matters in
the future of our School.
Reverend Hedworth

WWI was commemorated in Humanities
during 2014/15 with a moving and
beautiful display depicting lines of soldiers
marching towards a distant goal, while
below their feet the iconic image of
the British Legion poppy is repeated in
memory of the dead.
Each poppy is a contribution from a
pupil, visitor, member of staff or parent,
representing a wide-ranging perspective
on conflict. Some commemorate
individuals while others hold a single
quotation; all are powerful.
The Wall was constructed by teacher
Lucy McKee in Summer 2014, marking a
century since the declaration of war in July
1914, and taken down in Summer 2015.
K Linehan
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CCF
One hundred years on from the start of WWI, the CCF commemorates past deeds
whilst focusing very much on the future.
On the eve of WWI, CCF service was
compulsory and the contingent strength
stood at 96. One hundred years later the
350 cadets currently enrolled represent
one third of the School, 75% of whom are
willing volunteers, from across the fortyseven nations within the student body. In
this WWI centenary year the cadets have
played a leading role in remembering
the Old Bromsgrovians who died in that
conflict. In addition to marching to Chapel
on Remembrance Sunday, detachments
attended services in Bromsgrove Town
Centre, escorting the Lord Lieutenant of
Worcestershire, and supported the old
comrades of the Royal British Legion. We
were also honoured to be asked to play
the Last Post on a silver bugle known to
have been used at The Somme in 1916
by a former pupil. Later in the year cadets
were again on parade in Kidderminster
providing a guard of honour at a ceremony
to dedicate a memorial stone to Lt Jotham
VC as part of a national program to
remember the VC winners of WWI.
Seventeen cadets embarked on an
expedition to France and Belgium where
they completed their Gold Duke of
Edinburgh Award expedition following the
line of the advance of the French Armies
into the Ardennes in August 1914. The
second phase of the expedition was a
bespoke battlefield tour following the
stories of many of our Old Bromsgrovians.
The trip culminated with a service in St
George’s Church in Ypres to dedicate the

School’s memorial plaque, followed by a
Parade under the Menin Gate where CSM
Ellie Ball and Sgt Nadescha Heine laid
wreaths watched by an audience of over
2000 people. On their return to the UK the
Cadets presented the grounds staff with a
box of soil from the Flanders battlefields
which has been used to create a memorial
garden containing poppies and other wild
flowers outside the Armoury.
Later in the year the same cadets were
asked to act as artists models for a
painting Seconds from hell by Jack
Russell, the former England Wicket Keeper
to commemorate the death of his Uncle
in 1914, a copy of which was presented
to the School, and which will take pride of
place in the new dining room.
Military training continued at its normal
frenetic pace with cadets attending field
weekends, a range weekend involving five
different weapon systems from shotguns
to light machine guns, numerous flying
opportunities, an annual camp at Nescliffe
in Shropshire, and not forgetting a visit by
the RAF contingent to RAF Northolt. The
variety and level of training undertaken
would not have been possible without
the on-going support of our local reserve
regiments and county Army Cadet Forces
for which we are eternally grateful.
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As always the Corps of Drums have
represented the School magnificently
with notable performances at Chadsgrove
School and leading the Court Leet
procession through Bromsgrove town
centre.

Photography: Gillman and Soame

The contingent entered several Brigade
competitions this year achieving an
excellent 1st place in the falling plate
at the Skill at Arms meeting and a
commendable 3rd place for the girls in
the Orienteering. Shooting is an increasing
popular activity amongst the cadets and
we were delighted when we were awarded
over £100,000 by two Army Charities
towards the construction of a new sixlane indoor range in the School grounds,
currently scheduled for completion in
September 2017.
Out of uniform cadets completed DofE
expeditions in Snowdonia, The Black
Mountains, and The Brecon Beacons as
well as enjoying watermanship training on
local canals.
The Sixth Form NCOs continue to
complete the Institute of Leadership
and Management Level 3 award gaining
excellent leadership training and a very
useful additional qualification, with A
level equivalence, for their University
applications.

We formally said goodbye to our Upper
Sixth Senior NCOs at our annual dinner
night. It was also an honour to be able to
dine out Mr Bowen after so many years of
unshakable support for the CCF. We look
forward to inviting him back to our future
events in his new role as Honorary Colonel
of the contingent.
On a personal note it is not until I sit down
to record our year for The Bromsgrovian
that I realise how much the cadets
achieve in the thirty-two short Tuesday
afternoons we have them for. The CCF is
without doubt the best resourced youth
organisation in the county and as long
as the students continue to elect to stay
involved, myself , SSgt Farnes , the School
staff and our wider military community
of friends and contacts will endeavour to
bring them new, exciting and challenging
experiences. Onwards and upwards!
M Banwell

Photography: Gillman and Soame

Archie Parker and Todd Cross-Watson getting to
grips with the washing up in Ithala
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CCF Expedition to KwaZulu-Natal
Two days after the end of a busy year,
14 cadets and 3 staff from the Combined
Cadet Force embarked on a three-week
expedition of lifetime to some of the
remotest areas of KwaZulu-Natal in South
Africa. The experience was truly life
changing for the cadets as their parents
now had documentary evidence of them
getting up early; preparing and cooking
meals for 20 people over an open fire;
washing up; tidying their rooms; washing
their own clothes; sharing a hut/tent with
several other people; repairing gutters,
painting walls; replacing window panes;
navigating in unfamiliar terrain; socialising
without social media; trying new and
exotic dishes; learning a new language;
entertaining small children; and last but
not least coping with a 24-hour tummy
bug with only an outside toilet and a tin
bin for company. Despite this, the cadets
were without complaint, undertaking tasks
cheerfully and with a real sense of pride
and camaraderie.
It is these skills that are often overlooked
in favour of a chronological list of events
when telling the story of an expedition,
however like all other cadet exercises the
many and varied activities undertaken
facilitate the personal development of the
individual rather than simply being an end
in their own right.

Our expedition was split into 3 distinct
phases: The environmental phase, a tour
of the Zulu War Battlefields and the DofE
Gold Expedition phase.
During the environmental phase cadets
lived under canvas in the Ithala game
reserve tracking the animals on foot
(accompanied by an armed ranger)
and cooking on open fires whilst game
wandered freely through the campsite.
Giraffe, Wildebeest, Zebra, Buffalo, Kudu,
Impala and Warthogs were found in
abundance but the highlight of this phase
was tracking and eventually observing a
breeding herd of 26 elephants as they
crossed a river bed below us.

A well earned break on The Fugitives Trail

Trekking through the Low Berg

Kieran Walker, Todd Cross-Watson and Liam HollandBunch prepare a Potjie for the group’s evening meal

From the right; Jenny Mills, Archie parker, Brittany Collie,
Kate Ward, Henry Brewster, and Kieran Walker tracking
elephant in the Ithala Game Reserve

Ben Davis and Fraser Merrick replacing one of the 27
broken windows fixed by the group in a local school
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Having spent so long in the wilder areas
of the country the cadets were treated to a
final day on the Durban beachfront prior to
boarding the plane for the long trip home.
The WWI German General Helmuth
Von Molke famously stated that “no
plan survives contact with the enemy”.
Having spent 2 years planning this
expedition I was very aware of this fact
and understandably nervous about the
potential pitfalls we would face in South
Africa, from group interactions, home
sickness, injury and the unforgiving nature
of the environment we were entering. All
of the issues we encountered including
a very debilitating 24-hour bug were
dealt with superbly by the cadets. What
could have been mountains to climb
were mere bumps in the road due to their
irrepressible spirit and sense of unit pride.
Well done to one and all for completing
an exciting, fulfilling and unforgettable
adventure of a lifetime.

With our Snowman at the top of The Giants Pass

Wild Camping at its best in the Drakensberg Mountain Range

The battlefield tour took us initially to
Rorke’s Drift where the story of the
crossing of Lord Chelmsford’s column into
Zululand in 1879 was graphically retold
by our Zulu guide Thulani, whose Great
Grandfather and Uncle both fought in the
war. We then moved on to Isandlwana,
site of historic British defeat depicted
in the film Zulu Dawn. We followed the
fugitives trail – the 8km route taken by
the few soldiers who fled the battlefield
hoping to cross the Buffalo River back
into the safety of Natal. The heat of the
day combined with the broken terrain and
having to wade across the river to reach
Natal really brought home the desperate
nature of the pursuit. Our final day was
spent back at Rorke’s drift listening to the
heroic story of its defence by the 120 men
of B Company The South Wales Borderers.
The gospel singing drifting out over the
battlefield from the church at the mission
station made Thulani’s summing up of
the consequences of the war for the Zulu
nation all the more poignant.
Having been in country over a week we
eventually arrived at Entabeni, an old
farmstead converted into an environmental
study centre at the foot of the Drakensberg
mountains. The cadets made themselves
comfortable in the converted stable blocks
which were going to be their base for
the rest of the expedition, and enjoyed a
shower in water heated in an old oil drum
over an open fire. Many varied activities
were undertaken over the next few days
in order to help aid acclimatisation prior to
their DofE trek. These included Abseiling,
visiting local rock art sites, a tour of a
crane rehabilitation centre and a real

Ben Davis and Jake Harvey rinsing their smalls at Entabeni

M Banwell

highlight – engagement with the local
Zulu community where cadets conducted
extensive repairs to the windows and
gutters of their school, enjoying time to
share a traditional meal and running
games and sports with the children.
A final day of preparation packing and
detailed map planning for Gold DofE was
followed by an early morning deployment
in their groups onto pre-planned routes
into the Drakensberg Mountains. The
trek provided spectacular wild camping
opportunities and the cadets spent many
hours lying outside at night enjoying
the unspoilt views of the Milky Way
as jackals howled in the distance. A
particular highlight was crossing into
Lesotho for lunch on day 3 via the Giant’s
Pass and building a snowman prior to
departure! The final day of the trek was
accompanied by classic mountain weather
and after a quick change out of shorts
into waterproofs, the groups successfully
navigated their way to their finish points
in low visibility and driving rain - a major
achievement in such unfamiliar territory

A Chilly start to the day
Standing beside the Zulu Memorial at Rorke’s drift with our Guide
Thulani whose Great Grandfather fought in the Zulu War of 1879

One foot in South Africa, one in Lesotho at the top
of The Giants Pass

New Friends
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Duke of Edinburgh
The Duke of Edinburgh Award remains
ever popular with Bromsgrove students
seeking recognition for all of their efforts
volunteering, participating in physical
activities and developing their skills. This
year over 330 students have pursued their
Bronze, Silver and Gold awards including a
group of direct entry Gold students. Since
July 2014 over 200 awards have been
made, including almost 40 Gold awards,
with many students opting to collect their
award from St James’ Palace and the
Duke of Edinburgh himself.
Expeditions this year, with the exception
of a wet Gold trip to the lakes, have
been unusually kind. Bronze students
enjoyed a local assessed expedition
in fine weather, whilst Silver students
travelled to Shropshire and Exmoor for
their practice and assessed expeditions.
Gold students meanwhile completed their
practice expedition in either April or June
in the Lake District and they were later
assessed in sunny Snowdonia. Two groups
of direct Gold students have managed the
unthinkable; three expeditions in the UK
this academic year without a drop of rain.
In fact, two of their trips were bordering on
being too hot. A rare occurrence indeed!

In addition to the anticipated expeditions
students have attended weekly expedition
training sessions at all levels covering;
campcraft, cooking, kit, first aid and route
planning. In addition to completing their
other sections, students have been using
the eDofE website to record and collect
evidence of their achievements. Students
across all levels have completed almost
30,000 hours of voluntary service this
year, with a value of over £150,000. A
remarkable collective achievement.
S Ascough, A Baker, J Law
and L Newton
Gold Awards
Jack
Peter
Eleanor
Sam
Eleanor
Aisling
Nicholas
Miles
Sophie
Hannah
Kate
Jessica
Eve
Jack
Harrison
Benjamin
Daniel
Klara
Jack
Eleanor
Bethan
Matthew
Olivia
Hannah
Meggie
Nicola
Joe
Emma
James
Lucy
Alice
Amelia
George
Tun
Rosie
Benjamin
James
Rebecca

Alsop
Asghar-Sandys
Ball
Bellamy
Bingham
Brinn
Bull
Burke
Collins
Coulson
Duffy
Dunkley
Feenan
Firminger
Frost
Hesketh
Holmes
Hunt
Ireland
Kerr
Luckman
Lynch
Lyons
Middleton
Mills
Morris
Phillips
Reeves
Ross
Sapwell
Shinner
Stokes
Stone
Tha
Thompson
Tibbetts
Whitehead
Woodward-Smith
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Target 2.0

Photograph: Tom Fenn

This year’s Economics team, taking
part in the Bank of England’s’ Target
2.0 competition, delivered an in depth,
extensive presentation on Monetary Policy
to a panel of judges, representing Mark
Carney and the other Monetary Policy
Committee members. Their presentation
advised on what can and should be done
to fine tune the UK economy, helping
provide inflationary stability and helping to
achieve the UK Central Banks’ Target rate
of 2.0%.

The Debating Society
Success in the first round of the Central
Region Debating Matters competition was
a great start to the season; Nick Bull and
Will Lockhart opened for Bromsgrove,
proposing “This House Would Embrace
the Use of Fracking”. They had a wellresearched case demonstrating a good
grasp of the theory and underlying
principles of the motion, worked well as a
team and stood their ground under attack
from the opposition, returning precisely
to their points in summation. Following
that, Abbi Davis and Kate Edgington
spoke in opposition to the motion “This
House Believes Art should Never Be
Censored”; they too had strong points and
an articulate and fluent delivery of their
case. Will was judged the Best Speaker
of the evening and in April the team,
minus Nick who was revising for his IB
exams, augmented by Georgina HorsleyGubbins, travelled to Leicester University
for the Central Final. Proposing “This
House Would Embrace the Advent on
Three-Parent IVF” and opposing “Western
Humanitarian Intervention is a Valid Tool
of Foreign Policy”; all four acquitted
themselves well, with Will again awarded
a prize as one of the best speakers of the
day.
Niall Hegarty and Emily Kinder spoke in
the debate run by Culture Secretary and
M.P. for Bromsgrove Sajid Javid; they were
placed runners-up, which is an excellent
achievement against the local secondary
schools.

Kate Edgington teamed up with Tom Lynch
in the English-Speaking Union Schools’
Mace, the biggest debating competition in
the UK. Proposing that “The NHS should
fund Alternative Therapies alongside
Conventional Treatments”, they spoke with
confidence and eloquence, were worthy
winners and went through to the second
round, where they narrowly lost to the
eventual National finalists.
The Lower Sixth European Youth
Parliament team spent a day in the
Birmingham Council Chambers debating
various topics of current pan-European
interest and although they did not go
through to the finals some good speaking
and listening skills were on display.
In the junior competitions Matthew
Hegarty and Maddie Barber Fray, Eden
Thomas and Lydia Wright, Billy DraperBarr and Olivia Bond all won through
to the semi-finals of the Taylor Trophy
debating competition.
Two teams competed in the Worcestershire
County Final of the English-Speaking
Union Churchill Public Speaking
competition; Toby Lam and Madelaine
Barber Fray chaired their presentations
with confidence; Harry Nichols and
Rachel Weller were incisive questioners,
and speakers Matthew Hegarty and Olivia
Bond were persuasive and eloquent,
with Olivia awarded the prize for the
outstanding speech of the evening.

In the Inter-House competitions there
was a second School House victory in
two years in the Senior Debating Final,
while for the first time ever, Mr Bowen was
unable to select an outright winner from
amongst the junior teams and the cup
was shared between Lyttelton (Matthew
Hegarty and Harry Nichols) and Oakley
(Maddie Barber Fray and Anya Butler).
As recognition of his commitment and
achievements over the past years, Niall
Hegarty received the Janet Cockin
Debating cup while the T.E.Godwin Trophy
went to Olivia Bond.
Away from the debating circuit, Nyree
Williams and Pavel Poloskin represented
the School at the County Finals of the
National Poetry by Heart recitation
competition at the Hive in Worcester.
They each recited three poems from
memory, showcasing first a range of preand post-1900 literature, and then a final
piece written during WWI. At the end of
the evening after lengthy deliberation,
the judges commended both, finally
declaring Pavel the winner. He spent
three days in the beautiful surroundings of
Homerton College, Cambridge, competing
in the National Finals and recording his
recitations for Radio 4’s Poetry Please!
as well as reciting Carol Ann Duffy’s
‘Originally’ in front of the School in Routh.
K Linehan

After a well-pitched, polished and
remarkably professional presentation, the
team faced gruelling questions from the
monetary policy committee which they
fielded with flair, confidence and poise.
This year’s Economics team was, by a
significant margin, the most robust, well
prepared and professional Economics
Target 2.0 team the School has ever seen.
Very well done to all students involved.
Photograph: Tom Fenn

R Keys
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Bromsgrove
Service
“I really enjoyed the activity because I
became a proper part of the community,
actively giving my time to others, and I feel
after pushing myself out of my comfort
zone, I’ve grown as a person.”
(Sasha Johnston)

Marmite – Gifted and Talented
Marmite. What do you think of when
you hear this word? For some, the yeast
extract splitting public opinion since 1902
may spring to mind. For others, however,
Marmite is more than that. Marmite is the
name given to the society that gathers in
a living room a few lunchtimes a week
to discuss such things as truth, famous
soundtracks, and of course, the new
Avengers movie. While the yeast extract
may sound slightly more enticing, the truth
is very different. Marmite meetings are an
assembly of Bromsgrove students which
provide an opportunity for attendees to
discuss topics and air opinions in a safe,
impartial environment (helped along with
plenty of cake, of course).
We started the new term with discussions
on social organisation, and quite fittingly,
the first sub-topic was titled Marmite; Love
it or Hate it?. This kicked off the year with
a bang, and gave way to debates focusing
on some of the most polarising topics
in recent times, such as exceptionality
as opposed to mediocrity, and how our
placement on this spectrum positions
us in our daily lives. Using celebrities as
examples, we endeavoured to answer the
question “is it easier to be mediocre and
unnoticed, or exceptional whilst being a
source of focus?” eventually coming to the
conclusion that most people want to be
exceptional, but without the stigmatisation
that can occur when one stands out from
the crowd. We finished by using the ideas
formed thus far to discuss sexism in the

science and media worlds of modern
times, assisted with examples from the
poet Emily Dickinson, and was further
complimented by the roles of women in
science featured in The Time Machine, the
movie of the term.
The Lent term topic was Great Writing.
Examples included a selection of song
lyrics, children’s stories and social
commentary. Examples included our
possibilities and limitations, what society
says we can and cannot do, the power
of influence in different styles of writing,
and social liberties and the evolving role
of general human rights, as told in the
writings of one of Marmite’s favourite
feminists, Caitlin Moran (we love you lots,
Caitlin). We also took part in a discussion
about which piece of great writing each
one of us would save in the event of the
Apocalypse. The range of suggestions,
which covered many genres, time periods
and styles, highlighted how each one of
us has our own definition of what makes
good writing great. The final piece of Great
Writing we witnessed was Tina Fey’s Mean
Girls, providing us with an interesting look
not only at the ways in which modern
society influences a person’s interests
and, to an extent, their social standing,
based on factors such as intelligence,
appearance and origins, but also at

Gretchen Weiners’ knowledge of absolutely
everything, Karen Smith’s complete lack of
knowledge about everything (especially allcarb diets), and Regina George’s personal
victimisation campaign.
In the final term, we discussed a topic
that could be considered controversial
considering the setting. However, “Why am
I at school?” proved to be a favourite topic
of discussion of many fellow marmitegoers. Propositions ranged from thoughtprovoking to just, well... strange. However,
every idea sparked intense discussion
in some form: so intense, in fact that no
conclusive answer was agreed upon: are
we here to develop our social interaction
skills, to learn, to have fun, or to come to
Marmite and have cake? All answers were
judged equally important. And of course,
these ideas were inspired by films (as per
usual), for example, The History Boys,
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, and Dead Poet’s
Society.

We’ve discussed a lot in Marmite this year,
and so a time for relaxation was needed
(cue the ComicCon). There was also a trip
to Cambridge University, and of course the
annual tea party. Much has been achieved
and much has been discussed in the living
room, with the presence of cake, cats and
Star Trek reference ever-constant. Not bad
for just a yeast extract.
M Ruben

Bromsgrove Service has seen a record
number of participants this year with over
260 students from the Fifth and Sixth
Forms completing service for IB CAS, the
Duke of Edinburgh Award and the wider
community. Encompassing over twentytwo different programmes, new ventures
included the Primrose Hospice Garden,
visits to Chadsgrove School and an online
blog to name but a few. In many ways,
community service is a missing link which
provides students with the chance to apply
what they have learned in the classroom
to real human needs and our pupils do
value the opportunities which the School
affords them. Reviews from pupils have
all reflected an appreciation of learning
new skills, improving self-confidence,
a sense of pride and accomplishment.
We have also welcomed members of the
wider community into School for events
such as tea and carols and ‘A Walk Down
Memory Lane’ for local residential homes
and pupils from the Worcester School for
the Blind.
J Golightly

Young Enterprise
This year the School has seen much
success from its involvement in the Young
Enterprise Company Programme.
Team Uforia decided on the concept
of personalised gifts, reflected in their
slogan ‘It’s for you’. Ranging from
upcycled records in the form of bowls
to their final product of picture frames
containing significant maps of scrabble
tile crosswords, their product portfolio
challenged them in different ways across
the year. The team learned to collaborate
effectively, respond to a competitive
marketplace and perhaps most
importantly, respond to feedback given in
a positive manner. They were at their most
impressive at the trade fairs where they
used a variety of skills to create custom
orders while customers waited, something
which would test any entrepreneurs
nerves.
The skills the team developed enabled
them not only to be the most profitable
company in the region but also be
awarded for their detailed financial
accounts; two achievements which would
be very highly valued in many businesses.
J Williams
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Housman Verse Competition
The winner of the 2014/15 Housman Verse Competition is Carren Wong with her entry
entitled ‘Hourglass’.
Hourglass
Before it was a grain
It sang in the waves of creation
Before it was sane
It floated and collided amongst other atoms
So cosmos after cosmos walk past
Each other in one direction
Sliding like a grain of sand
Trapped in the before and the glass which narrows upon your throat
Breathing next to you I feel the silence
Not one moved but they are beating
Remorselessly as the crown of age is dubbed upon your head
Maps of wrinkles and the glory of time marked white on you hair.
Pity me not,
For as we fell through the neck of the hourglass we pass
Another second; moment slides through words, heartbeats.
Another year or decade slides through days and nights.
Centuries upon centuries we marched and gave way to gravity
Piling upon our ancestors.
Trust movements, in motion we live until the day you pass by the tight waist of the
hourglass one last time, until your cosmos of sand becomes the brick that sticks to
gravity.
Then it’s your turn to watch the birth of breath- one after the other moving in your
direction to become part of the beach.
The only water that will wash you is the hand of the creator
It will explode and thunder your world as it turns the souls that has passed through the
womb of earth.
But until then, you live, you breathe, and I shall slide with you in the Hourglass.
Carren Wong
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Trips
Flanders
Year 8 students had a tiring but rewarding
time when they travelled to Flanders
in Belgium to see WWI battle sites and
museums. The group visited Tyne Cot
Cemetery (the largest Commonwealth war
cemetery in the world) and the Flanders
Field museum, as well as the Menin Gate
for the moving ‘Last Post’ ceremony which
is held every evening.
The Passchendaele Museum showed
pupils what life must have been like in the
trenches, before moving on to the largest
German cemetery in the Ypres Salient,
the Langemark cemetery, where more
than 44,000 German soldiers are buried.
Having visited a wonderful chocolate
shop in the heart of Ypres, the formal part
of our tour concluded with a trip to the
very beautiful and moving Lijssenthoek
Cemetery where a wreath was laid at
the grave of Old Bromsgrovian Thomas
Elkington, whose gravestone contains the
words ‘Deo Regi Vicino’. A fitting and
extremely moving end to a trip that allowed
the students to get a better understanding
of the Great War.
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Prep Ski Trip

Art at Hagley Hall

The snowfall in Davos this year was the
most seen in years, but turned out to be
too much snow! A contradiction one might
say, however on our second day we had
about half a metre of unpisted snow. For
the experienced skier this is great but
for beginners this is somewhat taxing,
especially if your legs are shorter than a
metre! Fortunately the last day proved why
we go skiing, with clear blue skies, no wind
and perfect visibility.

Year 7 artists visited Hagley Hall where
they were given the opportunity to sketch
around the park and even received a
visit from the resident deer. The Head of
Landscape, Joe Hawkins treated the pupils
to a presentation on how the gardens
had been influenced by art, covering the
themes of beauty, horror and immensity,
and later took them on a tour to see how
these ideas had been realised in the park’s
design.

Après ski in Davos certainly had its
advantages! With fantastic facilities such
as the five-star pool, we all enjoyed a
relaxing morning floating about with a
blizzard blowing above our heads.

The glorious June weather brought the
colours of the park alive and Miss Barron
was very impressed with the quality of the
work that the Year 7 students produced.

As always my reflection on the week is one
of great pride. And it is very encouraging
to see how many students are so kind
and thoughtful, looking out for each other
throughout the trip.
P Sutherland
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Visit to London
The Preparatory Heads of School and
Heads of Boarding visited the Houses of
Parliament at the end of the Summer term.
After a personal tour of the Palace
of Westminster the pupils met with
Bromsgrove MP, the Right Honourable
Sajid Javid, for an informal meeting. The
pupils asked him many questions and
discussed what it is like to be an MP and
a Minister. The pupils were delighted to
be given VIP tickets to the viewing gallery
and they were able to watch Parliament
in action. The Prime Minister made a
statement about G7 and then answered
questions from the House. Everyone was
impressed at the speed in which the Prime
Minister was able to react to the many and
varied questions asked of him.

Thinktank
Year 7 started their day at Thinktank on
level 1 - nuts, bolts, gadgets and gizmos.
We looked around this floor keenly and
tried many interesting tests involving
technology. It was fascinating to see and
learn the way things actually work and are
made.
We were soon put in to groups and were
swept off to our new activities; my group
tested the Lego robots. Everyone realised
very quickly how many instructions we
make for ourselves and how robots can’t
actually think for themselves. We had to
control our robots with a computer to go in
a figure-of-eight around some tins. Claudia
and I were unsuccessful but still had an
enjoyable time trying.
We then swapped over with the other
group and went into the classroom to
learn about forensic science. We learnt
many skills in the process such as using
lifting tape. I particularly enjoyed using
the magnetic powder to uncover my own
fingerprints. In the end we correctly found
the prime suspect, had a great time doing
it, then enjoyed some lunch.

The pupils visited the Cabinet War Rooms
and experienced what it must have been
like to work for Winston Churchill during
the Second World War.
In the Science Garden there were bicycles,
water pumps, water powered rockets,
wheelchairs that moved across different
surfaces to show you how difficult bumpy
areas can be and many other hands-on
exhibits.
We then went to the engineering section.
This floor was all about transport and
machines from the past. It was full of
steam engines (many of these worked)
and there was the Smethwick Engine,
which is the world’s oldest working steam
engine. There were also full-sized cars,
bikes, planes, trains and trams around
the floor. We learnt about the network
of rail, roads and canals that connected
Birmingham to the rest of Britain, whilst a
Spitfire and Hurricane aircraft was hung
from the ceiling above us!
At the Planetarium, there was a show
about astronomy and space. Everybody sat
back and looked up at the “night sky” as a
museum guide gave us a tour of the stars.
For us personally this was our favourite
part of the day, after the Science Garden
of course!
Claudia Bullock and Ariana Jones

This was an amazing experience for the
pupils and a great way to round off their
time at the Preparatory School, for whom
they have been wonderful ambassadors.
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U13 Rugby Tour
40 boys from the U13 rugby squads
departed Bromsgrove for the short journey
to the Welsh capital, Cardiff, on a three
day tour. In what was an action packed
weekend, the boys kicked off the first
of their matches against Cyfarthfa High
School. The U13As won 36-0 and the U13
B/C, playing against opposition U12As, lost
10-15 in what was an evenly a contested
match. The afternoon saw the team visit
the magnificent Millennium Stadium,
home to Welsh rugby and one of the most
iconic rugby stadiums in the world.

Prep School Hockey and Netball
Tour to Jersey
Forty-six girls from Years 6, 7 and 8 visited
Jersey for the biennial Hockey and Netball
tour. For the first set of matches the girls
travelled to Le Rocquier School. Playing
against their A team, Bromsgrove did
extremely well to win second and fourth
quarter, however the game was eventually
lost 20–11. The other Bromsgrove team
were a great deal stronger and won
11–1. At the same time, an U13 hockey
side were up against Les Quennevais
School. Bromsgrove were too strong for
them, despite Les Quennevais being
unbeaten on the Island up until this point.
Bromsgrove put 10 goals against them,
before the umpires decided to stop the
game early. Bromsgrove then played
another hockey match against a B side,
and yet again proved too strong, winning
7–0. The U11 hockey side were also
victorious with a final score of 10–1.

The following morning was at leisure
so the teams headed into St. Helier for
a shopping trip and ice cream before
setting off to their next set of matches. The
Bromsgrove U11s had two teams against
Jersey College for Girls winning the first
game 8–1 and the latter 7–4. After the
first set of netball games, the Bromsgrove
hockey players continued their strong run
of form with both U11 sides winning 2–0,
the U13Bs winning 7–0 and the U12s
drawing 1–1. Following this, the U13
netball teams travelled to Les Ormes to
play King’s High Warwick, who were also
on tour in Jersey. Warwick had previously
beaten Bromsgrove in a School fixture so
they knew it would be a tough game. The
girls played well and kept with King’s until
half-time, but tiredness started to kick in
and unfortunately the final scores were 2814 and 13-8 to King’s Warwick.
Many thanks to everybody who contributed
to the tour, especially Mrs Davenport, Mrs
Hadley, Mr Dudley and Mr Terry.
J Weller

On Sunday, both teams played at Mumbles
Rugby Club, situated on the edge of The
Gower peninsula. The combined U13B/C
team played Dunvant RC U13As, and a

0-35 loss does not do justice to how well
the Bromsgrove side performed. The
U13As played the Mumbles RC U13A
team and held on to win 41-27. After a
stroll around Mumbles Pier, pupils and
staff made their way over to the Liberty
Stadium, Swansea to watch The Ospreys
versus The Cardiff Blues in a Guinness Pro
12 match.
The boys were fantastic ambassadors for
the School in many ways and a great time
was had by all.
G Jones
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Lower Fourth Camp
The Bromsgrove Badge Award is
undertaken by all our Lower Fourth. It
introduces participants to a wide range of
extra-curricular activities, gives a taster of
what the Duke of Edinburgh Award has to
offer and is tailored to develop students’
key transferable life skills.
The grand finale of Bromsgrove Badge
is the famous Lower Fourth Camp in the
Forest of Dean. The entire year group
spends four days camping in this Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty - this
year we enjoyed some glorious weather.
A wide variety of challenging outdoor
activities are undertaken, the Bronze
Duke of Edinburgh practice expedition is
completed and, importantly, students get
a chance to relax, play games and to have
fun with their peers.

This year a new and exciting mountain
biking activity was enjoyed by all,
alongside a choice of other activities
such as canoeing, kayaking, high ropes
and caving. One afternoon was spent
developing teamwork skills by designing
and building rafts. Teams then tested
these out in an exciting race on the River
Wye, some rafts proving a little more
successful than others! Everyone also
successfully completed their Bronze
practice expedition, contributing to the
full completion of the Duke of Edinburgh
Award next year.
S C James
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Compton Verney
The late September weather was extremely
kind to us on our trip to the Folk Art
exhibition at Compton Verney. We saw
art from all round the world including
elaborate shop signs and shell casings
which had been intricately sculpted into
art pieces by men in the WWI trenches
from all sides of the conflict.
Pupils were encouraged to engage
in discussions and were taught the
differences between what was considered
‘High Art’ and how Folk Art had come
into being, as craft and creations of the
common man. Some moving pieces

A blog about my weekend at CERN
Thursday 29th January
In total there were twenty-three people on
the trip to CERN. Housman Hall was by far
the House with the most representatives
but what was good about the trip is that
we could meet lots of people from different
Houses. We were all diverse nationalities,
which provided us with an amazing
opportunity to make new friends from
abroad.
When we arrived in Geneva, the
architecture and the food amazed us.
There were a great range of dishes
available to us, from traditional Swiss to
Asian food. During the dinner we were all
talking about how we were looking forward
to visiting the United Nations building
and CERN (the European Organization for
Nuclear Research).
If I have said it once, I’ve said it hundred
times - Geneva is absolutely beautiful at
night. Luckily for us, our dinner spot was
just a few minutes from Lake Geneva. The
lights of the city together with the calming
sounds of the water made us feel happy
and contended.

Friday 30th January
The morning started the same as usual.
However, there were two things everyone
was talking about: UN and CERN. We
started with the tour of the UN. I reckon
we have all seen the conference rooms
on TV. However, it is a totally different
experience to actually be inside and feel
the majestic atmosphere of these halls.
The UN reminded me of Bromsgrove
School: it is quite similar to international
schools, like ours - people of different
nationalities working cooperatively to bring
benefits to the world community.
At CERN, our tour consisted of a lecture,
exhibition and the trip to the LHC (Large
Hadron Collider). The most interesting
bit was of course the LHC, because it still
remains the most complex equipment
in the world, which is situated 100m
underground.

Saturday 31st January
Some of us went sightseeing, whilst others
wanted to go back to CERN for souvenirs.
I was in a group of eleven who decided
to go to the CERN exhibition. It was great
in a way that we had a chance to learn
more about the theory behind the LHC.
Whilst on our way, we were able to have
a snowball fight. For some of my friends,
especially for those who are from Asia, it
was exciting to see huge amounts of snow,
so we all had a great deal of fun playing.
In the afternoon I went to the Patek
Philippe Museum, which is one of the
most expensive watch brands. We saw a
variety of watches made of gold, silver and
other materials. However, it was the art of
making the watches and not the materials
that caught our attention.
We finished the evening with a great meal
and than packed our suitcases.
I would like to recommend the CERN trip
to everyone. I am really looking forward
to going there again next year, because
such an opportunity happens quite rarely
in one’s life. And if you want more details
about the LHC, pop along to the Physics
Department.
Stepan Demidkin

were the tapestries and quilts of sailors
depicting their ships, recording the
triumphs of battles and the names of the
dead and captured. Most provocative was
the notion that many of the pieces created
by soldiers and sailors could only be
made with the limited materials they had
available on their ships, submarines and in
the trenches.
After lunch pupils worked on creating their
own sampler using textiles and sewing.
S McWilliams
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Design Museum
During Lecture Week students were
treated to an ensemble of creative
wonder at the Design Museum. Seventy
six entrants stretching from across the
globe were showcased through six design
disciplines. As many of our students begin
their final academic work with us, they
were able to gain inspiration from the work
of others. Pupils also visited a retrospective
exhibition of Alexander McQueen’s
Savage Beauty at the Victoria and Albert
Museum where they saw first-hand the
extraordinary creative talent of one of the
most innovative designers of recent times.
E Densem

Exchanges
The annual German Exchange to
the Gymnasium Hermannswerder in
Potsdam enabled students to undertake
a variety of activities, including visits to
The Reichstag (Germany’s parliament
building), Checkpoint Charlie, Libeskind’s
world famous Jewish Museum and the
Berlin Wall Museum. Pupils enjoyed
staying with their host families and had
the opportunity to speak a lot of German
as well as marvelling at the efficient public
transport system they used to get around.
The group was fantastic and highly praised
by both the German school and the host
families.
Upper Fourth pupils spent a week in
Normandy, immersing themselves in the
French language as well as the culture
and history of the region. Pupils visited the
famous Bayeux Tapestry and Mont Saint
Michel, where they learned about the tenyear project to restore the world heritage
site to its maritime character. There was
a range of other activities on offer too

including sports and sampling French
culinary specialities. Mr Martin’s goat
farm proved to be a highlight and he was
truly impressed by Abbie Saker’s milking
technique, describing her as a natural.
Pupils enjoyed their stay in Normandy;
they had fun taking part in the activities
while at the same time listening to and
speaking lots of French.
The Spanish trip, based in Granada,
gave pupils a balanced combination of
intensive revision lessons followed by
a very busy afternoon/evening itinerary
where they enjoyed tapas and Spanish
set menus, took a historic walk through

places showing the Moorish influence on
Spain, visiting the Alhambra Palace, the
Albaicin and la Casa de los Tiros. They
visited the homes of Federico Garcia Lorca
and the mass graves of Republicans in
the Spanish Civil War; they saw the spot
where Lorca was shot. From the tropical
coast they saw the African coastline from
Nerja, saw Palm Sunday processions and
then went to Sacromonte to see authentic
Flamenco shows and view the evening
lights of the Alhambra from the top walls of
the Albaicin.
M Beet, G Tyrrell and M Smith
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Geography
Field Trips
Over the course of the year, the Upper
Fourth have travelled to Carding Mill for
their GCSE river study and AS and IB
pupils ventured to Betws-Y-Coed studying
flood management strategies in the Conwy
Valley. AS pupils later went to the beach
at Harlech where they investigated the
formation of sand dunes in addition to a
case study of ecosystem succession.
Geographers also travelled to the cities of
Birmingham and London, exploring the
redevelopment which has taken place in
both areas in recent years, particularly in
the capital where they were able to witness
the legacy of the 2012 Olympic Games.

IB History
IB Historians visited the Freemasons’
Lodge in London to hear Professor Gary
Sheffield’s views on the Origins of WWI and
the peacekeeping that preceded the war.
Professor Sheffield’s lectures were focused
and analytical, providing a fantastic
overview of the course for all IB students
and helping to consolidate key topics from
the IB History course.
After lunch, students were delighted
to hear Jeremy Paxman deliver his
viewpoints of WWI. Paxman’s lecture was
a more general overview, using a variety
of imagery and even included a personal
account of his uncle who died at the Battle
of Gallipoli. He captured the students
attention with facts he had researched
of trench foot, retold a rude poem from

the trenches which referenced the toilet
facilities and even considered some good
that came out of the war such as the
changing social status of women.
To end this very informative and
timely lecture, the group stayed for a
Remembrance Service which allowed
everyone time to reflect on all that had
been said but also to remember soldiers in
all conflicts around the world.
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Marmite Trip
Just before Commemoration Day,
twenty Marmite pupils set off for a trip
to Cambridge accompanied by Miss
McCutcheon and Mr Beet. The main aim
was to visit the town and colleges to get
an idea what it might be like to study at
Cambridge. It was also a fun day out, a
welcome end of term reward and a chance
to visit the Fitzwilliam Museum, home to
a huge range of ancient and modern art
and artefacts. Our first stop was King’s
College, where the pupils were able to see
the magnificent fifteenth-century Chapel,
the best example of English perpendicular
architecture in the country. It is from here
that the Feast of Nine Lessons and Carols
is broadcast to the world on Christmas
Eve. We also saw the magnificent hall
and budding economists could sit in J M
Keynes’s seat!

We then walked past the fronts of Trinity
and St John’s Colleges as well as looking
into Gonville and Caius where Stephen
Hawking is a famous fellow. At the
Fitzwilliam Museum, we saw everything
from Egyptian mummies to French
impressionist painting. After a picnic
lunch on the Sidgwick site, home to most
of the arts and humanities faculties of
the university, we went on to Robinson
College. The former admissions tutor, Dr
Chris Warner gave us a tour of Robinson
and some interesting information
about the university and its admissions
requirements.
Excellent weather made the day
complete and the pupils both enjoyed the
experience and left with some ideas about
their own future higher education pathway.
M Beet

Senior Ski Trip
In the early hours of a cold December
morning, senior school pupils gathered
for a fun filled week, skiing in numerous
resorts including Flachau and
Zauchensee. The views from Zauchensee
were truly stunning and the Fifth Form
Geographers pointed out many sightings
such as pyramidal peeks.
Despite the skiing conditions, all of the
groups improved and refined their skills
on many different runs, being led by their
instructors Hans, Dom, Rik and Flo.
The evenings were jam packed with
activities ranging from quiz and games
nights to indoor water parks and
tobogganing. These were enjoyed by both
pupils and staff and created a great group
atmosphere.
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Singapore and Australia Rugby Tour
The rugby squad enjoyed a host of
activities whilst on tour including a visit
to the Buddha Tooth Relic Museum and
Santosa Beach in Singapore, a surfing
lesson in Brisbane, a 4x4 desert safari,
sand tobogganing and hand-feeding wild
dolphins in Tangalooma, a bridge climb
in Sydney, with the odd spot of karaoke
singing throughout!
On the stop-over leg of the tour,
Bromsgrove played two Singapore Select
teams. Due to the inclement weather the
first game was abandoned after the first
half, with the second game ending in a
resounding 43-3 win.

In Australia, matches were played against
The Southport School in Brisbane,
Downland’s College in Toowoomba,
Brighton Grammar and Victoria State in
Melbourne and St Augustine’s in Sydney.
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Tanzania
Thirty-one pupils, three members of staff
and two expedition leaders embarked
upon a cultural expedition to Arusha,
Tanzania in July 2015.
At first, we were launched into an intense
tribal experience, as we spent a few days
with three of East Africa’s numerous tribes;
The Maasai, Hadzabe and Datonga. Pupils
studied their diversity, whilst appreciating
their common ancestral theme of natural
living. New survival skills were acquired;
as we hunted with spears, made arrows,
collected honey from the treetops,
fashioned traditional jewellery, herded wild
cattle, built mud-huts and milked cows.

Overwhelmed with unforgettable
memories, we reminisce about
accompanying the Hadzabe as they
hunted baboons at five in the morning
and sleeping in a Boma for the night with
the Maasai. Every day was unique. We
excavated our bus from its muddy grave
in the middle of a river. We tantalised
our taste buds with tamarind and other
exotic fruits. We lost ourselves listening
to ancient tribal tales around a campfire,
under the most incredible star lit sky. We
practiced haggling for spears and artefacts
at the local Maasai market. After a busy
few days, however, there’s nothing like
relaxing by the pool at Fanaka campsite,

The final day was spent at Good Hope
Orphanage and School. This school
supports around four hundred children,
and houses twenty orphans. Bromsgrove
School has raised money for this
orphanage in previous years, and it was
wonderful to see the funds being used to
build a new library. After a day of painting
walls and planting greenery, we were
challenged by the local pupils with some
difficult science questions and a football
match.

celebrating some sixteenth birthdays,
whilst tasting some local delicacies like
plantain and goat.
After a much-needed change of clothes,
the expedition turned towards three
days of safari at Ngorongoro Crater, Lake
Manyara and Tarangire National Park.
Cameras emerged to capture over twentyfive of East Africa’s legendary animals.
As we broke for a Savannah Sandwich, a
pride of lions arrived to take advantage of
the shade, and sat just two metres away.
Even more exciting however, was being
charged at by a bull elephant.

On the way to the airport, we visited a
local snake park to squeeze in a quick
camel ride and a serpentine photo-shoot.
As we sat on the plane, we recalled all the
lessons and skills we have taken with us.
Memories that we will cherish forever.
T Ebrahim
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Senior School Boarders’ Trips and
Activities
This year the boarders’ trips have seen
many of the favourites run alongside a
number of new excursions. New places
have been visited and exciting activities
successfully completed with a large
number of pupils taking part in midweek
and weekend trips throughout the year.
The now traditional German Christmas
Market trip was a great success with
almost 250 pupils experiencing the
wonderful sights, sounds and smells of the
market in the centre of Birmingham. There
were two excellent evenings where every
boarding pupil visited a local Chinese
restaurant to celebrate Chinese New Year.
The food was amazing and every pupil
enjoyed the chance to celebrate together
outside of School.

All of the trips and activities that have run
this year have been a huge success and
continue to play an important part of the
boarding community which everyone can
benefit from. They offer the pupils the
chance to socialise with pupils from other
Houses, relax outside of School and try
new experiences. Thanks must go to all
of the boarding tutors for their assistance
with the trips.
L Mullan
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Foxes
Beatrix Burman		
Henry Grey
Oliver Grove
Evie Jones
Prabhkiran Sondhi

Pre-Prep & Nursery Drama
Reception
Nativity
The Reception Nativity A Little Bird
Told Me was performed to parents,
grandparents, carers and guests at the
end of the Michaelmas term. It was a
wonderful start to the seasonal festivities
and thoroughly enjoyed by all. Thank you
to everyone who came to watch and to
the Reception staff who put so much time
and effort into staging this entertaining
performance.

Little Red
Riding Hood
Year 2 performed their end of year
production of Roald Dahl’s Little Red
Riding Hood, singing enthusiastically,
playing musical instruments and delivering
their lines from Roald Dahl’s Revolting
Rhymes clearly and with confidence.
There should be a special mention for
the three lead parts whose acting was
outstanding; Katherine Dwenger as The
Wolf, Maria Christodoulou as Little Red
Riding Hood, and Owen Hill as Grandma.
The Cast
The Wolf
Red Riding Hood
Grandma
Sergeant Squealer
Private Trotter
Private Snort

Katherine Dwenger
Maria Christodoulou
Owen Hill
Jessica Fox
Grace Morrall
Madison Faber

Bats
George Ascough
William Holroyd
Bibby Ruben
Joseph White
Spiders
Sofia Harris-Potts
Montgomery Lees
Freddie Slater
Beau Vaughan-Hawkins
Ravens
William Broadhurst
Sienna Deo
Imogen Kershaw-Crombie
Finlay Wright		

Rats
Austin Cooke
Ewan Head
Frederick Lees		
Lucas Mein
Rebecca Woolmore
Beetles
Henry Barnes
Sophie Hinton
Seme Simbeye		
Lauren Whitby
Mice
Elliott Baillie		
Tanvir Biran
Thomas Lea
Squirrels
Jasper Gallagher
Roberto Sanghera
Rabbits
Sebastian Pritchard		
Oliver Rearden
Hedgehogs
Thomas Grove			
Woody Johansen-Berg
Freddie Pritchard
Owls
Will Davidson
William Shirley
Ravi Tindall
Bees
Aaryan Jilka
Jasper Page
Ben Reay
Arya Vemuri
Butterflies
Amelia Abraham		
Pippa Dodworth
Ladybirds
Isabelle Abraham		
Isabella Hicks
Georgiana Howdle
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Prep Drama

Beauty and
the Beast

Around the World in About 83
and a Half Minutes
Parents boarded Bromsgrove Airlines
with much excitement for the Year 6
play. A crew of more than seventy pupils
entertained their passengers in an around
the world first class flight. We saw the
Haka in New Zealand, visited an Irish pub,
danced Bollywood style and spent time
with the Von-trapp family to name but a
few stop overs. The flight was attended
by competent captains and amazing air
hostesses. The crew and passengers were
certainly ‘rocking all over the world’.
The Crew of World Flight BR 150515
Samuel Amos
Lucy Arnold
Ellen Ashton
Arun Bahra
Hannah Batham
Luke Bond
Charlie Bridgewater
Oliver Brown
Devraj Bulchandani
Madeleine Chance
Eilidh Chatwin
Olivia Chester
Anna Connell
Elise Connell
Charles Costello
Annabel Crowder
Polly Dakin
James Doohan- Smith
Martha Dunlop
Portia Gallagher
Daniel Goodwin
Melissa Goulden-Page
Polly Green
Mackenzie Guest
Pranisha Gurung
Katie Hannafin
Sebastian Harrison
Samuel Hibbert-May
Toby Hill
Daisy Hoare
Charlotte Holden
Tabitha Holdsworth
Isabella Howdle
Maxwell Idczak

Isabelle Jones
Megan Langford
Kian Lau
Bethany Lawson
Hannah Lawson
William Lewis- Jones
Isabella Lloyd
Alice Loughran
Phoebe Maddox
Lucy McLoughlin
Leo Mellor
Tashin Moodley
Elena Morville
Ella Murphy
James Osborne
Darcey Pearson
Harry Richards
Eloise Robbins
Nancy Roberts
Katie Rolph
Simran Sandhu
Louis Schell
Keira Sehdeva
Stuart Shannon
Prabhneet Sondhi
Fenella Stone
Poppy Summers
Anaiya Sunner
Arjai Sunner
Lucy Trigg
Freya Tweddell
George Vaughan
Elliot Willetts
Rose Willetts
James Wright
Brooke-Lily York
Technical Crew
Ethan Mclean
Matthew Burke
William Dunlop
William Edwards
Matthew Goodwin

The Year 8 production of Beauty and
the Beast was a stunning success and
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. There
were some outstanding and memorable
individual performances but this was
a team effort; the cast were a credit to
themselves and to Mrs Goodall, who
produced and directed the show. Thanks
must go to every pupil who performed
so wonderfully, to each member of the
backstage crew, to the staff who provided
props, music, lighting and technical
support and to Mrs Hughes and Mrs
Whitfield for their hard work and time in
the costume department. Without a doubt
it would not have happened without the
dedication and enthusiasm of Mrs Goodall.

Freya Harper
Maisie Hucker
Liam Hunt
Eleanor Johnson
Ellen Kitchen
Polina Krotova
Kitty Luscombe
Abigail Mitchell
Kate Morrice
Pippa Nisbet
Joshua Osborn-Patel
Sarah Pickering
Hannah Pover
Anya Sharma-James
Haydn Stanney
Orla Walker
Siqi Wang

Milkmaid/
Cutlery item
Narrator 4
Lefou
Lumiere
Wolf and Villager
Enchantress/
Villager/Cutlery item
Sausage Girl/
Waitress
Silly Girl 2
Lady with Cane/
Cutlery item
Silly Girl 3
Gaston
Candle Man/Wolf
Bookseller/Waitress
Narrator 2
Monsieur D’Arque
Lady with Baby/
Waitress
Wolf

The Cast

Production Crew

James Beattie
Rodena Bernthal
Scarlett Bond
Katie Burke
Olivia Corcoran
Lauren Court
Olivia Dalby
Emma Dolan

Props
Abigail Hughes and Ruvarashe Madzingo

Maurice
Silly Girl 1
Narrator 1
Mrs Potts
Chip
Cogsworth
Belle
Madame De La
Grande Bouche
Georgia Doohan-Smith Narrator 3
Emily Edwards
Shepherd Boy/
Cutlery item
Will Edwards
Prince/Wolf
Phoebe Fletcher
Baker/Waitress
Fleur Gallagher
Villager/Waitress
Theo Gardner
Beast
Georgia Grove
Aristocratic Lady
Grace Harker
Hat Seller/Waitress
Charlotte Harmer
Babette

Backstage Assistants
Shams Ali Baig, Arun Bahra,
Thomas Chapman, Harry Dodworth,
Rorie Dodworth, Billy Dunlop,
Matthew Goodwin and Ethan McClean
Curtains
Ash Kandola
Year 7/8 Volunteers
Jonathan Burke, Daniel Iakushov,
Figo Man, Alfie Peel and Annabel Schulze
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as an often suitably ludicrous clown; Fifth
Former Oliver Rogers displayed wonderful
character acting at the close of the first
half summoning sheep and as an old
man in Part 2. So too Miles Rosbrook –
another Fifth Former – as an audacious,
cheeky madcap who owned the stage, a
memorable big debut and the best “baa”
from a sheep I have heard for years.
Brilliant work from all.

Senior Drama
The Winter’s Tale
The Arts are unique at Bromsgrove School.
Sports teams play weekly, sometimes
midweek and results are announced
frequently. For a big show pupils and
staff work away out of sight (and often
out of mind) for almost three months and
then everything happens in a few days
and suddenly it is over. Few realise how
many hours and days they spend on a
production.
And so what began in late summer
in September was brought timely to a
glorious climax at the start of winter - and
how you cheered, moved and warmed our
hearts.

took huge strength from them. Well done
to Lewis Sirimongkolkasem, Madelaine
Barber Fray, Charlotte Bayliss, Ira Li, Yulia
Sheveleva, Candice Zhang and Madalina
Macadrai. Great ensemble work.

The young lovers made a perfectly
delightful, romantic looking and sounding
couple. Ollie Nicholas made a big debut
and was superb as a handsome Florizel
and especially in a powerful scene with
his father; Olivia Wormald as Perdita was a
magical Princess; outstanding, not least at
the close, in speech and movement. Both
closed the evening so beautifully. Well
done.

There were wonderful cameos but that
word usually refers to a single scene and
the following players were much more than
that. There was Ella Cardinali who was
excellent in the all-important prelude; so
too Olivia Sutherland in the first scene and
both splendidly comic in later, outlandish
scenes; Helena Solomou and Emma
Reeves were such elegant, beautifully
spoken courtly ladies; Carren Wong – a
recent magnificent Lear – sensational

Do you remember an Upper Fourth
theatre cat in Cats? Archie Parker was a
professional – such a rich voice, every
syllable heard, perfect timing and masterly
gestures, movement and presence.
Directors thank the gods when they can
cast someone like Archie to play Camillo,
this most sympathetic of characters. One
scene with Leontes was as good as it gets.
This was such a complete, accomplished
performance – bravo.

Shows succeed because everyone plays
their part. Some did not speak and that
was a challenge in itself - onlookers of the
action for long periods - but they totally
entered into their characters. Principals

again as she announced a death – how
she can howl; Sam Ison was brilliant in the
court scene; Matthew Hegarty was such a
noble presence with such richness in his
voice; and Pavel Poloskin who whether in
dance, as onlooker or in speech, is always
a class act. To all, very well done.
It was a short-lived role but Upper Fourth
pupil Ben Payne carried off a difficult and
vital part as a young child superbly well.
He shone brightly. Nyree Williams is a fine
unperturbed actress, so cool, calm and
collected on stage and with a beautiful
voice – ideal for disclosing the account
of the discovery of the King’s child.
So lovingly told, it touched our hearts.
Talented Elliot James excelled yet again
with such physical energy and movement

And then that sensitive soul big-hearted
Clement Harris. We have grown to love him
on stage. How he doted on that baby! The
buffoon last year, but this? Again, here was
another playing such a sympathetic role
to perfection. But how unfortunate that in
his last big appearance he got eaten by a
bear. I call that rather bad luck. So how
delighted we were to see him begin the
second half with a prelude so beautifully
spoken. A voice to listen to all night. Ben
Featherstone was a likeable rogue last
year; here a more sombre, restrained
figure after the early shattering realisation
of Leontes’ accusations. Again, such poise,
pace, timing, so natural and every syllable
heard. Another wonderful speaking voice
and he also cut such a dashing royal
military figure with moustache at the start.
He could have been an officer in 1914. If
ever they filmed my book on WWI I would
want him as lead. He has blossomed into
one of our finest actors.
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Alice Ruben has graced this stage since
the Lower Fourth and completed a glorious
climax to her stage career with us. Paulina
is one of Shakespeare’s greatest and most
formidable female characters. Standing up
to the King in impassioned pleas (no finer
than in that great line about heretics at the
stake); standing over the fallen King in a
breath-taking scene when her tearful but
amazingly restrained self-righteous anger
was all the more powerful for that; and
how many noticed her circling of Perdita
and that gorgeous hidden smile because
she knew who that girl was; that tender
comforting of Leontes in his desolation;
holding the circle of characters in that final
scene in the palm of her hand. For clarity,
poise, movement, timing – a master class
of acting throughout. A Shakespearian
actress and a remarkable one for her age.
Here was a Paulina.
The great character of Hermione was
played by a mere Fifth Former and Paige
Corcoran was a revelation. Brilliant in
those first scenes, at the trial there were
not many dry eyes in the house – totally
distraught as she beautifully and plaintively
pleaded her cause through her tears to

him and to us. She stood perfectly still
for over five minutes before that exquisite
awakening. Her quite beautiful speaking
voice – the prisoner and guest lines stood
out - was allied to great acting in a most
difficult and unique role. Here too for our
Director was a Hermione to treasure.
So to Leontes. Head Boy, debater, his
nineteenth show with us. A towering
Shakespearian role and performance to
match. I loved the portrayal – the harassed
military king-leader and an alcoholic. In
that first half he was quite supreme and
dominated that stage – the confidence,
gestures, movement, word perfect in a
vast dialogue, meaning in each word,
pauses, rapidity, those expressions, the
grimaces. If there was the equivalent of a
‘lifetime’ achievement award for acting at

As for the overall show – costumes were
a delight to behold, whether the court
(Emma’s shimmering blue dress just one
example amongst many), country yokels
(admirably attired), Perdita in a fairy tale
dress, the disguises with Ben and Archie
like a Holmes and Watson looking for the
Hound of the Baskervilles; those amazing
hairstyles; scenes wonderfully lit; the
stroke of genius to tell it as a story if not a
macabre fairy tale with a sleeping beauty
awakening; those so clever turning pages;
the ticking clock; the scary whispers; the
music so poignant, the cello, piano; the
jazz and gypsy music; exuberant dances;
indeed, that contrast after the interval
when suddenly we were in a pastoral
Central Europe of old; a kaleidoscope, a
riot of colour, on stage and above.

helped deliver the artistic vision of the
Director; Ms Morgans with prodigious
work on the images and then Mrs McKee
perfected them for the screen; Ms
Densem’s immense work, overseeing
hair and make-up; Mr Matthews and Mr
Broadbent created the few but vital props;
Drama technician Mrs Purcell put in so
much work behind the scenes and Art
technician Miss Flint was a great support
too. There were the pupils working so hard
each night on make-up and hair and to
such admirable effect. Henry Brewster
was the splendid new stage manager, ably
assisted by Ben Allotey. The Cast know the
show could not have taken off without all
those wonderful people. They knew they
could place perfect trust in them.
Thank you.

Such memorable scenes – the happy court
at the outset; that so tender scene of father
and son; the creeping onset of jealousy
as the King becomes a people destroyer;
that devastating trial (with one line almost
hanging in the air for me symbolising
Hermione’s tragic, lonely fate: “My father
was the Emperor of Russia”); the oracle
and all its dramatic consequences; a
death announced; Hermione’s swoon; the
King too helpless on the floor, a broken
man with the awakening of what he has
done and the beginnings of remorse; the
seashore scenes so beautifully done; the
delightful sunny jollity and gaiety of the
pastoral scenes.

Shows are always collaborative affairs,
there is no ‘I’ in team and this was another
strong united effort by its very nature but
two individuals deserve singling out. Dr
Ruben was an ever present support to
Director and cast alike; a great creative
and emotional encourager and support but
also Assistant Director, and the inspiration
behind thrilling choreography. Well done
and thank you.

On behalf of the School, thank you to
the many staff who helped – Mrs Bussey
and Hill Shorter created the splendid
programme; colleagues in Art and Design
our School, how fitting that Niall Hegarty
should have been given this part in
which to win it. And I must mention one
speech – the one in the play that could
almost be Hamlet speaking. “Is whispering
nothing? Leaning cheek to cheek; kissing
with inside lip; wishing clocks more
swift? Hours, minutes? Noon, midnight?
Why, then the world and all that’s in’t
is nothing.” Majestic. He revelled in it
all, lived it and not since Will Newell as
Hamlet in 2000 have I seen anything quite
like it – Niall joins the pantheon of great
Shakespearian leading role performances
here. We applaud him.

And a tribute to the genius behind it all.
Mrs James did it yet again. Her cast did
her proud; other colleagues helped deliver
the play but this was her vision. She again
took all these young people on a special
journey – old timers, debutants – and
what personal growth they have known,
what they have done that they never
imagined they could do, they hardly knew
this play yet look at their achievements.
She believed in them and they know they
are forever in your debt. For yet another
wonderful week in theatre, thank you.
The Cast is grateful to parents who
supported their children, for this was
the most hectic, pressurised and tiring
of months for a cast. You probably lived
it with them too. Is there life after ‘The
Winter’s Tale’?
‘If this be magic, let it be an art.’
It was; it is.
P Bowen
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RADA
The RADA Shakespeare examination is
a prestigious award run by the highlyrespected Royal Academy of Dramatic Art
in London. Each year Fifth and Sixth Form
pupils work hard towards achieving their
certificate at either a Bronze, Silver or Gold
level. They are assessed individually on
their acting skills, performing in front of
professional directors.

Lear Inc.

The rehearsal process began in September
and whilst pupils work independently
towards their assessment, it was heart-

“When we are born, we cry that we are
come to this great stage of fools”.
King Lear is often regarded as
Shakespeare’s greatest play, but so
complex and vast in scale that it is one
of the most difficult to stage, especially
for a modern audience. So with visionary
genius, co-directors Mrs James and Mrs
McKee give us a female Lear, cut the title
by half, reduced the length of the play by
two-thirds and turned it into the downfall
of a Rupert Murdoch-type media empire.
Whether the brilliant visuals on screen,
pulsating music, stunning choreography,
physical chorus ensembles, soliloquies by
mobile phone, the intelligent acting, the
raw physical energy or the pace– this was
spectacular theatre.
And as for one of the smallest and most
talented casts in a Shakespeare play we
have witnessed here? Carren Wong was
a majestic Lear, her movement often
pure ballet and, in that most profound of
finales, more harrowing than many of us
have seen at Stratford; Cordelia, one of
Shakespeare’s greatest characters was
beautifully played by Olivia Wormald.
Swirling around them were some of
the most evil people in literature: the
bloodthirsty cruel sisters, Goneril and
Regan, marvellously portrayed by Nyree
Williams and Erica Halley; Edmund, a
consummate schemer, a Machiavellian
character eager to seize any opportunity
and willing to do anything to achieve his
goals, brilliantly played by Niall Hegarty;
and Pavel Poloskin so convincing as the
sadistic and pernicious Cornwall. But there
were redeeming characters too – Ben
Featherstone, the gullible but good Edgar,
a part so finely acted and a wonderful

warming to see how supportive they
were of each other. Ahead of their
final examination, they performed to an
audience at School, who were entertained
by an array of Shakespeare characters,
including a frustrated Beatrice from
Much Ado About Nothing, a conniving
Shylock from The Merchant of Venice and
a passionate, wounded Mercutio from
Romeo and Juliet.
Venturing down to London at the end
of March, the pupils performed their
Shakespeare pieces impeccably, with
three Gold, seven Silver and six Bronze
awards.
Bronze
Alya Azman, Charlotte Bayliss, Eleanor
Birch, Olivia Bond, Nanci Burbidge and
Megan Thompson.

final speech; the excellent Clement Harris,
larger than life as the credulous and often
bewildered old Gloucester; Oliver Nicholas
perfectly captured the sympathetic Kent
as did Sam Makar as Albany who grows
in moral courage and stature. This was a
wonderful play imaginatively conceived
and immaculately executed by a very fine
cast. A class act throughout.
There were many wonderful scenes –
the famous electrifying start; the barbaric
cruelty inflicted on Gloucester (with a
shoe in this production); Lear in her
madness imprisoned in a glass case;
romantic interest between Kent and
Cordelia; a haunting dance between Lear
and Cordelia; and when the wheel had
come full circle the desperate, profound
sadness of death so powerfully captured
and portrayed. If ever a scene destroys an
audience…
P Bowen

Silver
Ira Li, Archie Parker, Thachphon
Sirimongkolkasem, Helena Solomou,
Olivia Sutherland, Nyree Williams and
Olivia Wormald.

Edinburgh
Fringe Festival
The Edinburgh Festival is a beating pulse
in the UK Arts scene; with over 3000
shows performed in 300 venues in just 3
weeks. It is intoxicating to be in Edinburgh,
and as a performer the experience is
heightened – the sense of community
and camaraderie is wonderful. The lure
and adventure of taking Bromsgrove’s
first production to perform at the Fringe
outweighed any doubts Mrs James and
I might have had of adapting one of
Shakespeare’s greatest (and longest)
tragedies and transforming it into a
modern, physical theatre piece, and
so on August 15th 2015, we arrived in
Edinburgh, ready for a brilliant week.
The talented cast of ten students (Ben
Featherstone, Erica Halley, Clement Harris,
Niall Hegarty, Sam Makar, Oliver Nicholas,
Pavel Poloskin, Nyree Williams, Carren
Wong, Olivia Wormald) performed Lear
Inc. over six days at theSpace @ Venue
45. On stage, they excelled: their energy
and characterisation were matched by
absolute professionalism. They made us
immensely proud.

Gold
Ben Featherstone, Niall Hegarty and
Carren Wong.
L Rogers

Our daily routine consisted of a hefty dose
of handing out flyers in the morning before
each performance. Marketing with flair
and tenacity, with such killer taglines as
‘Madness, misery, mutilation: come see
our show!’ helped to fill out some seats.
After all, what other show at the Fringe
has a character who has their eyes gouged
out by a red stiletto heel? We also had two
coveted slots booked on the Royal Mile
Fringe stage. Watching the cast perform
their stylised excerpts from the play and
chanting in front of hundreds of people
will be a memory to treasure. It was an
amazing experience for all, and hopefully
the first of many productions Bromsgrove
School will take to the Edinburgh Festival.
L McKee

The
Accordion Shop
The Fourth Form play The Accordion Shop
was based around a street riot – a theme
rooted in contemporary youth culture
and partly inspired by the London riots of
2012. During the 30-minute play, a fairly
swift build up to the climax was necessary,
menace was in the air from the outset and
the ensemble and the principals worked
together to produce a visually spectacular
climax in the riot and the looting.
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Prep Music

Junior and Senior
House Music
Competition

House Singing
Prep School pupils raised their game for
the House Singing Competition this year
with the theme of Musicals. Performances
included songs from The Lion King, ABBA
and Les Misérables, but the triumphant
House this year was Darby, with their
phenomenal rendition of ‘Any Dream
Will Do’ from Joseph. Director of Music
Mr McKelvey had the very difficult job of
adjudicating the competition, which was
thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Christmas CD
During the Michaelmas term, Bromsgrove
School produced their first CD: ‘Advent
to Christmas’. Prep School Choir, Chapel
Choir and Junior Choir featured on the CD,
providing beautiful recordings of Christmas
favourites and secular repertoire.

Chapel Choir
The newly formed Chapel Choir had
an outstanding year. Many students
auditioned and the successful 36
members worked tirelessly throughout
the academic year to showcase their
voices during the Harvest, Remembrance,
Advent, Christmas, Easter and Leavers’

There was fierce competition in the House
Music Competitions this year and all
students displayed an outstanding level
of performance. Congratulations go out to
the Junior Competition Winners: Sophia
Meadows (overall winner, trumpet), Saniye
Alvarez del Villar Anaya (piano), Sebastian
Hall (strings, violin), Jake Wingfield (brass,
trumpet), Max Goodwin (percussion,
drums), Grace Warren (voice) and Eleanor
Boardman (woodwind, recorder). Later
in the year our Senior Competition got
underway and congratulations go out to
Jude Wynter (overall winner, piano), Emma
Dolan (piano), Keira Sehdeva (strings,
violin), Joshua Osborn-Patel (brass,
French horn), Max Campbell (percussion,
drums), Lucy Trigg (voice) and Thomas
Chapman (woodwind, saxophone).

Services. They also competed at the
Worcester Competitive Arts Festival, along
with Jazz Group, with both groups winning
their classes. They were then invited back
to the Winner’s Concert, where once again,
their voices impressed a large audience.

Prep School
Concerts
Our Junior and Senior ensembles have
grown in size considerably, meaning this
was the first year we held both Junior and
Senior Christmas and Summer Concerts.
All of the pupils entertained spectators
and the Junior Choir of 110 members
could barely fit onto the Cobham Hall
stage! Our groups have been so committed
throughout the year and a huge thank you
goes out to the Chapel Choir, Prep School
Choir, Junior Choir, Orchestra, Junior
Orchestra, Jazz Group, Brass Group, Rock
Group, Flute Group, Ukulele Group, Cello
Group, and Year 7 and 8 Steel Pans.

Year 3 Strings
Scheme
The new and exciting Year 3 Strings
Initiative was launched in September 2014
with a whole class presentation by the
String Department teachers. This was the
beginning of a wonderful new project in
which all Year 3 pupils were given group
lessons on a String Family instrument
(violin, viola, cello or double bass) free of
charge for one year as part of their class
music lesson. Lessons take place in a
group setting and last for the duration of
Year 3. Making music has been part of
small groups as well as performing within
a larger, full-string ensemble setting.
Concerts were scheduled throughout the
year to showcase the pupils’ progress,
many of whom had never picked up an
instrument before.
S Hyland
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Senior Music

Inter-House Song Competition

Music Scholars’ Concert
The Scholars’ Concert was indeed a
veritable feast of music. There was the
more modern twentieth-century music Dan Johnson’s fine sax playing in ‘Tenor
Madness’; George Bingham remarkable
on xylophone in ‘No ragtime’; Christiana
Lloyd and Amy Nolan in a memorable duet
from Wicked; Olivia Wormald delightful in
the plaintive ‘If I loved you’ from Carousel;
Lucy Sapwell moved us with the lyrical
and romantic wartime song ‘A Nightingale
sang in Berkeley Square’; so too Emily
Collie on cello playing Bloch’s haunting
‘Jewish Song’; Brittany Collie in splendid
voice in Rubbra’s beautiful ‘Hymn to the
Virgin’; Dan Stokes with the great sound of
the trombone in Berlioz’s ‘Un bal’; William
Draper-Barr’s admirable cello playing in
Squire’s ‘Danse Rustique’; Sarah Chapman
with the delightful ‘Trumpeter’s Lullaby’;
Archie Holder also on trumpet with a
very confident performance of Hubeau’s
‘Sarabande’ and violinist Heidi Collie
played Albeniz’s attractive ‘Tango’.

There was classical music too – Tristan
Hall with a charming piano piece by
Dussek; Oliver Hall on violin playing
eighteenth-century Scottish composer
Foulis. There were several performances
of major classical works – Patrick Dolan
imperious on piano with Liszt’s ‘La
Campanella’; Cammy Tong likewise in
the first movement of Weber’s ‘Clarinet
Concerto No. 1’; Sarah Chan with such
exquisite playing of the 2nd movement
of Mozart’s ‘Flute Concerto in G’; Anna
Ho’s elegant performance of Chopin’s
‘Waltz in C’; flautist Anna Rogers’
accomplished performance of Duvernoy’s
intricate ‘Concertino’ and clarinettist Tom
Muir’s assured playing of Saint-Saëns’
first movement from his ‘Sonata’. A great
evening closed splendidly with Emily Smith
on tenor horn with Graham’s exciting
‘Whirlwind’.

The Arena once again hosted the annual
Inter-House Song Competition, with the
theme of Colours. This year’s adjudicator,
Old Bromsgrovian and soprano Olivia
Safe, was entertained and delighted by
the eleven subsequent songs. In the
end, Lyttelton appeared victorious with
their version of ELO’s ‘Mr Blue Sky’ with
impassioned voices in harmony, some
floaty falsetto, whistling instrumental
and Beyoncé-inspired moves, whilst
Mary Windsor were runners-up courtesy
of a well arranged Maroon 5 Medley.
Jack Alsop of Walters House took the

Conductor’s Prize, and Lupton the prize
for Best Creative Performance, donning
their black tie and shades in homage to
the Blues Brothers’ ‘Everybody needs
somebody to love’. It is a tremendous
achievement that every pupil in the
School takes part in this competition
and irrespective of winners its timing just
before October half term provides everyone
a much needed lift. All performances are
available to relive again (and again) on
the School’s YouTube channel. What, I
wonder, will next year bring?
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Several members of the Chapel Choir
can also bring the house down at Pop
and Jazz. Upper Sixth Lucy Sapwell (with
Ed Sheeran’s ‘Thinking Out Loud’) Kate
Duffy (with Ella Henderson’s version of
Cher’s ‘Believe’) and Lucy Kennett (with
Rascal Flatts’ ‘Bless the Broken Road’)
are all great performers and have wowed
us through the years. Erica Halley’s own
version of ‘All About That Bass’ was filled
with fun, and Emma Reeves performed
her own song ‘Stars’ with Mr Knight
accompanying brilliantly.

Last Tango in Bromsgrove!
Members of the professional ensemble
Tango Siempre led by bandoneonist Julian
Rowlands visited Bromsgrove School to
give workshops and masterclasses in the
South American dance form to thirty-five
GCSE students, a group of advanced
musicians and some staff. Participants
learned to dance and performed famous
music such as ‘La Cumparsita’, before
an evening concert featuring School

ensembles – the String Orchestra,
Saxophone Quartet, Flute Ensemble,
Brass Group, Windband and Big Band who supported Tango Siempre with their
own performances to a capacity crowd in
Routh Hall. Perfect to lift the cold February
weather and transport everyone to a
warmer climate!
J McKelvey

Pop and Jazz
Little rivals Pop and Jazz as the feelgood event of the year. With two slightly
different programmes this year, audiences
were again regaled with a feast of
entertainment. On Tuesday the Chapman
and Ranger families and guests got the
evening off with the ever-popular Pink
Panther theme. Olivia Wormald gave her
all in Cilla Black’s classic ‘Anyone who
had a Heart’, and Julia Bereshchanskaya
beguiled us in ‘I’m Not the Only One’.
There were promising debuts at Pop
and Jazz on piano for Marija Vasurkina
with Gershwin’s blues lullaby ‘Prelude
No.2’, Alya Luk in fine voice with Imagine
Dragons’ ‘Radioactive’ and Anna Martins
(with Eliza Moore on guitar) with Taylor
Swift’s ‘Blank Space’. Lower Fourth pupils
made their first appearances too: pianist
Nandini Bulchandani with ‘Rose’s Theme’
from Titanic, Christie Lloyd performed ‘Just
Be’, Elton John’s ‘Your Song’ was sung by
Amy Nolan, and Hannah Jones performed
Ella Henderson’s ‘Yours’.
Staff were not to be outdone with another
enjoyable Bob Dylan classic from Dr
Thompson who performed ‘Just Like a
Woman’; Miss Hanson, accompanied
by Miss McCanlis, sang the beautiful ‘At
Last’; Leonard Cohen’s song ‘The Traitor’
got an outing from Mr Laskowski; Miss
Hyland and Miss McCanlis teamed up with
Mr Martin for an acoustic version of Amy
Winehouse’s ‘You Know I’m No Good’.

Various bands entertained us too: Emma
Reeves, Emily Collie, Lucy Sapwell,
Sarah Chan, Felix Chan (great guitar
solo), George Bingham and Justin Clegg
performed a delightful arrangement
of Coldplay’s ‘Fix You’; the Saxophone
Quartet with Mr Martin excelled too with
‘Let My People Go’; Henry Yip, Felix
Chan, Justin Clegg and George Bingham
performed the rock band number of the
night with Avenged Sevenfold’s ‘Afterlife’.
Brittany, Emily and Heidi Collie – with
Ben Adamson on drums – collaborated
in a splendid version of Gnarls Barkley’s
‘Crazy’. Sam Makar, George Bingham
and Jake Bolger united for an energetic
performance of Black Sabbath’s
‘Paranoid’. By contrast, the Flute Group
excelled in ‘Ragtime’ conducted by Mr
Dunlop, and Mrs Hattersley’s Brass
Group soothed in the Righteous Brothers’
‘Unchained Melody’. Blu Note, a jazz
combo conducted by Mr Roberts, gave
their performance of Miles Davis classic
‘All Blues’, and ‘Charleston’ by Johnson
and Mack with step out solos from Charles
Sapwell, Archie Holder, Archie BathamRead, Ellie Miners, Anna Rogers, Brittany
Collie and Jacob Fieret, supported by a
first rate rhythm section in Olivia Wormald,
Heidi Collie and George Bingham.

The evening closed with the Big Band
in splendid form each night under Mr
Martin’s direction. Emily Collie was vocalist
and pianist in the intriguing Nowak
arrangement of Rogers and Hart’s ‘My
Funny Valentine’; ‘Locked Out of Heaven’
was a real tour-de-force; and we were
treated to Duke Ellington’s ‘Don’t Get
Around Much Anymore’ and Bruno Mars’
‘Runaway Baby’ to round off two very
enjoyable evenings.
Well done to all performers, Mr McKelvey,
Mr Kingston (for the invaluable technical
wizardry, assisted by James Bromley)
and the Music Department staff. It was
good also to see all four Heads of School
involved – Kate Duffy singing, Justin Clegg
on drums, Emily Collie in half a dozen
items and Niall Hegarty the compère.
P Bowen
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Choral Society
Bromsgrove School Choral Society and
Chamber Orchestra along with members
of the School’s Chapel entertained the
large and enthusiastic audience with
performances of Ralph Vaughan Williams’
‘Five Mystical Songs’, Gabriel Fauré’s
‘Requiem’ and ‘Cantique de Jean Racine’,
conducted by Mr McKelvey (Director of
Music). The players of the orchestra are
largely Bromsgrove School music staff and
both past and present pupils but this year
we saw an even more diverse make up,
including a gap student, an OB, a parent
and a Governor. Lucy Sapwell sang the
‘Pie Jesu’ from the Requiem movingly,
and Miss Swadling, Head of Strings and
Orchestra Leader, played the violin solo
during the ‘Sanctus’ to great acclaim.

The Choral Society, who meet to rehearse
weekly for a few months of the year is
made up of enthusiastic local singers
many of whom are pupils, ex-pupils, staff
or parents of pupils at School. If you are
interested in joining Bromsgrove School
Choral Society for next year’s project –
‘Opera Scenes’ – please contact the Music
Department.
J Dunlop

Peterborough
Cathedral
Evensong
The fifty-three strong Chapel Choir
boarded the bus for an early start en route
to the Gothic Cathedral, Peterborough,
with its imposing West End façade. After
a long procession from the West End, our
fixture kicked off at 3.30pm in the introit
‘Purest and Highest’ by Charles Stanford.
On an important day for rugby fans, the
irony of our Chapel Choir singing in Oundle
School’s ‘home’ Cathedral was not lost.
The singers performed beautifully, to a
large congregation comprising locals,
thirty-eight Bromsgrove parents and the
President of the School, Dr Anthony. Mr
Knight excelled at the organ once again,
and our choir raised their game: literally, as
the organ was nearly a quarter tone sharp!
The evening canticles, ‘Magnificat’ and
‘Nunc Dimittis’, to the setting by Walmisley,
were pillars of strength. The anthem,
Fauré’s ‘Cantique de Jean Racine’, was
of the highest calibre, sensitive, emotive,
empassioned. And to cap it all, our return
journey was complete with song, as we
entrusted the 1st XV coach party was on
their own return journey to Bromsgrove.
A momentous day for us all.
J McKelvey
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Informal
Concerts
Old Chapel was once again the venue for a
number of Early Evening Informal Concerts
given by Senior School musicians this year.
We have greatly appreciated making use
of a wonderful Steinway grand piano, on
temporary loan from Old Bromsgrovian
Georgina Lees, for a great number of
performances in a variety of styles. These
concerts are a great way for soloists of
any ability to make music to a friendly
audience and the series is building quite a
following in the School. All performances
can be seen on the School’s YouTube
channel.
J McKelvey

Chinese New Year
Concert

Foundation Charity Preview Day
at Hagley Hall and Park
The Foundation Charity Preview Day at
Hagley Hall and Park was enjoyed by
many families. By the Hall itself a team
of Old Bromsgrovians played against
Lord Cobham’s XI at Hagley Cricket Club.
As well as the cricket match and a talk
on Georgian landscape, visitors were
encouraged to walk around the grounds
surrounding the Hall. Music played an
important part of the day: Big Band, led
by Mr Martin, entertained the players
and spectators during their tea with a
substantial and really enjoyable selection

of jazz music. In the park on a Palladian
Bridge overlooking the lake a huge variety
of music was on offer: the Brass Group,
Flute Group, Sax Ensemble and String
Ensemble all performed throughout the
afternoon with a really exciting programme
of beautiful music. The weather may not
have been as spring-like as we had hoped
but the melodies by the lake were a great
reward for those intrepid enough to explore
the grounds of Hagley Hall.
J Dunlop

Pupils were ready for an action-packed
day getting ready for the annual Chinese
New Year Concert. Always a very joyous
occasion with a unique atmosphere, a very
full Routh Hall audience enjoyed three
hours of music – no fewer than twentynine performances (which included Irene
Lau playing the gu zheng, a Chinese
plucked zither). The whole event was
organised by pupils themselves – a
veritable Pop and Jazz in effect. Many
congratulations to all involved, especially
the hard-working committee and technical
crew.
P Bowen
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CD Recording
The first major project of the academic
year for the Music Department was the
recording of a new disc of Christmas
repertoire. This was a pan-Bromsgrovian
affair with singing groups from across all
three Schools represented: Year 2, three
Prep School choirs, and two Senior School
choirs. All in all, 278 pupils were involved.
For three days the Chapel became a
recording studio and each group had their
turn in front of the microphones. Behind
the scenes was Adrian Lucas of Acclaim
Productions, a company which specialises
in recording choral music. This was a great
collaborative undertaking: 256 singers,
four accompanists, three conductors and
two recording engineers. Everyone was
intent on doing their very best, even when
that meant another ‘take’ - whether due
to an overhead aircraft, a distant referee’s
whistle, or, dare we admit it, a wrong note.
With the album title ‘Advent to Christmas’,
it was particularly appropriate that the
finished disc arrived in time for the Advent
Carol Service. It looks fabulous with its
specially designed cover by Samuel
Foulds, Taome Jennings, Emily Lou and
Jemma Salmon; we also think it sounds
rather good. Just the thing for getting you
in the Christmas mood, from Year 2’s
‘Light the Advent candle’ and the Prep
School Chapel Choir’s ‘Make me a light’

via traditional Christmas Carols such as ‘O
little town of Bethlehem’ and the Chamber
Choir’s selection from Britten’s ‘Ceremony
of Carols’, beautifully accompanied by
harpist Catherine White. We recommend
making sure you have it ready to play this
coming Christmas.
R Knight

Christmas Concert

BBC Radio
H&W Christmas
Concert and
Broadcast
For the Chamber Choir, the Michaelmas
term was extended by an invitation to take
part in the BBC H&W Christmas Concert
at Malvern Forum Theatre in front of a
live audience. This was then broadcast on
the radio station throughout the region on
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.
The whole event was compered by
Bromsgrove parent Michael Collie. Among
pieces the Chamber Choir performed were
two items from Britten’s ‘A Ceremony of

Carols’ and Richard Knight’s new piece
‘One Night’ with Old Bromsgrovian Michael
Pearce playing the solo clarinet part and
Miss McCanlis playing the piano. We were
delighted with the positive response of the
capacity audience in the theatre, and it
was great to tune in ten days later to hear
ourselves on local radio.
R Knight

The Christmas Concert this year was
wonderfully diverse – not just in musical
fare, but in venue, too. For the first half
we assembled in an atmospherically-lit
Chapel for a performance by the Chamber
Choir of Benjamin Britten’s ‘A Ceremony of
Carols’. We started in near darkness with
the choir in the porch and singing as they
processed in – a magical way to begin a
concert. Once in place, they were joined
by harpist Cathy White in ‘Wolcum Yule!’
– the three-part texture of girls’ voices
sounding glorious in combination with the
harp. Solo movements by Olivia Wormald,
Brittany Collie, Kate Duffy and Emma
Reeves were all delightful as was the
stillness of the harp ‘Interlude’. The work
built to a wonderful intensity in the canonic
Deo Gracias before the choir recessed, still
singing, to end the fine performance as it
had begun, then leading the audience to
their interval refreshment.

After the interval, we moved to Routh
for part two. This was a Christmas feast
of the main musical groups: Big Band,
Orchestra, Brass Group, Flute Group
and String Orchestra, and also some
smaller ensembles. Highlights included a
wonderful Mozart Flute Quartet with Anna
Rogers, Brittany Collie, Olivia Wormald and
Emily Collie, a stirring first performance
of the ‘Bromsgrovian Overture’ from the
Orchestra and a delightful ensemble of
A level musicians in an arrangement of
Michael Head’s ‘Star Candles’ with Emma
Reeves as solo soprano. The concert
ended with the reappearance of the
Chamber Choir singing John Gardner’s
vivacious setting of ‘The Holly and the Ivy’
.
R Knight
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Art
‘I Get Distracted by Ideas’:
End of Year ADT and Fashion Show
The end of year Art, Design and
Technology show is always an absolute
feast of ideas and creativity, from the DT
department’s electric car to the catwalk
providing a platform for the textile
students’ creations.
Showcasing a combination of Prep School,
GCSE and Sixth Form work, visitors were
able to move around the ADT building
from floor to floor witnessing different
works of art, textures and styles on display.
Furthermore, the fashion show, which
was compèred by three students this year,
enabled those interested in fashion and
textiles to produce pieces to be modelled
on an actual runway.
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School record and Kitty Luscombe ran
a personal best in the 800m in a time of
2.27.4 minutes. Additionally, Sam Roberts
in both the long jump and 70m hurdles set
new School records and Nicolas Jakobsen
came 2nd in both the shot put and discus,
along with a new School record for the
shot.
Closer to home at the Herefordshire
and Worcestershire County Athletics
Championships, Nicolas Jakobsen came
4th in both the discus and shot put,
breaking his own School record again.
Jake Lowe ran a new personal best time in
the 800m when finishing in 7th position in
the final.

Prep Athletics

Overall it has been a very successful
athletics season at the Prep School, with
much to take away and build upon next
season. Many thanks to the coaches Mr
Skipp, Mr Kippax and Mr Camden.

Leading athletes from Years 7 and 8
took part in the ESAA National Track and
Field Cup. In the first rounds the boys
accumulated 357 points, with the girls
sneaking ahead with 394, just one point
off the School record. Sam Roberts and
Nicolas Jakobsen stole the headlines
setting new School records in the 80m
hurdles and discus respectively.
In the Midland A Final, the boys exceeded
their previous points total with 394, placing
them 4th in the Midlands from the eight
counties represented on the day. The girls
went one better, smashing the School
record with an impressive 439 points and
ranked an extremely impressive second
position, which meant they were through
to the National Final. On a blistering hot
day at the Nationals, the girls started on
the track with some good performances
placing them in 7th position half-way
through the competition. The field results
later ensured that Bromsgrove was 4th
best for all three throwing events, 2nd best
for javelin, equal 4th best on shot and
6th best for discus. The girls’ finished as
5th overall in the country which equals
Bromsgrove’s highest ever performance in
this competition.
Just before the end of the summer
term, athletes travelled to Tilsley Park
in Oxfordshire for the IAPS Mercia Area
meeting. There were numerous personal
best performances as well as a School
record in the Year 5 boys’ long jump from
Billy McDonough.

G Jones and J Weller

The junior boys’ 4x100m relay team were
very unfortunate not to qualify for the
National Final having finished 2nd with a
time which was just outside the minimum
standard.
For many of the U12 girls it was their first
ever athletics competition, however they all
performed extremely well under pressure.
It was pleasing to see some new faces
competing in the U13 girls’ team and the
U14s set a good pace throughout the day
which showed their strength of character.
There were some excellent performances
from our Year 7 and 8 girls resulting in 2nd
place finishes and therefore qualification
for the IAPS National Finals.
The following week the girls and boys
competed at the IAPS Nationals with
many records broken. Daisy Clements’
performance in the shot put beat the
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Senior Athletics
The Senior School athletes have enjoyed
a very successful season this year with
a vast number of pupils competing at all
levels.
The season started well with the
intermediate and senior boys winning their
first home meeting and this good form was
carried forward into the following fixture
at the Ryland Centre. Against several very
strong Schools the boys won the overall
event managing to just pip Oakham by
eight points. For the senior girls, Sophie
Zgraja won the 100m and 100m hurdles,
Anastasia Georgievskaya claimed victory
in the triple jump with a great distance of
10.43m and Minnie Wong with the discus.
The intermediate girls also brought home
exceptional results with Lauren Brown
winning the 300m and the triple jump,
Isabelle James winning the 800m and
1500m, Candy Lockett winning the discus
with 28.84m and Elouise Brookes winning
the javelin. The intermediate girls also won
the 4x100m relay. The junior girls put out
a great performance with Emily Gieron
winning shot put and Elyssa Jones winning
the discus with 18.7m.
The commitment to training and
competitions were tested from then on
due to exam commitments however
the positive results continued to come.
At Rugby School there were excellent
performances throughout the boys’ team
but none more so than Declan McManus.
Declan’s performance in the 1500m was
outstanding - he broke the School record
with a time of 4.08 minutes, a record
which has stood for nineteen years.
Declan has performed extremely well all
year and has captained the boys’ team
superbly. He has been richly rewarded
with a Scholarship to Belmont University,
Tennessee.

In the second half of the term the junior
boys were the focus, especially in the
ESAA Track and Field Cup. Qualifying
through the county round to be ranked
2nd in the Midlands, the intermediate
team produced a fine display with twelve
personal best performances and a School
record for Rufus Hulbert, the team
reached the National Finals. This was
a great achievement for the group who
worked extremely hard throughout the
season.

The success didn’t end there with several
of our athletes competing for the county
team at Alexandra Stadium. Kieran Walker
competed in the 3000m, Archie Freer
competed in the hammer finishing 5th and
Valentin Makarov finished 2nd in the high
jump. This was a great reward for Valentin
who himself registered a School record.
The girls who attained medals during the
county rounds and went through to the
Mason Trophy were Candy Lockett with
gold in discus and gold in hammer setting
a new county record. Candy then went
on to throw 49.18m at the Mason Trophy
coming 4th. Isabelle James won gold in
800m, Maria Starikova won silver in shot
put and Abigail Saker won gold in the
3000m.

Bromsgrove fielded a strong team for
the Herefordshire and Worcestershire
County Championships with Sophie Zgraja
obtaining a gold medal in the long jump,
100m and 200m, Frederica Robbins
receiving gold in triple jump and javelin,
Olivia Robbins silver in the 100m and
200m, Anastasia Georgeivskaya gold
400m hurdles and Karoline Sandok with a
bronze in the discus.

Finishing the season at Nunnery Wood
in Worcester, there were some excellent
individual performances with Olivia
Robbins winning the long jump, Ellie
Childs winning 400m, Kitty Luscombe
winning 1500m, Olivia Corcoran winning
hurdles, Emily Gieron winning hurdles and
long jump, Olivia Turner winning 800m
and Elouise Brookes winning javelin. It was
also great to see athletes getting involved
in a number of events that were new to
them.

During the summer holidays, Anastasia
Georgievskaya, Isabel James, Candy
Lockett, Declan McManus and Abigail
Saker competed for Hereford and
Worcestershire in the English Schools’
Athletics Championships. Special
mention must go to Declan who won the
silver medal in the senior boys’ 2000m
steeplechase.
Overall this season has produced some
great performances and we wish the team
continued success for future years as they
are talented and hardworking athletes.
L Mullan and Lois Brown (Girls’ Captain)
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Basketball
The boys’ senior basketball team enjoyed a
successful season despite having a tough
start. The team were led superbly by Kevin
Tai and Lev Blinov who will be missed next
year. However with several younger players
gaining valuable experience at 1st team
level, we are all looking forward to next
season.

The junior teams enjoyed success in the
league competition and County Cup. The
U15 teams competed well within the
School League finishing 3rd with a few
results going against them. The U14 team
won the County Cup which was held at
home. When under pressure in the final,
they came from behind to win by a single
point. This was a superb achievement and
a just reward for all of the hard work put in
throughout the year.
L Mullan

Senior Badminton
It has been a stunning year for badminton
at Bromsgrove with record participants,
interest in the sport at a real high and
stellar team performances. The addition of
a second, highly trained, badminton coach
has added vibrancy and quality to weekly
training sessions.
The boys’ 1st team has been incredibly
strong, often playing above themselves
to record the most improbable victories.
Led from the front by the impressive skills
of Captain Milton Lau and the energetic,
aggressive play of Jacky Cheung, a
winning record of eight out of eleven
matches resulted. The future of the sport
at the School is extremely bright with
exciting young talent coming through.
Such talent has enabled Bromsgrove to
record incredible and rare victories against
KES Birmingham and Cheltenham College.
The mentality and commitment of the
team could never be questioned.

The girls, for a second season in a row,
maintained an incredible unbeaten
season winning every one of their nine
fixtures. A stunning fixture against a tough
Cheltenham Ladies College team was the
highlight of the season, with Bromsgrove
coming away with a resounding twelve
matches to four despite the opposition
having players of International standard.
Led impeccably by Captain Karen Cheung
and the nurturing presence of Jade
Cao, they played with unity, as a team,
supporting each other and getting each
other over the line in difficult situations. A
superb season all round.
V Dal
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Prep Cricket
Bromsgrove Preparatory School has once
again enjoyed an extremely successful
cricket season, with the most pleasing
aspect being the number of boys
representing the School. Over the season
sixteen different teams played over 120
fixtures with more than 180 boys playing
at least one fixture. For the first time in the
School’s history we fielded an U12D team
who enjoyed two fantastic games against
Abberley Hall.
U13A
The U13A cricket team played twelve
matches this season, winning seven,
drawing two and losing just three. The
highlights of the season have to be
Daniel Meridith’s fantastic 102 off just
51 balls against Bilton Grange. Beating
Sedbergh twice in one afternoon, after
bowling them out for 34 in one of the
most extraordinary bowling displays ever
seen, with Elliot Mason taking a hat trick
and Euan Vaughan-Hawkins running out
another shell-shocked Sedbergh batsmen,
all in the first over. Another fine individual
performance came from Nicolas Jakobsen
who completely destroyed a strong
Aysgarth School bowling attack with a
brutal 84 off just 46 balls.
The majority of the victories came from
good team performances, with everyone
contributing and every boy taking at
least one wicket throughout the season.
Elliot Mason spearheaded the attack but
particularly pleasing was the progress
made by the spinners, Joe Colebrook
(12 wickets) and Callum Lee (8 wickets).
The batting had good depth with Daniel
Meredith, Nicolas Jakobson, Elliot Mason
and Euan Vaughan-Hawkins all making
fifties during the season. Daniel Ashton
and Pearce Childs both had success at the
top of the order, whilst Cameron Ritchie’s
30 and Joe Colebrook’s 23 put the team
in a winning position against Abberley
Hall. Callum Lee’s aggressive 26 against
Magdalen College School made sure a
defendable total was reached.
I am pleased that the team ended the
season on such a high, by not only
winning their final three matches but also
putting in their best performances.
M Burchett

U11A
The U11A team enjoyed an excellent
season winning a remarkable nine games
out of ten, only losing to Abberley Hall
at the start of the season in a close
game. Managing to qualify for the West
Midlands 8-a-side finals after winning
the Worcestershire county round, their
success was down to an all-round team
effort, orchestrated by Captain Freddie
Fallows. Memorable victories were
recorded against the traditionally strong
Foremarke Hall in a cracking game which
went to the last ball, and then against
rivals Warwick School in a 118 run
demolition to end the season on a massive
high. Elliot Willets, Freddie Fallows, Toby
Hill and Sam Hibbert-May made major
contributions with the bat whilst Stuart
Shannon, Will Lewis-Jones, Oliver Brown,
Devraj Bulchandani and Leo Mellor
regularly took wickets. Luke Bond and
Jamie Osborne showed great promise and
improvement as the season went on. The
team should be congratulated for working
so hard during training to improve their
all-round skills and to have the confidence
to go out and execute them in the middle
when it mattered.
C Munn

Senior Cricket
Boys’ 1st XI
After an impressive pre-season match,
the Boys’ 1st XI looked forward to a much
strengthened fixture list. Beginning the
season, the team travelled to Clifton
College. Tom Banton started well scoring
161 but was soon curtailed due to rain.
However Bromsgrove secured a strong
moral victory with Clifton on 40-4 chasing
300. Heavy defeats against strong
cricketing schools Shrewsbury, Bedford
and Malvern were hard to take, however
great performances in several cup
matches meant the first half term finished
in a good place. A fine win against Malvern
in the U17s Cup and a very special innings
by Chase Edwards scoring 162 in a T20
game (which was eventually won easily)
are both matches which we will remember
for a long time.
A great team performance against the
MCC meant an unexpected victory,
bowling the MCC out for 233, with Alex
Wilkinson and James Kinder the star
performers. In the second innings,
disciplined batting by Henry Moberley,
Jack Bewick and Matt Bentley ensured we
got home in a close game with one ball to
spare; What a win!

A revamped Chesterton Cup meant that
after beating King’s Gloucester in the first
round we were through to the T20 style
finals day at New Road. Beating RGS
by 70 runs in the first semi-final with
an explosive 38 from Chase Edwards
setting the tone, this was followed up by
a faultless fielding and bowling display
ensuring that we met with Monmouth
in the final. A fine partnership between
Jack Bewick and James Taylor meant
Bromsgrove scored 125 from our 20 overs.
What happened next was an outstanding
bowling display to restrict a strong
Monmouth batting line up to 118 and
win by 7 runs in a close nail-biting game.
Special mention with the ball go to James
Kinder and Neylan Chauhan, the latter in
particular bowled a fantastic spell for Fifth
Former at the end of the innings. This is
the third year in a row that the School have
won the historic cup.
There have been some frustrating lows
but also some wonderful performances
throughout the season, and with a young
and promising team, the coming years will
be ones to watch.
Henry Moberley (Captain)
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Boys’ U14 and
U15 Cricket

Old Bromsgrovians’ Cricket
at Hagley Hall

Junior Cricket has continued to go from
strength to strength this year, playing
Malvern in the final of both the U14
Cup and the U15s Cup. The following
boys have contributed well to the U14
team - Jacques Banton, George Marshall,
Harry Thompson, Ben Humphries, Tom
Maidment, Guy Slater, Richard Vaughan,
and Will Pearson. The following boys have
also had significant performances for the
U15s who themselves have enjoyed a
very successful season; George Hatfield,
Neylan Chauhan, Ajwad Ilyas, Jacob
Matthews, Joe Lamb, and Nick Sfrantzis.

An Old Bromsgrovian cricket team played
against Lord Cobham’s XI at Hagley Cricket
Club, as part of the Foundation Charity
Preview Day at Hagley Hall and Park in
May 2015.
Hagley CC chose to bat first after winning
the toss and despite early success from
Old Bromsgrovians Julian Court (Walters
1987-1992) and Peter Gough (Elmshurst
1997-2004) with the ball, Hagley posted
an imposing 205 from their 20 overs.
Julian and Peter took two wickets, but the
find of the afternoon came when Richard
Meese (School 1990-1995) offered himself
up as a bowling option for the OB team.
Richard promptly repaid all faith taking an
impressive 3 wickets for 16 runs plus a full

Girls’ Cricket
Girls’ cricket was reinstated this year and
the U15 team competed in the School
Sports Magazine T20 Cup. They started
their campaign successfully, beating
Leicester Grammar School by 8 wickets,
thanks to an excellent third wicket
partnership from Claudia Moberley and
Charlotte Campbell of 126. After travelling
to Essex for the next round, the team
unfortunately lost to Shenfield High School
despite a valiant effort from the captain,
Eloise Brookes (54 off 49).
The girls trained hard each week and
competed against other schools in
T20 games, developing not only their
personal skills but an understanding of
the game and team tactics. Indeed, other
teams commented upon Bromsgrove’s
enthusiasm for the game and their
gamesmanship.
Next year, girls’ cricket is looking to
expand to allow for more year groups to
participate. We look forward to competing
in a winter indoor tournament, as well
as increasing the number of fixtures
alongside the T20 cup.
R Simmons

length dive ricochet onto the stumps for
a run out. In reply the OBs reached 167,
a valiant effort with Ben Dudley (Lyttelton
1995-2005) top scoring with 43.
Many families enjoyed the cricket and
the surroundings against the backdrop of
Hagley Hall.
The Old Bromsgrovians’ Team comprised
of: Ben Dudley, Julian Court, Dave Fallows
(Team Manager and Director of Cricket),
Peter Gough, Richard Gough, Robert
Gough, Richard Hare, Glyn Harrhy,
Andrew Langlands, Richard Meese and
Andrew Parffrey.
D Fallows
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Prep Cross-Country
Bromsgrove hosted the first round of
the ESAA Cross Country where our Prep
School Cross-Country runners took on nine
other schools from the Worcestershire,
Herefordshire and Gloucestershire areas.
The girls were strong from the start and
kept that pace throughout the race. Final
positions were: Orla Walker 4th, Kitty
Luscombe 6th, Siena Horton 7th, Ariana
Jones 10th and Grace Dieppe 11th. Well
done also to Mary Kuvaeva who ran as
a guest and came 41st. Impressively,
the top six Bromsgrove girls all came in
the in the first eleven out of the fifty-six
runners. This gave us a combined total of
twenty-six points, only beaten by one other
school. The junior boys’ team performed
in the same vain with Jake Lowe having
an excellent race, coming home in 2nd
place. Jake received back up from Artur
Levashov 5th, Mitchell Hare 11th, Euan
Vaughan Hawkins 17th, Nathan Coates
20th and Jake Palmer Reid 32nd. The
boys finished in 2nd place, only a few
points behind the winning school. Both
teams went through to the West Centre
Regional Final where the boys finished in
5th place overall and the girls 11th.
In the annual District Championships,
Bromsgrove’s Year 8 girls took the first
three spots, with Orla Walker home in
1st place, Kitty Luscombe 2nd and Siena
Horton 3rd. These girls were later selected
to run for the U14 County race. For the
juniors, Katie Rolph claimed 1st and
Martha Dunlop 3rd.

First home for the boys was 3rd placed
Jake Lowe closely followed by Pearce
Childs 9th and Euan Vaughan Hawkins
10th. Jake, Pearce and Euan were
selected to represent the district at the
Hereford and Worcestershire County
Championships, where they ran against
the leading Year 8 and 9 boys from across
the two counties.
U11 and U13 runners took part in the
twenty-third annual National Preparatory
Schools’ Cross Country Championships at
Malvern College, a course which is very
demanding even for the most experienced
athletes. A record number of teams took
part with the U11 boys coming in 24th
place and the U13 boys ninth. Pleasingly
the girls came 2nd overall, claiming the
silver medal and runners up title.
G Jones and J Weller

Senior Cross-Country
With the Michaelmas term being spent
training for Cross-Country, the teams
were better prepared than ever for the
forthcoming competitions.
In the East Midlands Independent
Schools’ Cross-Country League, we fielded
teams in each fixture held at Welbeck,
Uppingham, Worksop, Stamford and
finally back home at Bromsgrove. Each
venue had its tests and challenges but
Worksop trumped everyone by holding the
event with a few centimetres of snow on
the course. The U16 boys, consisting of
William Draper-Barr, Kieran Walker, Hugo
Beattie, Harrison Wright, Oliver Rogers
and Jamie Day had an enthusiastic start
but couldn’t quite stay at the top of the
league finishing in a very respectable
2nd place overall. Kieran Walker ran
extremely well throughout the season to
finish 2nd individually as well as Declan
McManus winning all of his races and
inevitably being awarded 1st individual
overall. The U18 girls, consisting of Klara
Hunt, Eleanor Ball, Nicola Morris, Kirsty
Beswick, Olivia Robbins, Josie Wiklund,
Orla Walker and Abigail Saker showed grit
and determination, after a tough start, to
work their way up to become the 2nd best
placed team.

The King Henry VIII Relays is a prestigious
event where the best running schools in
the country meet to compete around a
3.2 mile course. Our U18 boys finished
14th out of 54 schools and our U18 Girls
finished 11th out of 38 schools. Both of
these positions are the best the School has
ever achieved at the event. Abigail Saker
ran the 5th fastest leg of the day for the
girls and Declan McManus ran the 2nd
fastest for the boys.
Bromsgrove School made its debut
appearance this year at the Attingham
Park Spring Relays; a pleasant CrossCountry relay race around the grounds of
Attingham Hall. The U18 girls ran well to
finish 4th and the U16 boys worked hard
to come away with bronze medals in 3rd
place.
This was a very good season with pleasing
results, but the highlight has been the
team spirit and commitment shown by all
runners whether scoring for our A team or
racing others further back in the field.
R Watkins
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Senior Football

Senior Golf

Football training began in September
for the extended 1st team squad with
weekly sessions on the Astros to build
confidence. The now traditional preseason friendly against Bristol Grammar,
under floodlights at Bromsgrove Sporting,
allowed the 20-strong squad some match
time in a tightly contested 1-1 draw.
The real highlight of the season was an
inaugural mid-season trip to St. George’s
Park, home of the England squads as
they prepare for International matches.
The players had a fascinating insight into
the state-of-the-art facilities with a full
tour of the site, including a ground-level
inspection of the replica Wembley pitch.
After some competitive sprint and jump
tests, there was first-hand experience of
the rehabilitation hydrotherapy unit by
enduring the intense hot and cold contrast
in the plunge pools. This was not for the
fainthearted, even though some of the
boys took on the challenge of double time
in the cold pool! The weekend allowed
the team to build unit skills and practise
individual techniques for the league games
ahead. Time spent on the superb indoor
and outdoor 3G astro pitches was priceless
for player development. A further highlight
was the use of the Billy Wright England
team dressing room on the final day.

There was a strong start to the season
at the ISGA Matchplay Cup, the premier
schools’ golf competition. After a
straightforward defeat of Bloxham School
in round one and a good away win at
Stowe School in round two, Bromsgrove
faced a sterner test in the Midlands’ semifinal against Malvern College. Sam Bellamy
came from three holes down to win his
match on the eighteenth hole, meaning
Lawrence Hill had to venture onto extra
holes to decide the outcome. Despite near
darkness, Lawrence held his nerve to
win. The Midlands’ Final against Warwick
School also went to extra holes, with
Lawrence once more remaining strong to
win.

Three games during the season stand
out as memorable for the character and
spirit of the 1st XI. A tense away cup game
at Oundle resulted in a 2-1 victory with
Ferdinand Agu coolly scoring a winner
late in the game. In contrast the quarterfinal 3-0 away victory over Welbeck was
far more measured due to the clinical
finishing of Ivo Karov, Dan Holmes and Joe
Stokes, plus the high quality goalkeeping
of Matt Bentley. The final friendly of the
season was a new fixture at Clifton, who
had been crowned southern division
champions. Playing on a superb surface,
the 1st XI played their best football of the
season winning 3-0; Captain Harrison
Frost calmly marshalled the defence with
a dominant performance from late season
discovery Joe Phillips. It was a pleasure for
both Mr Brighton and myself to work with
the team over two terms.

The ISGA Finals at the Open
Championship venues of Prince’s and
Royal St.George’s proved tough with
driving wind and rain on the first day.
Tommy Robinson was the School’s
best scorer with seventy-nine, followed
by Lawrence Hill eighty-four and Sam
The 2nd XI played attractive football
averaging almost three goals per game. An
excellent 9-0 away win over Princethorpe
plus a 5-0 home victory over Welbeck were
the highlights of the season for Mr Higgins’
team.
The 3rds were hindered by a lack of
fixtures yet enjoyed a good finale with
a 6-2 away win at Clifton. The player
development of the U16 teams was
pleasing for the future as were the results;
only one close loss for the A team, plus
the U16Bs averaged four goals per game.
Whilst the success of Mr Wilkins’ U15A
squad bodes well for the future, with
impressive victories over Princethorpe,
Loughborough and Clifton.
S Matthews

Bellamy ninety. The rain stopped and the
wind abated a little for the second day,
with Tommy matching his score of seventynine and Lawrence going one better
with seventy-eight, leaving Bromsgrove
thirteenth in the standings out of nineteen
schools. A very creditable performance for
our first visit to the finals.
Our encounter with the Old Bromsgrovians
was a close affair. For the first time in five
years, the School team won the trophy
with fine wins for partnerships Lawrence
Hill and Chase Edwards, Sam Bellamy
and Harrison Hill and Richard Vaughan
and Alfie Broadhurst. The OB match is
a unique annual event; the team ranged
from Lower Fourth to Upper Sixth and
OBs from fairly recent leavers to the eldest
who left the School in 1960. Harrison
Hill made a gracious speech in reply to
the OB Captain, Anthony Webb, who
spoke in admiration of the fine School
representatives.
In superb conditions at Redditch Golf
Club, eleven boys and one girl competed
in the School Golf Championship. After
nine holes Harrison Hill was three over and
held a one-shot lead over Sam Bellamy,
with Tommy Robinson, Lawrence Hill and
Charlotte Campbell all one-shot further
back. However, scores changed rapidly on
the back nine. The two leaders dropped
away and Charlotte finished first at seven
over. Lawrence had a four foot putt at the
last to win outright but it shaved the hole
and the Championship was shared. Equal
first were Lawrence Hill and Charlotte
Campbell with forty-seven points and
third was Tommy Robinson with forty-five
points.
The Midlands’ League campaign was
very successful: wins against Dean Close,
Malvern and RGS Worcester and a draw
against Shrewsbury mean that Bromsgrove
is currently lying top of the table as they
enter the autumn series next academic
year. There were also friendly wins versus
Bromsgrove South and Loughborough
Grammar.
N Riley
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The U10A results may not have been
a fanfare blowing success, but the
development of the team over the season
certainly was. With a system designed
to encourage boys to take risks, make
good hockey decisions, and become well
rounded players able to play any position,
it was a real joy to observe the transition
through the term. The U10B side picked
up three straight victories, one defeat
and one unlucky draw. The boys chose
to save the best until last though, with a
fine display in the game against Abberley
coming from behind to win 3-2.

Prep Hockey
Boys’ U13A
The U13A team was full of talent this
season and they had the potential to
play some fantastic Hockey, which
was particularly clear to see when they
reached the final of The Foremarke Hall
VII tournament. Out of twenty-seven
games, they won thirteen, drew five and
lost nine. There were some impressive
results against a strong Cheltenham
side, KES and Trent College. During the
IAPS national qualifiers, after cruising
through the first four games in their
group, they found themselves 1-0 up
against Foremarke Hall with five minutes
remaining but eventually lost 2-1. Special
mention goes to Jack Fildes-Smith, Ethan
Cockayne, Jake Lowe, Max Campbell and
Shams Ali-Baig who all stepped up from
lower teams to become pivotal members
of the A team. This now means that there
is real strength in depth in this year group
and the transition to 11-a-side hockey next
season will be an easier step up.
M Burchett

Boys’ Hockey Teams
The U13 boys’ teams illustrated a real
depth for hockey in the year group by
going undefeated in the first half term. A
rotational system was introduced amongst
teams which proved to be a great idea,
with players cementing their places in
higher teams throughout the season.
The U12A hockey team played a majority
of fixtures against other schools’ 2nd and
U13 teams, including the Foremarke
Hall U13A Tournament. Match highlights
included defeating Trent College 9-3,
Cheltenham College 5-2, Dean Close 3-2,
Solihull School 2-0 and King Edward’s
School 2-1. The U12Bs were also seen
to frequently compete against older
opposition and won nine of their eleven
matches. Both the U12Cs and Ds had
remarkable seasons, playing a number of
matches at a very high level for their age
group.

The U11A team enjoyed a very successful
hockey season qualifying through from
the Midlands Finals to the National IAPS
Finals for the first time in the School’s
history. In the regional group stages they
scored seventeen goals and only conceded
one. At the Nationals, the boys contested
the Plate competition, defeating Millfield
Prep 3-2 in the quarter-final before losing
2-0 to Bilton Grange in the semi-final.
Nevertheless the boys picked up a bronze
medal by winning their final match 5-0
and giving the team an overall ranking of
eleventh out of the twenty-one competitor
schools. The U11B boys enjoyed an
excellent unbeaten season and the U11Cs’
determination led to some very exciting
games and victories.
The U11D hockey team had an incredibly
successful season, winning five out of their
seven matches with the only loss against
Solihull’s U10B squad. Highlights included
a 9-1 victory versus Dean Close, 6-0
versus Cheltenham College and 5-1 versus
Bilton Grange.
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Girls’ U13A
The U13A girls’ squad have enjoyed a
successful season winning seven matches,
drawing three and losing three. The girls
were winners of the Plate competition in
the home Invitational Tournament, and
after finishing second in their group at the
IAPS Regional round progressed through
to the quarter-finals, where they were
narrowly defeated by Witham Hall School.
In the mini-hockey County Tournament,
they played extremely well beating Malvern
St James, King’s Worcester and The Chase
and drawing with RGS Worcester to be
crowned County Champions. All of the
girls have worked hard to develop their
individual skills as well as their tactical play
and have shown outstanding commitment.
Well done to Siena Horton for being an
excellent Captain of the team.
J Weller

Girls’ Hockey Teams
The U13Bs have shown a great deal of
improvement across the term, winning
nine matches, drawing one and losing
eight. In that time, twenty-nine goals have
been scored by a variety of players. The
most exciting fixture for the girls was the
U13B County Mini Hockey tournament
where they won all of their matches and
became the victors for Worcestershire. The
U13C and D girls have been enthusiastic
throughout and have shown great team
spirit. The C team played thirteen
matches, winning four against Dean Close,
Denstone College and Trent College. The D
team won three and lost two.
The U12As have had a tremendous
season, playing in an incredible 32
matches (including tournaments),
winning nineteen, drawing eight and
losing only five. Highlights include
outstanding performances against Malvern
St. James, Trent College and Malvern
College. The U12B hockey team have
shown commitment to their individual
development as well dedication to team
practices and matches, reflected by their
seven wins and two losses throughout the
Michaelmas term. The girls in the U12Cs
have shown determination against some
strong opposition and have remained
positive at all times, and the U12D squad
have worked hard to improve their hockey
skills and worked well as a team.

The junior teams’ season has been varied
in terms of success, however the girls
of the U11A and B squads have trained
hard during the week and attacked each
game with purpose. Such has been
the improvement across the entire year
that several girls have joined from other
squads. The C and D teams, despite
being large, have been working very hard
on their skills and positioning on the field.
Although not winning many matches the
girl’s certainly demonstrated progress each
week in terms of their passing, tackling
and work rate.
The start of the hockey term is always
particularly tough for the U10s. For many
it is a completely new sport. For others,
they may have had a taste in Year 4 but it
is not until Year 5 that teams are selected
and matches are played.
Bearing this in mind, all of the U10s can
be extremely proud of their progress and
achievements.
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Senior Hockey

Boys’ and Girls’ Hockey Teams

Boys’ 1st XI
The 1st XI had a very encouraging start
to the season, with a close first game
and the boys playing some great hockey
against Bloxham in the first round of the
Cup. This great determination and team
play continued when they encountered
Magdalen College. The boys, although
having a tough first half and only being
up by one goal, overpowered Magdalen
and showed their capability winning 5-0
overall.

The U16A boys did not play as a side all
that often, but they did very well to reach
the final of the ISHL Sixes Competition
at Bradfield College, losing out to a very
strong Repton side. One of the highlights
of the season for the girls was the U16
team competing at the Midlands’ Indoor
Finals, with a spot at home in the National
Finals up for grabs. The U16 girls cruised
through the group stage and semi-finals,
yet a loss in the final still meant that they
qualified for the National Finals held in our
own Arena. They did fantastically well in
the opening rounds, just narrowly losing to
King’s Bruton and Cranleigh which meant
they missed out on a semi-final place.

Tom Banton was a key player of the 1st
team this year. Not only being the top goal
scorer of the season, he showed great
skill and finishing when in the D. Coupled
with his drag flicking ability he was an
unstoppable force upfront with other
players from the Fifth Form alongside him
including Alex Delaney-Hall and Morgan
Berry.
Bromsgrove’s midfield was another one of
its major strengths this season, with Jamie
Ross playing a proficient role at centre
half. Jamie steered the boat for the team
and was someone who they could rely on
and look up to every match. He has been
a solid part of the team for the last few
years now and will be missed next season.
Another Upper Sixth player leaving this
year is forward and midfielder Constantin
Klitz who has shown some moments
of brilliance throughout the season,
scoring some excellent goals and being
a workhorse in both attack and defence.
Will Hands is a key defender in the team
and his authority and capabilities are
something that one of the aspiring Lower
Sixths will have to take over next year.
The 1st team, although playing some very
good hockey and having a great attitude
throughout the season, didn’t quite get the
results they were looking for. On the plus
side, we have an exceptionally young team
who I’m sure will have great success in the
future; bring on next season!
James Taylor (Boys’ Captain)

Girls’ 1st XI
Having worked tremendously hard in
training, the girls’ team came together and
won the pre-season tournament, defeating
all five opponents and scoring eleven
goals. This work ethic continued with four
wins out of four against Stowe, Rugby,
Malvern and Bedford.
In the County stages of the National
Competition, wins against RGS Worcester
and Malvern St James were won without
conceding a goal. In the semi-final against
The Chase, the girls won 2-0. Having won
against Malvern previously, this gave the
girls an extra bit of motivation to make
sure that they came out on top in the final
and this positive thinking resulted in a 2-0
victory with Bromsgrove being crowned
County Champions.
At the Midlands’ Zonals the team met
Trent and finished with a 1-1 draw but
defeated two other teams. In the Midlands’
Finals, a win, draw and a loss in the group
stage saw Bromsgrove progress to the
semis, meeting Trent for the third time
that season. A 0-0 draw followed, however
Bromsgrove narrowly lost on penalty flicks.
Although the team didn’t quite manage
to get to the National Finals, overall they
won 22 out of 28 matches and scored 71
goals. The girls should be very proud of
themselves. I, myself, am very proud to
captain such a fantastic team.
Frederica Robbins (Girls’ Captain)

The boys’ U16B team recorded an
excellent 3-2 victory over Repton but were
draw specialists, with nothing separating
themselves, Bloxham and Rugby. The
boys’ 2nd XI had a tough season but
should be commended for competing well
on a tough fixture card; their highlight
being the 5-1 victory over Denstone. The
girls’ 2nd XI recorded four excellent wins
while the highlight of the girls’ 3rd team
was their 6-0 win over Stowe.
All junior boys’ and girls’ teams performed
well, with the boys’ and girls’ U14As
reaching the Midlands’ Finals and
both U15A teams recording good wins
throughout the season.
I would like to thank all of the teams and
staff for their commitment to hockey this
season.
B Dudley
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Netball Teams
The U16s performed well in the National
Cup competition this season winning the
District Tournament and coming runners
up in the County Tournament to RGS. This
meant progression through to Regional
Finals held at home, where they performed
well in their group stage, narrowly missing
out on a place in the semi-finals.
The U14 team had a fantastic season, with
an unbeaten run. Winners of the District
Tournament, County Tournament and
Regional Tournament meant qualification
as the best team in the West Midlands
for the National Finals. The team went to
the Nationals with unknown trepidation
and excitement as to what to expect. The
standard was terrific and the team enjoyed
battling it out against the best teams in the
country for their age group. Some superb
netball was played throughout the day
and after a nerve-wracking start, the girls
can be proud of their four wins, all at the
very top level. They are also now current
holders of the Bromsgrove U14 Invitational
Tournament which next year’s U14 will
have to battle hard to retain.

Prep Netball
U13A
The U13A team have impressed this
season, winning all four of their matches.
The highlight was the Regional IAPS
Tournament where the girls won the title
and went through to the National finals at
Roedean. On the finals day they were very
close to making it through to the semis,
but just missed out on a spot.
The U13A girls have worked hard in
training and have developed well as a
team. Special mention should be made
to Kitty Luscombe who has captained
the team brilliantly and was also selected
to play in the County Netball Squad.
Well done to the rest of the squad for
your achievements; Katie Burke, Olivia
Corcoran, Catie Ranger, Fleur Gallagher,
Freya Harper, Tilly Giles, Hannah Pover
and Kate Morrice.

Netball Teams
The U13B netballers had a wonderful
season winning all but one of their fixtures.
Perhaps the team’s greatest achievement
was their victory against Dean Close. The
U13C squad scored seventy goals in just
six matches, winning four with convincing
margins against Birchfield, Foremarke Hall
and The Dragon on separate occasions.
The U13Ds won two out of their three
matches against Foremarke Hall and
Dean Close. All of the U13s have shown
commitment to training, enthusiasm and
worked hard in matches.
The U12A team have had a successful
season with highlights including winning

the Bromsgrove Invitational Netball
Tournament, getting to the quarter-finals
of the National Schools’ Netball Cup,
becoming IAPS Regional Champions
and competing in the National Finals
at Roedean School. They now have the
building blocks of becoming a very good
team in the future. The U12Bs had a
similarly tremendous term, only losing one
of their nine games played. The U12C
team have made huge improvements in
their skill set and shooting was a particular
highlight of their success. The U12Ds
have trained well in all aspects of the
game, playing two matches against The
Dragon and Denstone, which despite their
enthusiasm and excellent sportsmanship,
ended in losses. The U12E team played
against The Elms and drew 4 – 4, and for
the first time ever, the U12F team came
out against the Denstone College C team,
loosing narrowly 7 – 9.
The U11A netball squad have enjoyed a
successful albeit short season, winning
two matches, drawing one and losing one.
The highlight of the season was the IAPS
Regional Netball Tournament where the
girls rose to the occasion and finished
third in their group. The U11B team have
made significant progress, developing their
skills and building on their understanding
of the game, with huge amounts of team
spirit evident throughout the season. The
U11C team have displayed similar traits,
playing their matches with resilience and
commitment. The results card of the U11D
netball season only tells one half of a story.
The opposition during Wednesday fixtures
have often been stronger than the D team,
but the progress that the girls have made

in team work and understanding match
play has been significant.

Senior Netball

The U10A girls have every reason to be
proud of their achievements this term,
coming a commendable third in the
Bromsgrove U10 Netball tournament.
From a very basic starting level in
January, each member of the squad has
significantly improved their skill level. It
was also a good season for the U10Bs who
demonstrated developing talent throughout
their play. The U10C team, despite not
being the victors in any game, played
energetically, with some D players moving
up the C team.

1st
This has been a very successful season
for the 1st Netball team, winning a
tremendous eighteen games. Special
mention must go to the shooters Harriet
Goucher and Emily Collie, who between
them have scored a phenomenal 653
nets. Additionally, the defence have been
exceptional this year, with countless
interceptions from Chloe Crean, Lois
Brown, Imogen Sapstead and Alice
Vaughan. Furthermore, the speed and
determination of the centre court players,
Emma Davis and Lauren Brown, have
linked the court terrifically and attacked
fiercely. The most successful game
this season was a 64-11 victory against
Oakham. This was a game which showed
how versatile the squad was, due to the
change of positions and formation.

Our confidence this year has grown
stronger and stronger, and the fitness
levels of the team have also shone
throughout. This was evident when we
played the RAF and won 33-18. Initially
our heads were down as we thought that
we could not compete with their high
levels of physicality, however we played
tactically and began to blend as a team
to secure a comfortable victory. We have
played extremely well this year in two
tournaments, making it through to the
quarter-finals of the Independent Schools’
National Cup and producing some good
netball in the County and Regional
competition. All in all a great season with
many happy memories.
Laura Gieron (Captain)
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Prep Rounders

Prep Rugby

U13A
The U13A rounders’ team have had a
successful season with four wins and two
losses. They worked hard at the beginning
of the term learning about positioning of
fielders and the tactics of the game. The
team’s tight fielding often made it hard for
the opposition to score and superb play
between backstop Olivia Corcoron and 1st
post Kitty Luscombe caught many players
out. The final game against Denstone
College was very exciting, pulling out their
best performance of the term to score a
total of eleven rounders which resulted in
a win.

U13 A
Bromsgrove’s U13A team had a very good
season with a playing record of sixteen
won and three lost. Despite starting off
the season by losing to Warwick, Millfield
and RGS Worcester, credit must be given
to all of the squad who worked hard on
improving their basic skills in training
throughout the term and turned the
season around by winning fifteen of their
last sixteen matches. These excellent
wins included The Dragon 31-21, Solihull
School 38-26, Dean Close 21-14 and
Crypt Grammar 26-10. Other tough fixtures
and notable wins were away against Sir
Thomas Rich’s 29-19, Mumbles RFC 4127 on the Rugby Tour and local rivals KES
Birmingham, beating them with a score
of 31-12 in a thrilling finale to the season.

Rounders’ Teams
The U13B team won four out of their five
games, with notable victories against The
Dragon School and Denstone College.
Many improvements have been made
throughout the term, with particular
attention being paid to fielding techniques
and quick decision making.
For the U13Cs, throwing and catching
became better towards the end of the
season and the girls batted well but were
often surprised at how difficult it was to
power the ball a long way in order to score.
For the U13Ds, learning a number of
set drills was their key to improving their
skills. The whole team’s batting improved
dramatically as the term progressed with
almost all the girls making contact with the
ball and regularly securing half and full
rounders.
All girls in Year 7 (U12s) have regularly
enjoyed playing rounders for the School,
working hard on their placement of batting
and fielding skills. Highlights include
wins for the A team against The Dragon,
Moor Park, RGS and Birchfield. The
U12Bs have demonstrated their strength
and depth beating RGS, Foremarke
Hall, Winterfold and Denstone College.

Senior Rounders
The U12C team won one and lost two
which doesn’t reflect the progress made
throughout the term. The U12D team have
been a pleasure to work with, with their
enthusiasm and team work being highly
commended. The D’s played two matches,
winning one and losing the other.
From finding it difficult to strike the ball at
the beginning of the season, by the end
of term the U11s hit bowled balls more
regularly and with increasing accuracy. A
special mention should go to the A team
for their very good performance at the
King’s Hawford Invitational Tournament;
the girls won two matches (one of which
they played with only eight players),
drew one and lost two to finish in a
commendable third position overall.
Although the U10s did not win many
matches, the results do not reflect the
closeness of some of the games and the
fantastic improvement that they made in
their fielding and batting. Their throws are
now more accurate in reaching targets
and everyone is much more confident at
catching the ball from a distance. Overall
they can be proud of their achievements
this year.

The rounders’ season was enjoyed by all
last term, with games for the 1st and 2nd
teams as well as being able to field an A
and B team for both junior age groups.
Unfortunately due to the inclement
weather some of the matches were
cancelled yet both the training and the
intra-school games were competitive, with
great skill and tactics being demonstrated.
The U14A squad had a particularly
successful season qualifying for the
Worcestershire School Games by winning
the local district tournament. The games
were hosted by Bromsgrove so it was great
to not only host but also take part on home
turf. It was a competitive tournament with
five other teams representing their district.
The standard of play was very high with
some excellent consistent batting from
Elyssa Jones, Esme Gibson, Lorna Tyrell
and Ella Gardener and great tactical
fielding by Grace Grenfell, Scarlett Fender
and Lydia Wright. Winning four out of five
games meant that we finished with a gold
medal.
L Davenport

Artur Levashov was undoubtedly the star
of the season scoring an unprecedented
fifty-one tries using his strength, pace,
aggression and sheer determination to
run through defences. Captain and No.8
Nicolas Jakobsen also made a huge
contribution regularly breaking through
the line and linking up well with the back
line by using his excellent running and
handling skills. Well done to the whole
squad for their tremendous improvement
throughout the season.
C Munn
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Rugby Teams
The U13Bs followed up last year with
another successful season with 11 wins
and a draw. In the last 9 matches of the
season, the team won seven, a highlight
being a 46 - 0 victory over Millfield. The
U13C side had an interesting spell winning
half of their eight games. The most
impressive part of the C teams’ season
was the continuous effort to improve,
with ten of the boys never having played
rugby before. Of these, four eventually
progressed to the U13A team and two
succeeded in playing for the U13Bs. The
U13Ds enjoyed an excellent win versus
The Dragon 11th XV in what was their
only fixture of the season due to a match
cancellation by an opposition team.

Prep Rugby 7s
After several good Saturday sessions
mostly unhampered by cold and frost,
the U11 7s team entered their home own
tournament in high spirits and keen to
impress. Winning their group meant a
semi-final encounter against Abberley Hall.
After a scoreless first half, Abberley scored
three unanswered tries in the second half.
The U13A 7s team had similar success
in the Bromsgrove tournament, just going
one better as runners-up after facing
Warwick in the final. Building upon this
success, the team forged ahead in the
Packwood 7s, making it through to the
final against Sedbergh.
The Millfield 7s is a tournament that
everyone looks forward to, and after the
U11As faced strong competition in the
opening games, they made it through to a
thrilling final against Moulsford which they
won, crowning them U11 champions, a
first for this team since the tournament’s
inception. The U13s were drawn in a
similarly tough group yet managed to
qualify for the Plate competition. In the
quarter-final, the Bromsgrove U13s
defeated Port Regis, coming from 14 - 0
down, and overturned a deficit versus
Monmouth School. In the Plate Final
versus Caldicott, the boys went down in
the first half but came back with seventeen
unanswered points just running out of time

to score a fourth try. This was a great effort
by the U13 boys who, by this point, had
qualified for three consecutive 7s finals.
Having had some success leading up to
the Rosslyn Park 7s, hopes were high
that the U13 team might yet again qualify
through to the knockout stages. After a
cautious but victorious opening group
match against Wallhampton School
winning 35 - 21, the next game against
Colet Court School proved costly. Having
taken a 12 - 0 lead, the bounce of the
ball and a slipped tackle allowed the
opposition to sneak a 14 - 12 victory. With
both Bromsgrove and Colet Court locked
on the same points, the final game was
crucial. Although Bromsgrove played
their best to register a comfortable 35 - 0
victory against neighbours King Edward’s
Stratford, Colet Court managed a higher
total in their final game and advanced
on points difference. However, special
praise should go to all of the players
who represented the School gallantly in
the biggest tournament of its kind with
seventy-two Prep schools competing.
C Munn and R Widdop

The U12 teams have all had very
promising playing records. The U12As
enjoyed an unbeaten season which is no
mean feat given their tough fixture list.
There were a number of schools that were
defeated by huge margins including The
Dragon 55 - 0, Crypt Grammar 51 - 0
and Denstone College 49 - 0. The U12Bs
proved just as effective, winning twelve
and losing just three of their matches.
The bare statistics of the U12C team
losing 5 of their nine matches may seem
to contradict the view that they had an
enjoyable and well-played season, but
there is no doubt that the boys improved
enormously. This improvement can be
seen in the fact that the boys lost 35 - 5 to
Bredon Hill in early September but were
then very unfortunate to draw 22 - 22 in
late November against the same side.
The athleticism and commitment of the
U11As during training has been most
impressive. The season opener, in the
depths of Dorset at Port Regis, exceeded
expectations when the team reached
the final of the main competition, only
to come up short by one try against The
Dragon. The team were victorious against
Abberley Hall, Moor Park, The Croft, Dean
Close, Wellingborough, King’s Hawford
and Packwood Haugh, only stuttering to
Warwick and The Dragon and a draw with
King Henry VIII.

The U11B team got off to a slow start at
the beginning of the year due to tough
opposition against Warwick and The
Dragon. However, the boys did not let
this dampen their spirits and with an
eagerness to improve in training there
were some good victories in the middle
portion of the season over Abberley
Hall, The Croft and Moor Park. The boys
have shown unbelievable improvements
especially in their basic catch, pass and
tackling skills.
The U11Cs’ playing record was mixed
with two wins, five losses and a draw. The
highlight was against Warwick School,
with the team showing real character and
determination. If they continue to play with
this level of dedication to improvement,
their future is very bright.
After a difficult start to the U10A season
where they lost three extremely tight
games against Winterfold, Fairfield Prep
and The Downs Malvern, the team made
excellent progress not just as individuals
but also as a team, to finish with a record
of thirteen games played culminating in six
wins, six loses and one draw.
It was wonderful to see how far the U10B
team developed over the rugby season
and this showed by playing Winterfold
twice. Between these two games the
boys not only improved their basic skills
in catching and passing but also in their
understanding of the game. The U10Cs
played eight fixtures during the season
with three wins and a draw, however there
were a lot more highs than lows. The best
victory came over Dean Close Preparatory
School, winning the game 50 - 10 on
home soil.
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Senior Rugby
1st XV
At the end of August, the 1st team
squad assembled for a very rewarding
week of pre-season training. Despite the
lack of time spent together, they quickly
demonstrated great team spirit in a hard
fought win against a strong Worcester
Warriors AASE side.
Eager to avenge last season’s opening
defeat, the team travelled to Denstone
College. A strong début by Alex Nisbet
was accompanied by a fine try, helping
Bromsgrove to a 27-17 opening victory.
Despite a strong start against Warwick,
with a try by lock Justin Clegg, a very
determined opposition, in front of their
passionate home crowd, recovered to
secure a 13-8 victory. The return of
Ellesmere College to the fixture list after
a year’s absence coincided with the first
home game of the season. With two tries
from winger Chase Edwards, including a
superb solo effort, the game ended in a
24-0 victory.

Photography: ©The School Photography Company

It’s never easy playing Oundle and sure
enough a very tough physical encounter
followed in which we ran out 26-20 victors.
We showed immense character after
playing a large proportion of the 2nd half
down to 14 men. A convincing 27-0 win
against rivals Solihull followed, and that set
the team up for a monumental challenge
against a renowned Millfield side. The
game started poorly for Bromsgrove,
conceding a try immediately from the kick
off. However that proved to be the boost
that they needed, as this spurred them on
to a brilliant 15-5 victory, with a colossal
defensive performance by Austin Allison
leading the way.
Picking up where they left off, there was
a determined 18-10 win over Stowe, with
Blake Edwards breaking the deadlock with
a typical powerful run from the centre. A
low point in the season followed, in what
can only be described as an incredibly
frustrating game. A promising start gave
way to a game catalogued by errors,
finishing in a 13-10 defeat to Monmouth.
It has been an extremely successful
season for the 1st XV, ending in a positive
way with wins against Colston’s School,
Cheltenham College and KES Birmingham.
T Windo
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Reflections on winning the
NatWest Schools’ Cup
Here, Justin Clegg – 1st XV team member
and Deputy Head Boy - gives his take on
the 1st teams progress throughout the
NatWest Schools’ Cup tournament.
Winning the Natwest cup at Twickenham
was of course the pinnacle of
Bromsgrove’s rugby season. However,
it took seven weeks of hard work and
commitment, not only to the coaches but
to each other. Strong friendship was at the
core of our campaign, something that the
coaches picked up on by inviting the 1st
team players who were not in the matchday squad to go to Twickenham and be
able to sit on the team seats pitch-side.
Although it was surreal to end the season
as National Champions, there were times
when we were on the wrong end of the
results. Losing to Monmouth was a real
lowlight as we struggled to get into a game
which could have easily been ours. This
disappointment frustrated us as a team,
knowing we could do better. The coaching
team picked us up and pushed us harder
through the Monday night rain training
sessions. Ranging from fitness, contact or
just improving our skill set, we, as players
bought into whatever the coaches had
planned - their analysis was top draw as
were the drills they set. The coaches also
made it fun, which is important in such
a long rugby season. Simply starting with
a game of touch was key in developing
skills and warming up the body. We were
encouraged to look after our bodies and
with good facilities in place at Bromsgrove
we were able to do so with ease.
Emphasis was placed on not overtraining
- meaning we’d work hard on Monday
and gradually ease off towards match day.
This hard work paid off with highlights
of our season including beating Millfield,
one of the best school rugby teams in the
country, through a strong defensive game.
Our strong defence also held out against
the unbeaten Stamford in the Cup. Yet
we also showed strong attacking displays
putting 60 points on Solihull as well as
Dauntsey’s in both cup games.

Rugby Teams
The U16A team enjoyed a very successful
run having won all of their games in
the regular season. Unfortunately they
could not carry their good form into the
Lent term where they lost in the Cup
Semi-Final. Congratulations must go to
Beck Cutting and Harrison Fowke who
represented England U16 against Wales
in Caerphilly. The U16B and C team
struggled throughout the year although
there were some good performances
shown by a number of individuals.
The U15A team performed extremely well
to reach the 6th round of the NatWest
Cup, narrowly losing to Cheltenham
College. Both the B and C teams had
a mixed set of results although the B

What we achieved this season was a result
of our hard work but we are all grateful
for what our coaches, Mr Windo and Mr
Mullan, did for us this season as their
dedication and belief in us strengthened
our team.
Justin Clegg

team improved remarkably with some
notable performances towards the end of
the season. All of the U14 rugby teams
enjoyed a very successful season with
each team only losing a game each.
There were more successes for the junior
rugby teams in the 7s season. Across all
age groups there were only seven games
lost out of a total of 43. The U14 7s team
won the three tournaments that they
entered, including our own Invitational 7s.
The U15 team reached two semi-finals
and won the Worcestershire County 7s and
the U16 team reached the quarter final of
the National 7s.
T Windo
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Senior Swimming
The senior squads’ commitment to
swimming this year has been apparent
throughout, and as a result, all age groups
have progressed immensely with plenty to
show for their endeavour.

Prep Swimming
This academic year has been extremely
busy with squads, fixtures and National
tournaments. Pupils from Years 3 to 8
have exceeded all expectations from the
pupils who attend the junior squads to the
girls who finished 2nd in the country.
With more fixtures than ever, Bromsgrove
Preparatory School has competed in
invitational relays with schools across
seven counties as well as swims against
Holy Trinity, Edgbaston High School
for Girls, Warwick, St Martin’s, Solihull,
Newcastle-Under-Lyme and Blue Coat.
With this being the thirty-first year of the
Bromsgrove Invitational Gala, the team
knew they had to perform well under
pressure. Competing against a variety of
schools, the U11 and U13 teams swam
extremely well, with the U13 girls obtaining
gold in the 4x25 metres freestyle relay
setting a new meeting record.
Once again there were some very special
results at the IAPS Nationals at K2,
Crawley. Euan Vaughan-Hawkins along
with twelve girls qualified amongst the
sixteen fastest swimmers from Preparatory
Schools all over the country. The U10,
U12 and U13 girls competed in five relay
races, all finishing in the top five.

In the individual IAPS Nationals races,
Catrin Carter swam well in the 25m
butterfly heats, finishing in 11th place and
Imogen Vaughan-Hawkins came 13th in
the 50m backstroke heats. Qualifying for
the final and achieving positions were:
Jemima Vaughan-Hawkins 8th 25m
butterfly, Alice Oliver 7th 50m backstroke,
Elizabeth Aston 7th 50m breaststroke,
Grace Dieppe 7th 25m butterfly and Ruby
Hanke 5th 50m freestyle, Kitty Luscombe
3rd in 50m Breaststroke and Euan
Vaughan Hawkins 2nd in 50m backstroke.
A huge well done to Katherine Morrice
who finished 2nd in the 50m freestyle
but in doing so set a new School record
of 27.71 seconds. Louise Osborne gave
the performance of the day by winning
the U10 25m freestyle becoming IAPS
National Champion. Combining all the
points, the girls finished as the 2nd best
Preparatory School in the country.
On the back of the success at the IAPS
Nationals, the team of Oliver Brown, Teddy
Broadhurst, Cyrus Passman, William
Brown, Katie Rolph, Bryony Lowe, Louise
Osborne and Jemima Vaughan Hawkins
competed in the ESSA National Final. The
U10/U11 girls represented Bromsgrove in
both the Medley and Freestyle relays and
the boys competed in the Freestyle relay.

All teams swam magnificently with the
boys finishing 8th and the girls finishing
10th in the country.
Back at Bromsgrove, House Swimming is
a chance for everyone in the Prep School
to get involved. Watt were crowned the
eventual champions, followed by Telford in
2nd place, Darby in 3rd and Boulton 4th.
S Camden

The U18 boys won six out of their seven
regular fixtures and the U18 girls won
seven out of their nine fixtures, swimming
against strong opposition from schools
across the country. The two fixtures
against local rivals Malvern College
resulted in wins both home and away. The
U16s mirrored the success of the senior
age group, despite some swimmers having
to frequently swim up an age group. The
boys’ team picked up gold medals for
both the freestyle and the medley relays
at our own invitational competition and
at Warwick School, Sam Osborne coming
second in the 100m butterfly and James
Cuthbert fourth in the freestyle. The
girls’ team also achieved gold medals
at Stowe’s invitational Swimming relays,
and the medley team even beat the 2006
championship record by six seconds. The
U14 teams demonstrated great success
with the boys’ relay team qualifying for
the National Finals, swimming superbly
to finish eleventh in the medley relay but
more impressively eighth in the freestyle
relay. The U14 girls also had a great
achievement at Warwick school, becoming
the overall age group winners.

In addition, the boys and girls took part
in several National competitions and
invitational relays. At the start of the
season, Stowe School’s relay tournament
gave the U18 boys the opportunity to
take away two bronze medals in both
the medley and freestyle relays and the
U18 girls achieved a silver medal in the
freestyle relay and a bronze in the medley
relay. Shortly after this, we hosted our
own invitational relays, with the home
advantage helping the boy’s secure gold
and silver, whilst the girls achieved silver
in both relays. After narrowly losing to
Warwick school in a friendly gala earlier in
the season, we returned for the Warwick
100s relay competition. There was
individual success with both Zibo Zhang
and Talia Mitchell winning gold in the
100m breaststroke, Jack Weston silver in
the 100m backstroke, India Hanke silver
in the 100m freestyle, Rachel Weller and
Sam Osborne silver in the 100m butterfly
and Jeremy Turner, Matthew Horner,
James Cuthbert and Abigail Saker coming
within the top six in their individual events.
The highlight of the season was seeing
both the boys and girls teams at the
Olympics Aquatics Centre for the Bath and
Otter relays. Each year over 100 schools
compete, including swimmers of National
and International standard. This being
said, the girls’ team of Niamh Donovan,
Rachel Weller, Talia Mitchell and Abigail
Saker came fourth in the 4x50m medley
relay and eighth in the 4x50m freestyle
relay, whilst the boys team of Jack Weston,
Zibo Zhang, Jack Harding, Tristan Bland
and James Cuthbert came sixteenth in the
4x100m freestyle relay and a respectable
nineteenth in the medley.
Back at School, the entire squad had the
pleasure of meeting Olympic swimmers
Joanna Jackson and Grant Turner for
a one-to-one training programme. The
technical points they gave us in the water
were incredibly advanced, yet applicable
to all the age groups taking part, and
hopefully these will help the team’s
development in the seasons to come.
Jack Weston and Eleanor Kerr (Captains)
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Senior Squash

Senior Tennis

At the start of the year there was
uncertainty about who would fill the gaps
in the team with so many of last year’s
squad leaving. However, there was no
need to worry. The new Academy was
formed in the autumn with a professional
coach working with both established
and junior members of the squad. This
resulted in skills developing both quickly
and extensively.

Both the girls’ and boys’ tennis teams
enjoyed a successful season this summer.
With Head Coach Richard Lawton on
board, all members of the team have
improved their skill set through continued
practices in order to prepare themselves
for some difficult matches.

Throughout the remaining boys’ fixtures,
against Trent College and Repton, both
the 1st and 2nd teams produced positive
performances but could not perform
consistently enough to record victories in
all matches. However against Trent College
the 2nd team did manage to succeed.

Fortunately, the hard work paid off with
some opening wins over Clifton College
and Trent College for the girls and KES
Birmingham for the boys’ 1st pair.

A team of U15 girls competed in the
AEGON Cup competition, playing
consistently well to win the area
tournament and progressing through to the
knockout stages, beating RGS, Malvern
St James, and Hereford Cathedral School
along the way.

The fixture list grew from eight to thirteen
games. The 1sts had the best season ever
with five wins, as well as being crowned
Birmingham Schools’ Champions in
December.
The inaugural 2nd V obtained two wins out
of their four fixtures. The Academy is set
to continue next year, with the professional
squash coach set to take over; exciting
times are ahead!
N Phillips

Prep Tennis
The girls’ U12 and U13 squads have had
some very good results this year winning
75% of matches played. Notably, the U12
team played up a year in the AEGON Cup
competition twice.
Both teams beat Malvern St. James, with
the U13s also winning games against The
Dragon and Abberley Hall.
The junior tennis team won every U11
match, having worked hard on their skills
throughout the season. The U10 girls
have worked on their over arm serves and
they are becoming more confident using
these in matches with great accuracy and
power. All of the teams have represented
Bromsgrove with pride and they have
been a credit to the School, showing great
sportsmanship and impeccable behaviour.
J Weller

The spirit shown by the girls in a difficult
loss against Rugby was followed by an
admirable win the following week against
Bloxham. The whole team has played well
throughout the season, showing great
enthusiasm for the sport and pride in
representing Bromsgrove.

The boys finished with a flourish against
Cheltenham College, with the 1sts
recording a fine 6-3 win with superb
performances.
H Bell (Boys) and Millie Doherty
(Girls’ 1st Captain)
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Prep Sports Day
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School Caps 2014/15
Athletics
Prep School:
Daniel Ashton, Olivia Corcoran,
Jack Fildes-Smith, Matilde Giles,
Charlotte Harmer, Siena Horton,
Maisie Hucker, Nicolas Jakobsen,
Mary Kuveava, Jake Lowe,
Kitty Luscombe, Fleur Parris,
Marky Prakaisiroj, Sam Roberts,
Sasha Sevenyuk, Orla Walker,
Lauren Whensley
Senior School:
Declan McManus, Ben Walker (Capt.)
Badminton
Senior School:
Jade Cao, Karen Cheung,
Milton Lau (Capt.), Howard Li, Kirk Tian
Basketball
Senior School:
Kevin Tai (Capt.)
Cricket
Prep School:
Nicolas Jakobsen, Elliot Mason,
Daniel Meredith
Senior School:
Chase Edwards, Alex Wilkinson
Cross-Country
Prep School:
Siena Horton, Jake Lowe,
Kitty Luscombe, Orla Walker
Senior School:
Declan McManus
Debating
Senior School:
Niall Hegarty
Drama
Senior School:
Ben Featherstone, Niall Hegarty,
Clement Harris, Pavel Poloskin
Football
Senior School:
Harrison Frost, Ivaylo Karov

Golf
Senior School:
Sam Bellamy, Harrison Hill
Hockey
Prep School:
Pearce Childs, Martha Edge,
Charlotte Harmer, Siena Horton
Senior School:
Constantin Kiltz, Frederica Robbins,
Jamie Ross, Katrina Walton
Music
Senior School:
Felix Chan, Sarah Chan, Emily Collie,
Connie E, Lucy Sapwell, Cammy Tong
Netball
Prep School:
Kitty Luscombe
Senior School:
Lois Brown, Chloe Crean, Laura Gieron
Rounders
Prep School:
Olivia Corcoran, Siena Horton,
Kitty Luscombe
Rugby
Prep School:
Nicolas Jakobsen, Artur Levashov
Senior School:
Austin Allison, Justin Clegg,
Chase Edwards, Paolo Parisi,
B en Schmermund, Luke White
Squash
Senior School:
Felix Chan, Artemiy Savostyanov
Swimming
Prep School:
Catrin Carter, Katherine Morrice,
Alice Oliver, Kitty Luscombe,
Euan Vaughan Hawkins
Senior School:
Eleanor Kerr

Tennis
Prep School:
Phoebe Fletcher, Siena Horton,
Maisie Hucker, Catie Ranger
Senior School:
Millie Doherty (Capt.),
Alex Griffiths (Capt.), Harrison Hill
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1986 was the year that Tim Taylor arrived
as the new Headmaster. Within two
years, sensing his latent ability, Mr Taylor
had made Mr Bowen Housemaster of
Wendron-Gordon. Under his leadership, it
doubled in size, becoming the first House
ever to reach 90 boys.

Senior Staff
Leavers
Philip Bowen
(1981-2015)

Yet the Headmaster saw even greater
potential and when in 1989 Tony Finn
stepped down as Deputy Headmaster, the
redoubtable Mr Bowen was the obvious
successor. Dedicated, efficient, a proven
organiser, compassionate yet firm when
necessary and impeccably well-informed;
he was a perfect fit.

In the mid-16th Century, shortly before
Bromsgrove School was founded, a
man named Robert Whittington wrote a
tribute to his friend, Sir Thomas More.
As Chancellor of England, it was Thomas
More who had refused Henry VIII’s wish to
divorce Catherine of Aragon. A principled
man who remained true to his beliefs while
adapting to the changing times, he was
much loved by the common people. In
recalling his virtues, his friend wrote:
“More is a man of an angel’s wit and
singular learning. I know not his fellow.
For where is the man of that gentleness,
lowliness and affability? And, as time
requireth, a man of marvellous mirth and
pastimes, and sometime of as sad gravity.
A man for all seasons.”
Surely a fitting tribute also for Philip St
John Bowen, Bromsgrove’s own man for
all seasons?
To sum up the contribution of a man of
Mr Bowen’s calibre is no easy task. His
35 ½ years of service to the School have
exemplified the very ideals of servant
leadership. Even the briefest of accounts
resonates with his dedication to others.
It was a vocation which started 41 years
ago, when a young Philip Bowen, recently
married to Jane and at the threshold of
his teaching career, arrived at Bromsgrove
to take up a post in the Prep School. His
“youthful enthusiasm” was, according to
Jim Page, treated with some reserve by a
few of the old-timers but he quickly won
them over.

The rest is history of the proudest sort.
Over the next 26 years, Philip Bowen was
the consummate Deputy Headmaster –
dedicated, efficient, reliable and wise. Four
Headmasters have treasured this most
loyal and trustworthy of lieutenants. The
numbers alone are remarkable:
Jim recalls his genuine sympathy for very
young pupils and his imaginative teaching.
He also notes Mr Bowen’s inspiring love of
the natural world. Ironically, it was partly
that love which, just over a year later, took
him away from Bromsgrove for a while.
Mr Bowen has always revelled in travel,
especially to places where wildlife and
birds abound. So in 1976 he was easily
tempted to accept a teaching position in a
remote village in Zambia It was a rich and
exhilarating period of his life.

•

35 ½ years at Bromsgrove (translated,
that’s 102 terms)

•

26 of those years as Deputy
Headmaster, serving three
Headmasters

•

A staggering 1122 Routh Hall
Assemblies, 2800 Chapels, and the
personal supervision of 1000 School
Detentions in Cookes Room

•
Those who know his passion for
ornithology will not be surprised to learn
that he is named in several bird books as
having been the first to discover the eggs
of the Black and Rufus Swallows whilst in
Africa.
Those were not the only chicks to hatch
during his 5 years abroad however, and
with two young daughters the Bowens’
returned to the UK and, fortunately for us,
to Bromsgrove, in 1981. He returned to
the Prep School but the Headmaster of
the time, Nick Earle, encouraged him to
make his mark in the Senior School and so
he did, teaching History, Politics and later,
Religious Studies. It was not long before
his natural pastoral talents came to the
fore though and in 1984 he became the
Housemaster of School House.

400 Newsletters, ringing out the
tidings of the week, bracketed by
evocative descriptions of the seasonal
changes and delightful vignettes from
the School’s history

•

16 historic plaques composed and
erected around the School,
proclaiming our past

•

And the number of School concerts,
plays, Lower Fourth Camps, Malvern
Walks, CCF Field Days and DofE
events he missed in all those years?
Not one.

Along with the many gifts, cards and
letters that have poured in to wish Mr
Bowen well in his retirement, the School
has produced a two-volume set of books to
commemorate his service to Bromsgrove.

They contain contributions from hundreds
who have been touched by his teaching
and compassionate leadership. They end
with my own tribute, excerpts of which
follow:
“You are an educator in the truest sense.
You do not simply deliver knowledge, you
lead young people to understanding. The
first educators were servants who walked
children from their homes to the temples
where knowledge was stored.
That is how I see you. Guiding learning.
The often invisible hand which
nevertheless ensures opportunities for
growth present themselves to all in your
charge. You are also a powerful role model
for the joy of lifelong learning. Your own
zest for new knowledge, your passion to
uncover and discover, is not lost on the
pupils.
You are an orator par excellence, one
of the finest I have known. You hold an
audience spellbound not just with your
captivating delivery but also through the
masterful weaving of the stories you tell.
Above all, you show the greatest respect
to your audiences through meticulous
preparation and research.
You finesse, if that can be a verb. That
is your way; to deal tactfully and with
discretion. Were you not an educator,
surely you could have been a diplomat?
Your sensitivity and sensibility have been
great assets to the School.
One must discipline with dignity. I have
witnessed your prowess in addressing the

transgressions of pupils and colleagues in
such a manner that there is always a way
forward with egos intact.
You are a keeper of the culture. The
School’s steward of the host of habits
which anchor us to our past and make us
unique. You uphold and enforce traditions
borne of good manners and good sense.
You bring gravitas to the solemn rituals yet
still revel in the quirks. You do not merely
recall the great history of Bromsgrove
School, you embody it. I see the great men
– Routh, Walters, even Cookes himself – in
your actions and your motivations.
You are a servant, in the most honourable
and Christian meaning of the word.
Indeed, you are a servant leader, one
who has sought authority not for personal
power but for the greater leverage to help
others. It is testimony to your powerful
influence that for generations the
behaviour of our pupils has been guided
not by a fear of angering you but rather by
a fear of letting you down.
Thomas Jefferson once said: “God grant
that men of principle may be our principal
men.” You have been one of Bromsgrove’s
principal men for three decades. It is no
coincidence that your annual letters to
new Monitors ends with the sentence
“Remember above all, we serve.”
You truly have been a man for all seasons
and you leave with our deepest admiration
and gratitude.
P Clague
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Rhys Watkins
(2005-2015)
2015 represents Rhys’s second farewell
from Bromsgrove. He first joined the
School in 1985, leaving in 1991 to
spend several years in the state system.
With pleasing circularity, Rhys actually
lived in Walters, the House he is now
in, when it was accommodation for new
teachers. Thankfully, Rhys came back
to us in 2005 much to my relief. I had
spent my first year as Head of Modern
Languages without a Head of French and
really needed someone who knew what
they were doing. Rhys, who had been a
Head of Department before, certainly did.
He brought with him a huge amount of
experience as well as administrative ability
and a passion for all things French. On
the teaching side, Rhys quickly showed
himself to be an extremely able teacher,
equally at home teaching pupils who
would go on to win top university places
for languages and those in the bottom set
in the Fifth Form. Alongside French, Rhys
also taught Italian IB, and I know that the
pupils enjoyed these lessons enormously.
Rhys led many trips and exchanges
to France over the years, believing,
like me, that visiting the country is an
essential part of learning the language
and understanding the culture. Within the
department, we all found his help and
advice invaluable.
Rhys was also a schoolmaster in the
old sense of the word, in that he was
interested in the whole development of
his pupils and involved in a variety of
activities. As a tutor, Rhys was in Lupton,

Laura McCutcheon
(2006-2015)
Lyttelton and latterly Walters, where his
sensitive tutoring and meticulous reports
were much valued by Mr Wilkins. Rhys
also did duties in Housman Hall in his
early days and saw this as an opportunity
to help boarding pupils with languages.
On the sports field, Rhys enjoyed
coaching rugby and his U15 teams over
the years have benefitted from his Welsh
enthusiasm for the game and his desire
for them to do their best. I, however, will
not miss his gloating on Monday mornings
following Wales defeating an English side
the previous weekend. Rhys was in charge
of cross-country with great success,
made regular appearances at camp and
supported all School events. It is rare to
find anyone who has made such a wide
contribution.
In short, Rhys was a fantastic member of
the Modern Languages department and
the entire Common Room. We will all miss
his wisdom, commitment and friendship.
We wish him well for his retirement.

Recruiting Laura McCutcheon from St
Catharine’s College, Cambridge in 2006
was one of the best decisions I have
made in my career. It meant that Laura
had to train to teach “on the job” through
the GTP scheme, and the challenges
of this should not be under-estimated.
Laura, however, quickly threw herself in to
everything and was determined to do as
well as possible for her pupils and to learn
from the experienced colleagues around
her. Indeed a commitment to lifelong
learning and self-improvement is one of
the many things which stands out about
Laura.
Laura has proved to be an outstanding
member of the Modern Languages
department and a huge asset to the
entire school. She has taught Spanish
and French at all levels with great skill,
dedication and commitment. She showed
patience with the weaker pupils, giving
them support and encouragement, whilst
challenging the more able, including
pushing the top linguists on to gain places
at Cambridge.

M Beet
Laura was unstinting in the amount of time
she was prepared to give pupils outside
normal hours, be it to practise orals or
to discuss films and literary texts. One
achievement that stood out for me was
the French set a few years ago in which
every pupil got an A*, but there were many
others. When the IB was introduced, Laura
was the obvious person to take the lead
of the ToK course and to guide the pupils

Jo Spearing
(2006-2015)
through this. Her inspirational teaching of
this course made it a joy for all involved
and the fact that pupils do so well at this
element of the IBDP really is down to her.
On the pastoral side, Laura has been a
tutor in Housman Hall for nine years,
serving latterly as Assistant Houseparent.
She loved her time in Housman and really
valued this aspect of the School. Nothing
was too much trouble for Laura; she would
stand in at a moment’s notice and spend
hours with the young people of Housman
helping them through all sorts of issues.
In terms of activities, Laura coached
hockey and all of her teams over the years
have benefitted from her usual dedicated
approach. She was also Assistant Head
of Lower Fourth and was an invaluable
support to me in helping our pupils with
the rigours of Oxbridge Entrance.
Laura will be hugely missed, indeed I am
convinced we will only be fully aware of all
the gaps she leaves when she is no longer
there. She has secured a well-deserved
promotion and we wish her well at The
King’s School, Chester where she will be
Head of Spanish. They are fortunate to
have her.
M Beet

Jo Spearing has been an excellent
member of the Modern Languages
department for over 10 years. After initially
covering a maternity leave, we quickly
realised that we could not let someone
this good slip through our fingers and
appointed her on a part-time basis.
Jo commuted four days a week by train
from Hereford in all weathers without a
complaint, cycling up from the station
at an impressive pace. Once in the
classroom, Jo was an excellent German
teacher, showing in particular real patience
with pupils who did not always find things
easy. She had a real talent for breaking
down concepts and explaining them in
a way pupils could understand. Jo was
equally capable of stretching our brightest
linguists and top sets thrived on her
creative teaching and exacting standards.
Jo’s Sixth Form classes were inspired
and we regularly had years in which
every single A2 pupil proceeded on to
a university course involving German in
some way or other. She should be proud
of this, and of the fact that we have
such good numbers studying German
at all levels in the School. Jo regularly
accompanied the German Exchange to
Potsdam, missing only two years in her
time here. She was an enormous help to
me when in Germany and I know that the
pupils enjoyed her company.

Aside from teaching, Jo pioneered the
language leaders’ award and was very
proud of all the pupils who achieved it.
She was also in charge of the Critical
Thinking course and an invaluable
help in assisting pupils with their tests
for Oxbridge admissions. The boys of
Lupton House will miss her warm and
helpful tutoring. She always had their
best interests at heart and wanted them
to achieve their potential. We in the
department will miss Jo’s friendship and
counsel hugely. She leaves to enjoy her
retirement in rural Wales and we wish her
well.
M Beet
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Iskra Peric-Crnko
(2007-2015)
I first met Iskra in September 2000 when
she joined my Lower Sixth chemistry set,
one of the School’s first HMC scholars. At
the end of the summer term 2002 she left
with straight A grades at AS and A level,
bound for university in Zagreb, and five
years later she was back, this time to sit on
the other side of the teacher’s desk – so
in fact, this is the second time she has left
Bromsgrove.
Iskra was in Oakley when she was a pupil
here, so it must have been hard to be
placed in rival Mary Windsor as a tutor
when she first arrived as a teacher, but
she remained there throughout her time
at Bromsgrove and became Assistant
Houseparent. She was an excellent tutor;
personable and caring while maintaining
good discipline, building up a good rapport
with her tutees, and was a reliable support
to Tracey Tweddell in all aspects of House
life. One of her tutees said about her, “Mrs
Peric is a lovely teacher and a lovely tutor.
She is mindful of everyone in her tutor
group and takes care of our concerns.”
Another said, “Mrs Peric has always been
a friendly face around the house and has
been excellent at helping with my UCAS
application and making sure everything is
on track! She will be sorely missed by all
the Mary Windsor girls”.
Iskra had a great passion for dance, and
offered this as a unique contribution
to the activity programme throughout
her time at Bromsgrove. Several pupils
gained the Dance Leadership qualification

Jackie Comley
(2008-2015)
under her tutelage, and she played an
important role in the choreography for
drama productions. She took charge of a
group of pupils involved in the residential
homes activity, supervised recreational
squash, supervised pupils in the CCF
and ran Saturday support sessions in the
Chemistry department. While living in
Conway Road she sometimes took on the
unenviable task of being in charge of the
Gappies. Colleagues whom she supported
both in the House and in extra-curricular
activities particularly appreciated her
organisation and punctuality in everything
that she did.
I quickly realised when I started teaching
Iskra in 2000 that she was very clever,
and it was a real boon having her in the
department – she was a teacher of high
quality chemistry. She is a self-confessed
perfectionist, and that was apparent in
everything she did. Iskra is incredibly
organised, plans lessons in minute detail,
marks and returns work promptly, keeps a
very detailed mark book, and meets every
deadline. Most importantly for a classroom
teacher she has real concern that the
pupils she teaches do as well as they can,
and she has played a valuable role in
maintaining the academic standards of the
department. I have been truly grateful for
her contribution and her support.
During her time at Bromsgrove Iskra
married Hrvoje and in September 2013
they celebrated the arrival of young Adrian
who became a familiar figure around the

campus, especially enjoying the diggers
working on the dining hall refurbishment.
We will miss them as they leave for Iskra
is to take up a teaching post at Ashford
School, and we wish them well as they
move on to pastures new.
C Dowling

When Jackie Comley joined the
International Department in August 2008,
she came with a passion for teaching the
English language to advanced learners.
She had certainly arrived at the right
place because Bromsgrove is home to
many very talented and able international
students, most of whom learn English
as an Additional Language. Her lessons
were hugely popular; her clear, thorough
approach to explaining the intricacies
and nuances of the English language
were extremely useful to those students
grappling with the finer points of grammar.
Jackie led a CPE (Cambridge Proficiency
in English) class, which resulted in several
students achieving top grades in the
highest level test for English language
ability.
Jackie was instrumental in starting the
English B programme for the International
Baccalaureate Diploma, which is now the
most popular option for students taking
IB. She has trained and supported all
teachers in the department who have also
taken on IB teaching. Jackie says her most
satisfying times have been supporting
advanced learners taking examinations
in First Language English; she supported
many Sixth Form students embarking
on this task. In fact, one of Jackie’s
proudest moments during her time at
Bromsgrove School was her success
with the 1 year Fifth Form students, who

produced excellent results over a short
time in a difficult First Language English
examination.
As well as being a wonderful classroom
teacher, Jackie was a House tutor in both
School House and Housman Hall. She
was a successful Sixth Form tutor and
contributed widely across the School,
by teaching extra English classes where
needed, teaching PSHCE and leading
extension sessions for the Sixth Form
Core Programme. In addition, she was
a highly valued leader on a Bromsgrove
Service activity, taking students to
volunteer at a residential home each
week, demonstrating to students her core
qualities of commitment, patience and
reliability. She will be greatly missed and
we wish her all the best for the future.
J Boonnak
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Adele George
(née Williams, 2009-2015)
When Adele Williams joined the Classics
Department in September 2009 as a result
of expansion, there was every confidence
that we had found a subject specialist
combining enthusiasm with efficiency in
the delivery of specifications. As an Old
Bromsgrovian herself, she knew what the
School was like, had a natural empathy
with the pupils and still had a handful
of her old teachers to impress! From
day one, Adele set about her task with
energy and quickly made her mark as a
fine ambassador for Classics: personable
yet with high standards; keen to stretch
the most able, but also willing to spend
time with those who struggled with any
aspect; strong enough in her subject
knowledge to cover examination topics,
but also to showcase the breadth and
relevance of study of the classical world.
In particular, Adele took real ownership
of introducing the A level topic of Greek
Art and Architecture, meaning that
Bromsgrove Classicists are now able to
discuss contrapposto and stylobates as
much as literary stylistic devices, not to
mention the excellent resources she has
bequeathed to the Department in this area
of study. Adele is a real advocate of trips
to consolidate learning and, thanks to her,
the British Museum trip is now an annual
fixture; she also took the lead in organising
a successful trip to Rome and Pompeii.
Through all of these endeavours, as well as
her good humour, strong relationships with
her students were forged.

Outside of the classroom, Adele quickly
established herself as a popular and
respected colleague, willing to throw
herself fully into the Bromsgrove lifestyle.
Her prior knowledge of the environment
not only engaged rapport with established
members of Common Room, but often
made her a useful first port of call for new
colleagues. Whatever the task, whether
practical, social or extra-curricular, Adele
would be more likely to say ‘yes’ than ‘no’
– from sports fixtures to Duke of Edinburgh
walks, boarders’ trips to World Challenge
expeditions, Adele remained a thoroughly
reliable team player. Little wonder she
earned the admiration of a dashing young
PE teacher who plucked up the courage to
ask Miss Williams to become Mrs George.
Having built up such a profile around the
School, as well as the trust of both pupils
and staff, it was no surprise that Adele was
drawn to taking on pastoral responsibility.
After a rewarding stint as a boarding tutor
in Mary Windsor, Adele accepted the role
of founding Houseparent of Page House,
the new Prep School boarding house in
September 2012. This was a flagship
project of the time, a restructuring not
only of the former Mary Windsor House
(which now moved down beside Oakley
and Elmshurst), but also of the boarding
provision for younger years. As its public
faces, Adele and Gareth shouldered such
a daunting challenge superbly, balancing
the reassuring persona for parents with
the establishment of new routines and,
at the heart of it all, with the day-to-day

care of their young charges. Through
these first years of Page, Adele’s priority
was always the well-being of her pupils
- by nature the most dependent of our
boarding community – in terms of their
practical living conditions, pastoral welfare
and the provision of out-of-school trips
and activities. To this end, and working
with personnel across the Prep and Senior
Schools, she was not afraid to be forthright
when she saw fit, and the foundation
of the House will probably remain her
proudest legacy.
Having looked after so many young
children with such care, including all of
the emotional and medical incidents which
can evolve during term time, we all were
delighted by the safe arrival of baby Thea
and the opportunity for Gareth and Adele
to enjoy parenthood for real. They leave
for Chile with our thanks and very best
wishes for all they have accomplished at
Bromsgrove.
A G McClure

Gareth George
(2009-2015)

Steve Phennah
(2010-2015)

Gareth George joined us in 2009 steeped
in both boarding tradition and a deep
love of sport with his father being a
Housemaster at Haileybury and a brother
playing for Saracens.

Steve joined Bromsgrove in September
2010 from Denstone College. He was
initially appointed as a Maths teacher
but due to his previous background as a
director of sport he was very able to assist
with the two major sports of rugby and
athletics. On his appointment to Head
of Activities in September 2012, he also
took more of a leading role in organising
the extra-curricular life of the school.
He was instrumental in introducing new
activities which are continuing to prove
hugely successful. Steve also showed his
leadership skills in organising new formats
for activities choices and registering
pupils. Pupils and staff both enjoyed his
relaxed style of management yet knew that
organisation was the key to its success.

slightly by sleeping in his VW campervan!
When Steve looks back on his time at
Bromsgrove I am sure he will remember
fondly the way he developed the activities
programme.

Steve’s attention to detail, his rejuvenating
ideas and his outstanding commitment to
the choice of activities for all pupils was
the mainstay of his time at Bromsgrove.
Steve will be sorely missed by all – his
zest for the whole child education and the
pursuit of excellence has been second to
none. He has impressed colleagues with
his deep knowledge in a variety of areas
and his meticulous planning, organisation
and conscientious approach. As has
already been mentioned, attention to
detail was to become a typical trademark
of Steve’s teaching, reflecting his totally
dedicated and professional approach
to his work. Those who have been
involved on the L4th camp to Symonds
Yat greatly appreciate Steve’s wisdom
and support, even though he cheated

N Riley

Gareth quickly made an impression
as an inspirational sports coach with
a particularly fine run with the very
talented U15A rugby team which reached
the semi-final of the Daily Mail Cup.
Twickenham was denied us that year but
some of his team were then to lift the
trophy at U18 level two years later. Gareth
was likewise at home coaching hockey and
athletics. As Head of Boys’ PE he was a
superb leader for colleagues and pupils.
Gareth was a strong and capable pastoral
leader too. After a residential tutor post
in Housman Hall, he was appointed
Housemaster of Lyttelton House in 2013
where his fine work was much appreciated
by boys and parents. His enthusiasm
for the House knew no bounds and he
engendered a strong House spirit.
Gareth made a major contribution to the
sporting and pastoral life of our School. He
is now Director of Sport at a School in the
Southern Hemisphere. We wish him every
success, happiness and fulfilment with his
family in Santiago, Chile.
P Bowen

Steve has taught maths at Bromsgrove
for five years. His pupils and tutees are
unanimous in their appreciation of his
caring nature and support for them. His
classes have consistently attained top
results and his calm nature and relaxed
approach to matters will be missed.
Steve leaves Bromsgrove to retire with his
wife Linda and he is looking forward to
expanding his collection of classic cars
and riding his bike. We wish him every
happiness.
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Fiona Hardy
(2011-2015)
Fiona Hardy started her teaching career
at Bromsgrove School in September 2011
having graduated with a PGCE from the
University of Worcester. Having previously
attained a Business and Economics
degree in Newcastle, Fiona brought
much passion, vigour and warmth to the
Business and Economics Department.
Initially in her career she taught both
subjects, later to specialise fully in her
true love; Economics. She has made an
invaluable contribution since she began.
Fiona has embraced the variety of her
role at Bromsgrove, in the classroom,
pastorally as well as on the extra-curricular
front. Within her first term at School she
was promoted to the role of Assistant
Houseparent in Mary Windsor, a role
she excelled at. All the girls in the House
and especially her tutor group have been
very fortunate to have such outstanding
pastoral care from someone like her.
Further to this, Fiona went on to take
a tutoring role in Oakley and also Page
House. Fiona has played a pivotal role
in helping the Prep and Senior Schools
truly become ‘one school’. Likewise, Fiona
has been heavily involved in girls’ tennis,
netball, hockey and athletics as well as
running and leading the School’s Model
United Nations team; taking them to
various conferences throughout the UK.
She has also been involved in the running
of (to name but a few) Bromsgrove

Jen Law
(2011-2015)
Service, Young Enterprise, Lower Fourth
Camp, the Sports Tour to Australia, the
Economics and Business trip to London
and her famous Chocolate making talk
during Lecture Week.
Fiona has brought such a breath of fresh
air to the School with her genuine warmth,
helpful nature and friendly smile. She
really has been such a wonderful addition
to Bromsgrove and we shall all miss her
terribly. We wish her well as she starts
her new role teaching Economics and
Business at St Dunstan’s College, London.
R Keys

Jen joined us in 2011 as a newly qualified
Physical Education teacher after studying
at Brunel University. Jen threw herself
whole heartedly into the School and
developed well as a new teacher, bringing
lots of energy and fresh ideas to the
department. Her depth of knowledge in a
variety of sports was a great asset.
During her time at Bromsgrove Jen has
taught A level, GCSE and BTEC and the
pupils in her classes have valued her
knowledge and input to such lessons. Jen
has coached the 1st outdoor and indoor
Hockey teams, with her greatest accolade
being when they reached National Final
level. Jen has also competently coached
netball, rounders and tennis teams and
organised all the sports team photos. Jen’s
flexibility and approach has been one of
her major strengths, particularly enjoying
partaking in the girls’ Hockey and Netball
Tour to Hong Kong and Australia in 2014.
For Jen’s first 2 years she was a boarding
tutor in Oakley where she built up a great
rapport with her tutees and the girls in the
house providing them with a great support
network. Jen was then quickly promoted to
residential tutor in Housman Hall where I
know she has been an enthusiastic, caring
and supportive tutor and will be dearly
missed next year.

Nathan Phillips
(2011-2015)
Jen has also been involved with the CCF
where she enjoyed the many Field Days
and DofE expeditions. Her passion for
the outdoors was rewarded when she
got promoted to i/c Bronze DofE Award
in her final year at Bromsgrove which
provided her with plenty of opportunities to
complete various expeditions. Jen has also
been an enthusiastic helper on the Lower
Fourth Field Day and Camp.
Jen’s love for travelling and exploring
continues as she now embarks on a new
teaching journey at United World College
of South East Asia in Singapore, which will
also provide a great base for Jen to extend
her travels further. We wish her well and
every success and happiness in the future.
E Buckingham

Arriving from Stowe School via the
Cambridge Water Company, Nathan joined
us in September 2011. He had already
had experience in boarding before he
arrived, and started as a Sixth Form tutor
in Oakley before moving to WendronGordon as Assistant Houseparent. During
his time in the House he was a reliable
support to Hugh and was responsible for
introducing many new procedures and
events which helped to make the House
what it is today. Nathan was an effective
support to his tutees, especially during the
UCAS procedure, and they respected the
way in which he really got to know them
and made the effort to find out about their
interests and activities.
Nathan was fully involved in the extracurricular life of the School. He served as
an officer in the CCF, coached rugby and
helped with soccer, hockey and athletics.
One of his later responsibilities was as
master in charge of squash. He set up an
Inter-House squash league which helped
to raise the profile of squash in the School,
and under his leadership the sport grew
from one which had been non-existent
four years earlier to one in which fixtures
now regularly took place against other
schools and in National competitions.
A competitive and confident sportsman
himself, he was still running sprint races
as a vet when he left.

Nathan was appointed as second in
department, and I was very grateful
for everything he did to support me
and the department in that role. He
uncomplainingly took on a large part
of the departmental administration,
which allowed him to make good use
of his impressive ICT skills. His biggest
contribution was in involving pupils in
chemistry outside the classroom. He
organised teams for the West Midlands
Chemistry Quiz and the RSC Top of the
Bench Competition, as well as trips to,
amongst others, Bath University Chemistry
Department and Ecton Mine. In 2015, he
arranged for pupils to enter the Chemistry
Olympiad, with particularly great success.
As a teacher he had a genuine interest
in the progress of his pupils and set
consistently high standards, always firm
but fair and not allowing any pupil to get
away with inferior work.
Nathan is nothing if not ambitious; it was
inevitable that someone would snap him
up, and it was our loss and Welbeck’s gain
when he moved there to take up the post
of Head of Chemistry. We wish Nathan,
Lou, Hayden and Celin well as they move
to pastures new. We will miss them all.
C Dowling
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Lisa Rogers
(2011-2015)
Lisa arrived in September 2011 and
quickly established herself as the epitome
of everything upbeat, positive and
energetic in English and Drama. She is a
first-rate class-room practitioner, always
open to new developments in teaching,
and she built up a superb rapport with her
classes, from Lower Fourth to Upper Sixth.
The results achieved are testimony to her
dedication.
Outside the classroom, Lisa’s directorial
partnership with Lucy McKee has taken
the Fourth Form productions to another
level, taking their shows on the road with
the National Theatre Connections initiative,
first to the Warwick Arts Centre and then
further afield to the Royal and Derngate in
Northampton. These productions created
close communities from the young casts,
and watching them develop as actors and
as people has meant a lot to Lisa.
RADA has been another continued
success, with many Saturday mornings
spent rehearsing pupils for the RADA
exams; again, their achievements at all
levels are a tribute to her inspirational
work. She has also arranged a Christmas
Tea and Carols evening as part of
Bromsgrove Services – an event which
benefitted old and young alike.

It is perhaps in the service of pastoral
work that Lisa’s true vocation lies. From
Head of Year to Assistant Houseparent
of Oakley, to Houseparent of Hazeldene,
she has packed more into four years than
many do in a career. Both Oakley and
Hazeldene were challenging in different
ways, but in both cases the girls in her
charge have gained much from her firm
and fair guidance, unwavering support
and superb example. She has taken on
the most difficult pastoral cases with
composure, wisdom and judgment,
while simultaneously making no secret
of her immense loyalty to her House and
delighting in their achievements both big
and small.
Lisa will be missed; she is moving to
Nottingham with her husband and we wish
them all the very best for the future.
K Linehan

Samm Thorpe
(2012-2015)

Virang Dal
(2013-2015)

Samm joined us in 2012 as a graduate
sports coach after studying at the
University of Worcester. It soon became
apparent that Samm’s organisation,
punctuality and reliability were to be her
major strengths. Samm threw herself into
the department and coached and umpired
Hockey, the 2nd Netball team, Athletics
and Rounders’ teams at Senior and Prep
level. Samm’s efficiency meant that in
her second year she would be appointed
to teach BTEC along with games. Samm
relished the challenge of teaching BTEC
and the pupils under her care completed
all of their units efficiently and to a very
high level. After her two years of coaching
and teaching experience, Samm went on
to train as a PE teacher in her third year
under the PGCE scheme.

Virang Dal started his teaching career at
Bromsgrove School in September 2013
following the successful completion of
a PGCE Year at Staffordshire University,
having previously graduated from
Nottingham University with a degree in
Economics. Virang cut his teeth in the world
of teaching with an already impressive
CV, having been the winner of the Trainee
teacher of the Year Award presented by the
Economics and Business Association.

During her time at Bromsgrove Samm has
been a boarding tutor in Oakley House and
I know that her tutees will miss her loyal
support, amenable approach and unfailing
encouragement.
Every holiday Samm seemed to be
traveling somewhere exotic and such
passion will carry on next year as she is
hoping to travel around USA, Australia and
everywhere in between! We wish Samm
happy and safe travels and every success
in her teaching career once she returns.
E Buckingham

As the new bright shining star in the
Economics department, Virang shone
brightly from day one. His lessons were
always outstanding, his passion for his
subject infectious and the new dynamic
ideas he brought to the Economics
department were both refreshing and
modern. Teaching the concept of
diminishing marginal returns with paper
aeroplanes was unforgettable and his
examination results for both IB and A
Level students speak for themselves;
simply excellent. Anyone who spends their
holidays in the staff centre making YouTube
videos on Economic Policy has to have a
certain drive and rigour to succeed. Virang
had those attributes in abundance; he
really is an exceptional Economist and an
outstanding educator.
As well as his love for economics, his
passion for School badminton and cricket
are similarly impressive. He has loved
coaching and playing with the badminton
squad, seeing their dedication and desire to
win on match days, not to mention keeping

Lauren Harrison
(2013-2015)
him fit. Likewise, he has been an active and
helpful tutor in Housman Hall, one minute
providing one to one tuition on development
economics to students, the next making
curries in the House, playing in the weekly
question of sport quizzes or more often
than not, playing a game of table tennis. I
know that he will never forget ‘accidently’
winning the House pool competition, doing
a presentation on Diwali with food and
music or presenting the House assembly on
role models. Virang has been an exceptional
tutor and gave excellent pastoral care to all
those in Housman.
Virang wants to be remembered as a
passionate and dedicated teacher of
economics, always willing to go the extra
mile for students and share his love of the
subject with others. As an avid sports coach,
he has allowed students to develop their
personality traits outside their academic
bubble and provided opportunities for more
students to participate in team sports.
Having close to his target of 1 million hits
on his YouTube channel ‘Econplusdal’ is
remarkable for one so young. He writes “If
I am remembered as someone who looked
for the good in everything and everyone,
with a constant smile on his face and
striving for only the very best in everything
pursued…perfect.”
We wish him well as he takes up his
promotion as Head of Economics at Kent
College, Canterbury.
R Keys

Lauren’s brief period of time as a member
of the English department was memorable
for several things; her unwavering
dedication to her pupils, her interest in
charitable work and her enormous smile.
Always prepared to go the extra mile on
behalf of her charges and a great believer
in a positive approach to life, she imbued
all activities with the same energy and
charm. It is thanks to Lauren’s tireless
efforts that the Lower Fourth readathon
raised over £1000 for the Children’s
Leukaemia Foundation, and she was
always keen to help those less fortunate.
Lauren left at Easter for the Chase in
Malvern, and our loss is their gain. She
is to marry later this year and we wish her
and Charlie every happiness in their future
together.
K Linehan
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Kirsty Rankin
(2013-2015)
Kirsty joined the Bromsgrove Classics
Department in September 2013 after
some years in the business world. During
her first year with us, she undertook the
Buckingham University PGCE course
with a sense of ownership which left the
outcome in no doubt. Her preparation for
lessons, production of resources, selfreflection and observation of colleagues
was outstanding. When the visiting
university tutor suggested that lesson plans
could be pared back a little, it became
clear that Kirsty’s attention to detail
was meticulous. Equally, Kirsty’s strong
subject knowledge, natural authority and
confidence in the classroom meant that
pupils would have been hard pushed to
recognise that this was someone entirely
new to the experience.
Kirsty has quickly gained her pupils’
respect, and they have been encouraged
to buy into many of her own traits, with
their thoughts often affecting the planning
of future lessons. This has led to close
working relationships with students and
encouraged their enjoyment of Classics.
They all know that Kirsty’s expectations of
them are high and that she is prepared
to commit to the extra time, punctual
marking and thorough feedback required
to help them to achieve their goals. The
department has undoubtedly advanced
through some youthful input, as well
as some excellent initiatives with Kirsty
starting an Ancient Greek activity at
lunchtime which saw its first dozen pupils
across the age range gaining their Entry
Level qualification in summer 2015.

Kirsty has also been a first-rate colleague.
She has made it her business to integrate
with the Common Room and is a signedup member to the vocation of an all-round
schoolmistress, not just a classroom
teacher, with her work in Mary Windsor
and extra-curricular involvement this
year. She is aware that the whole school
depends on the support of the constituent
parts and simply gets on with the job,
happy to help with anything extra and
without any sense of watching the clock.
Kirsty has never hidden her career
aspirations – indeed, in her interview,
when I asked what she saw herself doing
in five years’ time, I’m fairly sure she
said she wanted my job! As soon as she
mentioned her interest in the post at St
Martin’s School in Solihull, I could predict
the result; as I answered the loaded
questions in her reference, I could sense
that I was all but ticking every box for
them. They are gaining exactly what they
need for a Classics Department looking
to renew itself and expand its influence –
an energetic young Head of Department
with a passion for her subject and a
determination to succeed.
We wish Kirsty every success in her new
venture.
A G McClure

Dr Paul Chatwin
(2014-2015)

Bill Caldwell
(1990-2015)

Despite Paul only being with us for a
year he has proven himself to be a caring
professional and he has more than pulled
his weight offering extra classes and
assisting whenever he could. He was a
great help in Wendron-Gordon and his
tutees are very grateful for his input. Paul
leaves us to take a post at Gordonstoun
in the Scottish Highlands and the Maths
Department wish him every success.

Bill has been at Bromsgrove Preparatory
School for more years than even I
remember. When I arrived he was already a
highly respected figure and Head of Modern
Languages - he really is astonishing with
his grasp of languages. He is academically
gifted - try reading the letters after his name.

N Riley

He became Director of Studies soon
afterwards and was a driving force in the
SMT. I would say it was Bill who created
and set the standards that make the Prep
School what it is today in terms of Academic
Rigour. It was also Bill who set us off with
Pupil Progress and he worked passionately
with individuals who were having problems
academically. At the other end of the
spectrum, it was Bill who looked after the
scholars, making sure that the honours
boards were always updated and certificates
issued at every assembly. Children knew
exactly how many alphas they had at any
one time. Like all of us, Bill took regular
Games lessons and has always made
a valuable contribution to the Activities
programme. Bill and Lindsay led a boarding
house in what is now the Music School and
I still remember today the Chapel service in
which he had piled on the altar a mountain
of colourful A4 folders which represented
the National Curriculum in the early days.
In Bill’s role as Director of Studies, he keenly
analysed the NFER data and ensured we
all knew where we needed to improve. At
one time we had a relentless Literacy drive.
There was a weekly Literacy focus and
believe me, every child (and teacher) knew
what the focus was! There were spelling

bees during Charities Week and standards
certainly improved. The standard of report
writing was also raised considerably thanks
to Bill.
Bill was responsible for the Library for a
long time. It was Bill who introduced parent
helpers (the days before a permanent
librarian) and he spent countless breaks
and lunch times encouraging the pupils
to use the library. It really was every bit as
popular then as it is now.
I remember going on at least one trip with
Bill. He not only initiated many modern
languages trips - my own children benefited
from these - but he supported Music trips
- Rome to name one - and any other trips
where his support was valued.
And finally Latin. Hundreds of children
began their classical journey with Bill.
Always thorough and always rigorous, Bill
has given the children a start in this ancient
language that they will never forget.
Bill is a great family man, and I know how
justifiably proud he is of his children; two
wonderfully successful young men. And,
of course, his beloved Hartlepool United.
I hope he will have more time to pursue his
interests such as football and playing the
trumpet.
Bill…A man of the highest honour and
integrity.
Thank you for everything. Have a fabulous
retirement - you deserve it.
C Leather
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Caroline Leather
(1992-2015)
I first walked into Bromsgrove Preparatory
School in 1993 and one of the first people
I met was Caroline Leather. She had a
great big smile on her face, welcomed me
and said that if there was anything she
could do to help me I need only ask. That
impression is something that has always
stayed with me, of a woman who was, and
has always remained positive in everything
she does, whilst at the same time caring
passionately about people and how they
are treated.
Her story really begins in January 1992
when as a newlywed she arrived as a Year
5 class teacher. It did not take her long to
organise her first of many residential trips
to the South of France. Of course in those
days the things we take for granted now
just did not exist then. All grades were
written on slips of paper and had to be
copied out by hand multiple times. There
were no computer suites, but in the words
of Caroline each classroom had its own
‘funny old computer’ which was a novelty
for most pupils and staff. Back then
the pupils wore blue and pink ties and
Caroline has seen at least three changes in
School uniform as well as three changes in
Prep School Heads.
Caroline also remembers David James,
the former Aston Villa goalkeeper and now
TV pundit walking past her classroom
wondering why the pupils were so excited.
There was also the fire which devastated
the Prep School but which at the same
time also brought out the best in the staff.

Let us now move on to 1994 and a
system change which saw pupils from
Year 5 upwards being taught, in the
main, by specialist teachers. Caroline
now became a member of the Year 3
and 4 team teaching all subjects except
French and Music. This was something
that she loved and her commitment to the
children became an inspiration to both
them and their parents who all valued
her boundless enthusiasm. It was at this
time that Caroline also became the staff
representative on the Parents’ Association.
This was also the year that the House
names were changed and Caroline has
remained a committed member and
supporter of Watt ever since.
In 2003 with the building of Maple and
the end of the huts, Caroline became head
of the Junior Department and a member
of the Senior Management Team. As well
as being a full-time classroom teacher
she produced plays and became involved
in musical productions throughout the
School. She took assemblies and Chapel
services on a regular basis and managed
her team of dedicated and hard-working
teachers. In the middle of all this arrived
interactive whiteboards, something which
Caroline in her own words described
as being ‘daunting and amazing’ at the
same time. In 2010 Caroline introduced
Bushcraft to Year 4 which she excitedly
described as like something from her own
childhood.

The next big change came in 2011
when Caroline was given whole school
responsibility for appraisal, staff
professional development and the activities
programme, all massive areas in their own
right and crucial to the future progress of
the Preparatory School. As a result she
was also made a member of the whole
school Senior Management Team. This
coincided with a massive teaching change
as Caroline left her Year 3 and 4 classroom
teaching role to become a member of the
Science team.
By 2013 the enthusiasm and commitment
of the woman I met in 1992 had not
waned. In fact it was about to go up a
notch again, if that was possible. Caroline
now decided that it was time for more
ambition. So was there one last challenge
for Caroline to set herself? Of course there
was. How about getting the NPQH (the
National Professional Qualification for
Head Teachers), no easy task at all! The
amount of time energy and effort needed
to get this qualification is immense but
if anyone could do it Caroline could and
with this in the bag the only thing left to do
now was to go for promotion. Once again
Caroline set about this task with boundless
enthusiasm and the never give up attitude
was rewarded with her being offered the
job of Deputy Head at Saint Andrew’s
School, Turi, Kenya. Congratulations
Caroline, you deserve it.

What a journey! So let me finish with a
few words of my own. Caroline is one of
those rare human beings who will literally
do anything to help anyone. Her Christian
faith shines through everything that she
does and is a precious gift she values very
much. I am hugely indebted to Caroline
for the personal support she has given to
me. The words I keep coming back to time
and time again when I describe Caroline
is her enthusiasm as well as her warmth,
compassion and loving heart. On behalf
of your colleagues past and present, the
pupils you have taught and the parents
you have supported; thank you and good
luck to both you and your family for the
future.
S Loone
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Carol Evans
(2008-2015)
There are few teachers at the Preparatory
School who have had the impact and
influence that Carol has in her time here.
From gracious and proficient hostess;
enthusiastic and capable teacher; to
compassionate and supportive colleague,
Carol has given her all in every aspect of
her numerous roles. Initially as a Year 4
class teacher and then for an extended
period in Year 5, Carol’s pastoral sensitivity
and calm demeanour have always been
a strength. She led the Year 5 team as a
maternity cover Head of Year admirably
and her dedicated contribution to the
boarding life of the School has made her
a mainstay of support for many of our
younger pupils.
Carol is a teacher for whom a pupil’s
wellbeing is clearly as important as
his or her academic development.
Her adaptability to a wide variety of
teaching roles has made Carol the
proverbial ‘master of all trades’. Teaching
responsibilities have encompassed
the entire spectrum of subjects from
Mathematics and English, to Geography
and PSHEE. She approached every
year with her familiar enthusiasm and
hardworking attitude.
Carol’s competitive nature has been
an asset in the Games coaching that
she has undertaken during her time
here, but it has been most evident in
the inter-form competitions in Year 5,
where Mr Kippax, Miss Harris and myself
are certain that her numerous victories

Shaun Ruwers
(2012-2015)
must be attributed more to bribery and
corruption than genuine success! Her
easy going approachability has made her
a key member of numerous departments
and a valued and reliable friend to many
members of the staff common room.
To do justice to Carol’s tenure at the
Preparatory School is impossible in just
a few words; suffice it to say that she will
be most definitely missed by a significant
proportion of the School.
R Whiting

In just over three years Shaun Ruwers
has made a significant contribution to
many aspects of School life. After making
headlines playing for the Netal Sharks, the
Durban born prop moved to Britain and
played Rugby union for London Wasps
and Worcester Warriors.
Shaun achieved considerable success
with the teams he coached at Bromsgrove.
The current Upper Fourth students went
from losing their first ever rugby game
under Shaun’s leadership as U12Cs in
September 2012, to beating none other
than Warwick by over fifty points, to having
a fifteen match unbeaten run. Shaun
took the history making 1st XV NatWest
Cup winners, when they were U16s, and
unsurprisingly went unbeaten for the
entire season. He really did get the pupils
to think about how they could improve
themselves on the sports field.
Shaun threw himself into duties in Page
House and there the children got to know
the real Ruwers as he was affectionately
known. He was always prepared to cover
for those on duty and supported both Mrs
George and Mr Sutherland in the House.
One Christmas he was Secret Santa and
brought with him a signed rugby ball from
the Worcester Warriors players.

Shaun was very much a father figure for
the many Gap students from Australia
and New Zealand who lived with him
in Honeysuckle House. The School is
indebted to Shaun for the way he ran the
House. Above all this, the gap students
had the utmost respect for Shaun and he
gave them a happy home to live in.
The Welsh Rugby Union has a motto on
the walls of the iconic Millennium Stadium
in the home changing room which reads
‘How do you want to be remembered?’. For
a start he has always said yes to anything I
asked him to do, from refereeing matches
from U13D level to U9D level, or taking
teams anywhere in the country to teaching
PE lessons from Year 3 right through to
Fifth Form. The answer from Shaun was
always ‘yes’ without any complaints. I will
miss his company, friendship, warmth and
comradery enormously and I cannot thank
him enough for all he has done throughout
his time at Bromsgrove School.
Shaun is a wonderful colleague to have
at any School and he will be missed by
all our pupils. On behalf of the children,
parents and teachers, I wish him every
success and happiness for the future.
G Jones
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With thanks to The School Photography Company, Tempest and Gillman and Soame for the team photographs.			
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